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SUMMARY
This study was undertaken to obtain information on the current and 
future development of psychiatric nursing in the community* The 
literature shows that mental illness was not recognised as a separate 
medical specialty until the nineteenth century5 and that consequently 
the development of the 'companion* specialty of psychiatric nursing is 
also of recent origin*
As a result of changes in treatment patterns and in the legislation 
concerned with this type of illness psychiatric nursing services began 
to be offered to patients outside hospital* Accounts of the 
development of these services usually related to a particular scheme9 
and showed that there were differences of approach*
A broad descriptive study was undertaken to determine-athe extent or 
these differences* All such services in existance in England and Wales 
at the. beginning of the study were identified* Information on .the 
professional background and preparation of the staff involved9 the 
operation of the services9 and the views on the current and future . 
development of this specialty were sought.from all of the staff known 
to be undertaking this type of work through a postal Questionnaire*
More detailed information on the day to day work'of these services was 
obtained through the use of a Work Diary sent to a sample, of. 
respondents from the earlier stage of the study* The information 
contained, in the diary was analysed as it related to the nurses, and 
as it related to the patients visited.
The views of senior nursing staff at a stratified 1;10 sample of 
services were sought during semi-structured interviews concerned with 
the past, present and possible future organisation of these services*
The differences indicated by the accounts in the literature were 
found to exist and two principal types of service are in operation.
Conclusions are drawn, and their implications for the future 
development of the psychiatric nursing service arc discussed. The 
need for further detailed research is considered.
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CHAPTER I, The development of psychiatric nursing.
Bttmnory*
This chapter traces the gradual recognition of the care of 
psychiatric patients suffering from psychiatric disturbances as 
a separate specialty, and the consequent development of psychiatric 
n urs in r.
The development of a recognised training for this type of 
nursing is described*
The relevant legislation is considered, together with the 
factors leading to the extension into the community of the work 
of the psychiatric nurse.
The care of those with psychiatric disturbance.
It has always been recognised, even by primitive- roan, that illness 
requires some form of treatment or care. Although the treatments 
available to members of ancient cultures were empirical and crude, 
they were directed to the removal or amelioration of what was 
deemed to be the cause of the illness. There no obvious cause 
could be seen the illness was attributed to magic, or to the ill- 
will of the Gods and in these instances cure was attempted by the 
priests and•witch doctors. The .priest-doctors of one of the earliest 
recorded civilisations - that of ancient Babylon, circa 2000 BC, 
attributed internal illness, including mental distSSPbance, to 
daiaonaic possession and- used magical-and religious incantations as 
methods of treatment. An alternative theory to this belief was 
put forward by the early Greek Ilmodocles who suggested that there 
were four basic humours in the body, and that disease was caused ' 
by an imbalance of these humours (Alexander and Solesnick 1967).
13.
Although progress imiz slow, and standards of cure, particularly of 
nursing care, waxed vand waned, the physical causes of illness were 
gradually discovered, and with this increasing knowledge, more 
appropriate methods of treatment were devised* It is, therefore, 
possible to describe a long history of the development -of nursing 
care fox* the physically ill*
The causes of. mental disturbance v?ere not generally recognised 
until much later, and the possibility that these patients required 
nursing care was not considered. Seyraer (1332) writes
f!To write about psychiatric nursing before 1800 would 
almost be a contradiction in terms, since up to the 
nineteenth century, with a few notable exceptions, sufferers 
from ment.al illness received no 1 nursing1 beyond harshness 
and restraint. The explanation of this fact is that the 
nature and causes of their malady were totally misunderstood. 
Mental derangement was regarded as a judgement of heaven, or 
a possession by the devil — in no sense an illness, but a 
manifestation of,inherited guilt or of a moral taint; 
sometimes indeed the insane were supposed'to be witches.”
VJhile the theories of possession, or of moral taint led to the 
beatings described by Sir Thomas More (Hunter and Hacalpine 1863) 
and to enforced vigils at shrines and exorcisms (0-* Donaghue l91h) 
the belief that mental disturbance was caused by an imbalance of 
the humours led to the bleedings, vomitings and pur&ings which were 
still in use in 1815 (Hunter and Hacalpine 1363).
Although humane care was offered to the mentally disturbed in isolated
instances, in the community at Geel for example (Ihn-3 1975), a 
lad: of amderstanding of the. causes of the disturbance usually 
led to harsh measures* This lack of understanding stcraned ■ 
partly from the background of the physicianu of the time:-
“Sustained by little that could be interpreted as 
scientific, and even less that could be considered 
curative the physicians of the fourteenth to eighteenth 
centuries wore primarily philosophers and reflected, 
not unnaturally, the intellectual and moral pre­
occupations, the prevailing *soitgeist1, taut is.” (Rollin8,1975.)
Altiiou.Ti more humane methods of treatneivt had been advocated - Hunter 
and hacalpine (1303) refer to Battle' (1750), Hit liars (1775),
Targeter (1732) and Fer-rior (1705) - they point out that Pinel 
at the ficetre in 1793, reflecting the spirit of the French 
Revolution, is usually•regarded as the first to use these methods 
in a larvae*‘institution. (Alexander and Selesnick (1367) suggest 
that a more liberal mode of treatment.had been in use in Valencia 
in 1*409, though Seinelai,rne,s commentary included by Silbourg and 
Henry (lOhl) indicates that it was still.possible for a patient . 
there to be treated by basting in the .following century).
In 1792 the Society of Friends in York began to plan, and to raise 
funds for an opening of an Institute for the mentally disturbed 
11 in which a milder and more appropriate system of treatment than 
that usually practised, might be adopted". (Tube 1313),
while an appeal for funds for the establishment of St. Luke's
15.-
Hospital, attributed by Hunter and I'acalpine (196S) to li at tie had 
contained a reference to the need for "servants peculiarly qualified” 
it was the development of the system of 'moral management* described 
by Final and Tuke that sot the scene for the change from the staff 
of baeket-men or keepers described by O’Donsghue to attendants and 
eventually to a staff of nurses.
In this new system of management physical restraint, instead of 
being the answer to all prob lems of controlling unco-operative 
or potentially violent patients, was a last resort. If persuasion 
and consideration for the dignity of the disturbed were to be used 
rather than physical force the contribution of the attendants to 
the care of the patients would be of great importance. Pinal's 
description of the circumstances favourable to Ids work paid tribute 
to the work of J ean-Baptiste Pussiu and-his wife who held posts 
equivalent to that of Chief Hale ilurse and matron. (Hunter and 
Hacaipine 195k), Tube. (1013) in his account of the origins and 
progress of the Retreat also pays tribute to the assistance given 
by the Superintendent- George Jepson and to his wife,
iimtnougu tniLS system avoided unnecessary pnysacal restraint • at was 
not possible to'abandon it completely.- Hlien it was unavoidable care 
was .taken what idiD memoa. useu. snouiu not norm the pcttitsnf, and. 
rather than chains, the straight waistcoat was used for those in 
"the most violent state of mania", (Tuke 181k) or restraining ana 
straps for those "who ore neither vindictive nor violent (but v*ho) 
require, occasionally, a degree of restraint, to prevent them 
injuring their companions, or destroying their clothes" (Tuke, op cit),
16.
In this context Tuke credits Jenson with the invention of a 
restraining device allowing considerable movement while 
maintaining security.
The methods used by Tuke and Pinel relied on their staff to care 
for and control the patients, and used a higher ratio of staff to 
patients than was usual, . Tuke (lOlh) lists a staff of nine, in 
addition to those solely engaged on domestic duties, and excluding 
the two attendants privately employed by two of the patients, at a 
time when there were TO - 60 patients. In his evidence to the 
Parliamentary inquiry into madhouses (1815/16) John Hasiaia, the 
apothecary of Betiilen Hospital reported, that there were seven 
keepers, two of 'idiom were engaged on domestic duties, leaving five 
to care for 120 patients. (Hunter and IlacaXpine 1963), Thomas 
llnnro in his evidence to the same Committee indicates that bad 
there been more staff at Bethlem, there would have boon loss need for 
mechanical restraints (Hunter and Hacalpinc 1963).
vJitii the establishment of more asylums the number of attendants 
increased and. concern for the recruitment of the right type of staff 
grew. Talk (1861) in his description of the development of this 
branch, of nursing refers to the appointment of Dr, and Hrs. bills as. 
Superintendent and Matron of Hakcficld Asylum in 181$ and to Dr. 
Allis's call for
"a group of young and hibaly gifted females, willing from 
love of God and nan to assist the matron in hor anxious 
efforts"s and for
"ladies who have had such a portion of instruction as to
17.
enable them carefully and judiciously to apply under the 
diraction of the professional nan a proper medical and moral 
treatment”*
Aithougn it is probable that tuose introducing the not methods of
treatment pave some instruction to tiieir staff* and Take (18110
certainly recognised this necessity* the first formal series of 
lectures wore those given by Sir Alexander Morison at the Surrey 
Asylum in 1813“! though it appears that these.wore not a
permanent feature (Walk 1961).
During the latter part of the nineteenth century the work cf the 
nursing staff ai: asylums ennngad, ■Planned during the time following 
the introduction of Acral Management* with its emphasis on staff- 
patient relationships and -the high staff ratio necessary for this , 
type of care* the asylums grew rapidly to such a sice that although 
humane methods of care were used* the role of the staff became 
custodial rather than actively curative. Kerr (1973) writing of 
this period3 says .
11 For nearly a century this moral treatment declined* mainly due* 
according to some authorities* to the enormous increase in the 
siso of mental' hospitals. Custodial cars became the order of 
the day* with locked doors and refractory units. Close 
individualised treatment vjas replaced by the padded room and 
the straight jacket”.
The enormous- increase in cite is shown in buntoi? and Hacalpine'* s 137b 
account of Colney Hatch Asylum* opened, in 1851 for 1*000 patients* 
but which was enlarged on three occasions* 1854-3* 163 o* and 1908-13* 
and by 1338 housed 2*700 patients.
18 .
It is interesting to speculate on the reasons for this rapid growth 
in numbers of patients requiring institutional care. It occurred 
at the tine of the Industrial Revolution,- It may be that while the 
extended family in a predominantly rural culture could support 
and provide suitable.occupation for* the “eccentric” disturbed 
patient* or the mentally handicapped* this was no longer possible 
in an urban industrial settings This was a period in which there 
were extremes of wealth and poverty*.' and in a poorer family it 
may not have'been possible to support a' member who was not able to 
contribute to the family income. Although the care offered in 
the asylums seems harsh judged by to-day*s standards* it was more 
humane than that previously available* and this may also have 
influenced the relatives of patients. bhile they might have 
hesitated to seek admission.for a patient to a madhouse where 111- 
treatment was probable* they might agree* reluctantly* to admission 
to a new asylum,
A number of those admitted were transferred from workhouses in which 
they had been inadequately maintained;, usually without any form of 
treatment. In these circumstances the nursing duties were heavy* 
particularly as there were no separate establishments for those who 
were mentally handicapped* and there ware a considerable number 
who ue?G bedfast* or paralysed.
Conolly who first practised the new forms of treatment pioneered by 
Final and Tuke on a large - scale at Hanwell* described the effects 
of custodial care*
“Vulgar approbation is easily obtained by occasional displays *
19*
although the general cluiractor of an asylum may he . that of 
a mere workhouse or place of safety* in which nothing Is clone, 
beyond employing the patients and keeping then quiet, for 
their recovery. The faults of commission ray be fa\i and of 
omission many. Tie wards may be generally quiet* there nay 
be a solitude falsely called peace • • « • and the patients 
nay pass a very large part of their time' unoccupied* unanused; 
their homely comforts little cared for - their recreations 
quite disregarded; so that many of them become more and 
more listless* and even at length incurable from neglect*” 
(Conolly 10‘.‘7)*
Conolly also suggested that the amliins should provide a service 
offering care to patients in thoir own home though this siryysilori 
was not acted on for another century (Conolly 1630).
The system of custodial care* allied with keeping; occupied those who 
were sufficiently well to profit rfrcn It* and heavy basic nursing 
care of the weak continued until the 1230c, writing of recruitment 
after the' first Acrid bar* Davies and Lindsay (1263) describe : 
the situation in the foliating terms
“skill at football, or cricket* or the ability to play a 
musical instrument* was often the criterion for selection. 
Having been accepted* the new attendant u:m judged on his 
ability to keep the ward clean and the patients quiet* and 
if ho excelled- in those respects* promotion followed in 
due course,”
The changes that followed this long period of custodial car© stemmed
from the introduction of physical treatments and have been described
by Burr (1970)
“then came the discovery of £CT and the development of all 
the physical treatments - hydrotherapy* malarial therapy* 
leueotomy, insulin coma therapy. Psychiatric nursing 
became increasingly physically orientated. The more ©he 
resembled a general trained nurse the more approval the 
psychiatric nurse received. Custodial care was out.
The patient must be nursed. The nurse must do things
for him, to bring about his recovery.
Mo sooner had she become a thoroughly competent physical 
treatment nurse than the 1950s brought another revolution 
In the form of tranquilliser drugs. In a matter of months 
disturbed, hallucinated patients, who had been in hospital 
for years, the despair of the nurses and doctors, began to 
feed themselves, and to answer rationally when someone spoke 
to them - and without the aid of leucotomy or insulin.”
Goddard (1955) who studied the work of mental nurses in eight wards 
in hospitals for the mentally ill (and in eleven wards in hospitals 
for the mentally defective) found that much of the nurses* time was 
spent on supervision. Amongst the recommendations based on the 
findings of this study were suggestions regarding training, working 
conditions, and that nurses should be more involved in active therapy, 
and less in passive supervision.
21.
.Barton (1953) described the effect of long custodial caro, without 
active treatment* and suggested programmes of rehabilitation through 
which patients who had become institutionalised could be prepared 
for life outside hospital. The condition described by Barton was 
that noted a century earlier by Conolly. Barton’s fresh description 
of this problem led to the start of a number of -resocialisation and 
resettlement programmes for the iong-stay patients who had become 
institutionalised. Another development of this period was j the 
increase in the number of day hospitals. Day .patients had been 
accepted at the Lady Chichester Hospital in 1936 but it was net until 
19TO that the first day hospital was opened in Britain. A second 
followed in 1951* and by 1959 there were- 65. (Copas* Fryer* and Robin X97A),
The training of psychiatric nurses.
The increase In the number of county.asylums In the nineteenth century 
led to the formation in I3H1 of the "Association of Radical Officers 
of Asylums and Hospitals for the Insane”, In 1665 the name of fills 
Association was changed to the "Hedicc-Psychological Association of 
Great Britain” (Hunter and Macalpine 1963). Walk (1961) has
described the gradual spread of Informal schemes, of training and the contributions
of (Houston* Clark, Ireland and Urquhart to the Society’s consideration
of the problem of training and retaining staff. As a result of zbls
concern the Society published in 1805* a “Handbook” if or the staff at
asylums* and four years later appointed a Committee, ”to consider a
report on the systematic training of nurses and attendants * the
granting,of certificates of proficiency and the 3ceeping of a register”
(VJaHc 1961).
The scheme proposed by the Committee was adopted and In 1G91 the first
22 .
e x m  in at ion s for the certificate awarded by the Society were held.
•In the'following years the number of staff qualified by the certificate 
of the Roiico-Psychological Association spread,
Tne deliberations which were' to lead to the passing of the burses 
Registration Act have bean described by Beiiaall and Raybaulfcl (1969),
In 1C0T-5 a Select Committee of the .House of Commons was set apt 
to consider the question of registration of nurses, Amongst those 
who gave evidence was I)r* Bedford Fenwick. who presented a n&per. 
concerning the establishment of a General nursing Cornell s Profess or 
h.w, Hiiito* Professor of. Psychological Medicine at King’s College 
hospital3 and Dr. G.E. Shuttleworth who represented the Asylum 
Porkers Association. Professor unite and Dr. Shuttleworth spoke 
of the work of the Medico-Psychological Association and described 
the Association’s system of training and examination for mental nurses.
Although the Select Committee recommended that a form of registration 
was desirable they could not agree oa all the nolntc concur niirg training. 
Registration Bills ware introduced to the House of Commons but if was 
not until .1319 that the Purses •Registration Aejjts rare passed* one 
for England and wales5 one for Scotland and one for Ireland. The Act 
for England and hales sot up the General fur sir. . Council*, stated
that a Register of nurses was to bo kept 5 and t'hr-t the Council were to
make regulations concerning training* examinations* and the ru3.es for 
admitting existing nurses to the new Register. There wen to be a
supplementary pert of the Register for nurses “trained in the nursing
and cars of persons suffering fron mental 'disease”.
23*
The first Council decided; ir: 1220 5 that the ruDnlomntarp Ko;rittc:c 
for mental nurses should be. divided into too rjcrtr., one for mental 
nermc end one for ntract of m e t a l  defectives, In 1921 it was 
decided that nurse:; noldino the certificate of the he-dico- 
PsyeholopiccfL fmociation could be admitted to the Ite rioter during 
the period of praco before trt.inin;-: under the rule" of the Cenotnl 
hurting Couucil could do complete1*
Tne Oouernl Ihrrcinp Council Inc decided, on a eye ten b y ■v'hloh ell 
nurses trr.iainp for one. of the do ■■intore: ahoiiia trie the m n o
iOiiSry ciceoi’.ej.G^  at tao mn~ or tnc snrst p-~ tr*'r-. tm2.nm,T9 
to that ei n u m l a t e r  nothinp for eii additional rati ificution 
could pain a rerniecion in train in;-, time. The dental burses 
Con -it tee of the General furrier - Council reeo'smnded the adoption 
of the ouistiiy; cylltJ.ua cf th...* .iico-Fsychoi'y ical Association 
for throe yearn.
Burin-- thin tire the Council devised t h e m  ,o\/n syllabus9 and thin 
teas aprood in 19255 the peer tenet the iedica^Pspcholopicol Association 
received a Royal Charter unci Locarc tan Royal fodicomhmchoiQpicai 
Amoeia eion. That c a m  pear tno Council announced that: it could 
no Ion yr m e o p n i m  the Amcciuticn*c certificate for the purpose of 
rep inflation, llecvor, the Association decim/. tret it m u l e  
continue to hold its onn enni.rinutiou* doth her ;j cf air»Indication9 
the certificate of the Royal Aedico-hspchoio,-icai Association9 or 
Leinp a registered mental nurse or a ropistorod nurse of mental 
defectives with the General Rurally, Council continued to be recopnisei 
thycuph the Lancet Commas ion on hursinp (1932) reprctted this.
Correspondence and consultation between tiie General nursing Council 
and *£he Royal Medico-Psychological Association continued9 but it was 
not until 19'fB, followin' recommendations of the Athlone Committee 
and' the border Pxeconstruction Committee that agreement was finally 
reached* The Royal Medico-Psychological Association announced that 
they would not accept further* candidates after the end. of 19h6* but 
that until the end of 1951 holders of the Ri-SPA certificate would 
be accepted by the General Nursing Council for registration. The 
period during which these* certificates would ho accepted was later 
extended- by a further tiiree months*
■ In 1957 a new experimental syllabus was drawn up by the Rental ; 
burses Committee of the General Nursing Council replacing the 
preliminary examination.* cons-ion to all parts of the Register* with 
an intermediate examination devised for the speciality of 
psychiatric nursing* but still granting exemption from the 
preliminary examination'if nurses later took additional training*
The final examination was also revjiccd* In 15 ot the General 
: burs in.;; Council agreed.: that this' syllabus should cease to be 
experimental and should be adopted by all mental nosnital training 
schools by the beginning of ISS'5. :
Further development in the field of general nursing had occurred in 
19T3 -with the passing cf an act which laid down tlia General Nursing 
Councilfs duty with regard to the enrolment of assistant nurses.
Ten years later in 1552 a mental hospital was approved for tne 
first time as a tra^ining school for enrolled' nurses* with arrangements 
for secondment whore this was necessary to fulfil all parts of the two- 
year syllabus. In ISCl the description of this grade of nurse was
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changed to state Enrolled Nurse* and a further act in 1964 gave 
the General Cursing Council power to enrol nurses by virtue of 
their experience in the psychiatric or mental sub-normality 
fields* That same year a revised syllabus of training for the 
enrolled nurse was published to become compulsory at the beginning 
of 1966*
Some aceeots of the relevant legislation.
The beginnings of public cars for the Dentally disordered was shorn 
in the passing in 1907 of an Act of Parliament which recommended 
that asylums should he built at rhich 1’pauper lunatics11 could be 
’’maintained at the expense of their respective parishes1* (Hunter 
and Hacalpinc 1963), A number of asylums warn built as a result* 
but there was still need .for more* and in If’-?3 an additions! Act 
of Parliament 5‘made the creation of county asylums obligatory’ •
Many of the asylums built as a result of those Acts are still in 
existence, as the large psychiatric hospitals of to-day.
The Lunacy Acts of 1£90-91* a consolidation of the laws passed 
since 1G0S* provided a comprehensive legal and administrative 
framework for the care of nentally-ili patients regiiiring treatment* 
(Royal Coradscion 1957), The core offered was based on legal 
detention in institutions* to which admission could only take place 
after certification, The result was that the illness had to be 
sufficiently advanced for detention to I,a necessary before in- • 
patient treatment could be obtained.
The main provision of the ilental Treatment Act IS30 was to make it
2a.
possible for patients to enter a registered or other approved 
institution for treatment of a mental .disorder either as a 
voluntary or temporary patient* without the need for 
certification. (Berry 1951). This permitted a patient to 
seek treatment at an earlier stage than had been possible 
previously. This Act also substituted the terms "Mental 
Hospitals” for "Asylums”* and "person of unsound mind” for 
"lunatic” respectively.
The responsibility for the care of the mentally-dll had rested 
with the Boards of Guardians unytil 1929* and after that v/ith 
Public Assistance Committees of local authorities* Whan the 
new health service came into being as a result of the-National 
Health Service Act 1946* the provision of a Mental Health Service 
became the responsibility of the Minister of Health.
In 1954 a Royal Commission began an enquiry into the "existing 
law and administrative machinery" governing the legal aspects of 
mental illness (IIMSO 1957).
Many of the recommendations.of the Coinmission ware unbodied in 
the 1553 Mental Health Act. The main provisions of this Act were 
directed to making treatment for mental illness available in-a 
similar way to that for physical illness * both in and out of 
hospital. Hbxlo admission and dischnr, -a for patients requiring 
such treatment should normally be on the news basis as that for 
patients requiring treatment for other conditions* now arrangements 
wore set out for compulsory admission should this bo deemed necessary 
This Act also re-defined the terms to he used, introducing "mental
disorder'' to cover all four types (mental illness 9 subnormal! ty, 
severe ctmnorznality and psychopathic disorder).
In making care for the raentally-ill available both in ana out of 
hospital this Act was a major step in the development of community 
core for the psychiatric patient.
The extension of the psychiatrlc nursing work into the community.
The Royal College of horsing set up a working party to consider the 
effect of new developments - the 1359 Mental health Act in 
particular ~ on the work of ward sisters and charge nurses in the 
Mental Health Service. Amongst the effects reported by this working 
party (Ren I960) was the tendency for these nurses to become more 
involved with the care of patients in centres other than psychiatric 
hospitals; examples given were psychiatric units in general hospitals; 
special centres9 and iri the homes of patients and their families.
They also saw a need for increasing co-operation between the 
psychiatric nurses working in the patients’ homes and the existing 
community nurses, especially with the health visitor.
One example of the "special centres" referred to by the working 
party was an experimental out-patient treatment centre set up 22 
miles away from the base hospital. (Carse, J. 1959, and Carse, J.-3 
Ponton, K.E.sand Watt, A., 1953). Consultant psychiatrists made 
domiciliary visits to the homes of patients attending this centre.
A psychiatric sister, and a staff nurse assisted with treatments 
but took no part in the visiting. Carse (1958) reports a reduction 
of 59% in the admission rate at the base hospital in the year of 
his rsnort.
Howevers it. was not until 195*1 , at Harlingham Park Hospital, that 
"the first recorded beginnings of a service11 (Hunter 197b) in which 
psychiatric nurses regularly visited patients .in their own homes 
occurred. May and Moore (1963) in their account of this scheme9 
refer to the part played by the modern methods or treatment, in its 
inceptions-
”Successful physical methods .of treatment 5 new' and potent 
drugs, and the increased .tolerance of mental illness by the " 
public at largo have made community care on a .large scale 
feasible”»
In this scheme of community nursing care, which was started because 
of the shortage of psychiatric social workers combined with the 
need for the continued supervision of patients who could non be 
discharged, the nurses remained on the stuff of the hospital 
working iron an office attached to the Day Hospital. The service 
was started by tuo full-time nurses, but as the work increased, 
four nurses were found to be necessary. The nurses maintained 
close contact with the psychiatric social workers., and with the 
mental wnlfire officers- in addition to attending weekly meetings 
with tus psychiatrist to discuss-the progress of patients on their 
list. Tuo activities undertaken are described in this way:-
nthe out-patient nurse can reassure and. encourage patients9 
supervise medication prescribed by doctors , detect deficiencies 
in personal habits and caro, and often remedy them, and relieve 
anxieties of relatives by friendly explanation.” (Ibid).
In addition to these duties the nurses attended oat-paticut clinics.
evening social clubs and after-care groups, and visited those who 
had not kept out-patient appointments.
Uhxle this scheme set one pattern - of nurses employed by a hospital 
but working full-time on community duties - the second scheme 
started three years later set an alternative pattern* In the 
service started at Hoornavan Hospital the nurses retained ward 
responsibilities and spent only part of their time in the community* 
In this service - originally described as an after care service - 
the nurse who had cared for the patients during their admission 
visited them in their homes after discharge* Crsens (1958) In his 
account: of this service emphasises the continuity of cars that this 
type of system provides:«
”Ideally it chould be possible -ifor* a nurse who has established 
a relationship with a small group of patients while in hospital 
to continue this in a meaningful way when nursing support is 
required when thcs patient returns tc his -ev;n homo* * 1
The functions of the nurse in this service are identified as 
continuation of nursing care after hospital treatment; liaison with 
ether member's -of the therapeutic teas; . support to the family; a 
preventative role, and consultation with non-psychiatric colleagues*
A further _.v of service given by nurses who retain their ward 
responsibilities is that described by barren (1971) in which they 
spent two or two and a half days a month visiting former in-patients 
tc give injections of long-acting phenotkxs. vines*
Other types of scheme followed* including one in which <1 combination
cf local authority nursing staff, and psychiatric hospital nursing 
staff provided a service for psycho-geriatric patients, (Barker and 
Black 1971) 5 and another based on a hospital working as a 
therapeutic community (Macleod, 1970). Another type of service
operating from a therapeutic commimity is that described by Stobie 
and Hopkins, (1972) where a multi-disciplinary team, 'using the 
princii>les of social psychiatry, undertake crisis intervention.
Yet another type of support given by psychiatric nurses to patients 
outside hospital Is that given by nthe nursing staff of the ward ' 
where the patient last resided” to those resettled in group homes, 
(Deuhurst et ai 197b) wMIc Hoorc (1G73) had described the 
development of a psycho-geriatric scrv5.ce separate from, but 
complementary to that provided by the case hospital.
Another stage of development was marked by the association of 
community psychiatric nurses with fp?oup practices end health 
centres. While Brooke (1272) described combined approaches to 
psychiatric problems by the general practitioner and social worker, 
and by the general practitioner and health visitor, Leopold et al 
(197b) reviewed a successful experiment In widen psychiatric nurses, 
though based in the hospital, were attached to group practices; 
Sedwell (197b) described the development of a pilot scheme in 
which a psychiatric community nurse was based at a health centre, 
and both (1973) and Furlong (1973) have given accounts of a
joint clinic held in a health centre by psychiatrist„ social vrorker 
and community, psychiatric nurse.
./Cceounts of the development of other services have boon given by 
Stevrart ot al (137*0 who described a scheme which started as an
extension of ward duties, but grot? to include two nurses undertaking 
cotmmity duties full-time In addition to another still ward-based; 
and Hacqus 41973) has described a community^ psychiatric nurse’s role 
in a service offering preventative intervention in a family, situation 
before a crisis point was - reached*
While those services ware developing in Britain, the .-extension of 
psychiatric nursing care outside hospitals was being considered by 
branches of the World Health Organisation. The Report of the 
Export Committee on mental Health (U.H.-O* 1350) emphasised both 
the importance attached by the Committee to the development of an 
understanding of psychiatric nursing and psychoic; -v h -wee by all 
nurses and to the opportunities tc undertake preventative work given 
to public health nurses though funionInnately5 in practically no 
instances. have they been equipped to do so.”
In their Third Report (vI.H.O* 2.053) the Expert Committee considered 
the appropriate level of the provision■ of beds and suggested that 
cnee this level has been reached that further dovcloencnt should be 
on an extra-mural basis.
In 1955 the Expert Cci.r-iittcc on Psydilatrde I hare lain rude a first 
report (f.H.O. 1956) and described.the role of the nurse in community 
mental health activities both In direct patient care before and after 
hospital admission and'as a resource y. ':-o; using her .expertise. in 
psychiatric nursing to advice her- colic a sue:; in -other specialities,
e.g, domiciliary niLrsip.g ana health visiting. This report also 
considered tiio’prepaegatlo;. that nurses work!eg outside hospital 
require, and suggested areas in which further training should be 
given. The possibilities of a multi-disciplinary team undertaking
crisis Intervention, and of treating patients vritkout admission 
wore also discussed*.
In the view of the Committee title typo of work can be midortnken 
"cither by the nurse from the ward where the patient is, or by 
someone specially appointed who keeps close Hudson between 'the 
clinic, hero and work situations,.n
The Fifth Report of the Expert Committee on Rental health (TJI*.0*,1957) 
considered* in the following year, the psychiatric hospital as a 
contra for preventative ’“ark, and emphasised the desirability of 
linking the work of the paychiatvic hospital to that cf hcr.lt u 
centres and the General health Service*. It was noted that "the 
setting uy of aioguetc facilities ray well lead to an increase in 
the c.ov.nuid for treatments” 1  ut this was considered to provide 
opportunities for earlier detection and treat-rent*
The contribution of rublic'health Officers and yenoral practitioners 
to rental health was also considered by tan Expert Conmlttea (’J.K.0*1362). 
The oppordunities given to.those concerned in those fields for early 
detection of mental Illness, leading to earlier trcsti::enr2 uere 
discuss.:-.;, together with the rood for isidarntundlng by the general 
public, and the need for rehabilitation j;os.Ttlcularly. after shortened 
periods of iv~yatlent care* .
An article which surveyed the work of tee World health Organisation 
in mental health in the paiica 1UM-3-61 (u.h.u, 1307) stated with 
regard to the preventative aspects:-
"In psychiatric work everywhere, there.is an increasing
emphasis, which hVi.O, has fostered, in the preventative 
aspects: the conventional primary prevention of mental
disorder*: secondary prevention, i.e. treatment, preventing
further deterioration: and tertiary prevention. I.e. the 
rehabilitation of the mentally disabled."
The relationship between the psychiatric hospital ana the coxamnlty 
could, it was felt, develop in one of two ways:-
"All psychiatric services may be conaidorou as based either 
on the psychiatric hospital whose influence In the community 
is'extended by eirtra-mural.activities, or on a medico-social 
team which deals with all rental health problems of the 
community using the hospital as one of its tools.”
Other aspects of the development of psychiatric cars, the hay 
Hospitals and. Psychiatric Units in General Hospitals9 were 
considered at a symposium (W.II.O. 1971), In the report of this 
symposium the role of the psychiatric nurse in the community was 
described either as working directly with the patient or as a 
consultant to other nurses.
Es described in both fthe reports cf the Expert Coimnittee of the 
World Health Organisation, and in the accounts of individual schemes 
in Britain, \ the role of the psychiatric nurse In the community can 
take varied forms. Her work can be concerned v-ith the after-care 
of former in-patients and undertaken as an extension of her word 
duties; the community nurse may remain based at a psychiatric 
hospital but undertake community v-ork on a full-time basis and.
he cono-vrnod with .the nero of patients rio cnn 1\: trmlnoi entirely 
without air i. so ion, in n-MIticn to the' oftormnro of former in­
patients ; o full-tinn co wnrdty nurse nay 1c- bored. entirely in 
the earn:unity at o ymvoel practice emynry or rue 3th centre vrlicli 
world yrovif.e epyortuAit.lo-;. far- primary m i l  or eneondery 
yievortien err.' to not m  rdvlner- to o'ffo; o v  Iron other .
1 r n n i r n  of rr irriny* Vimynrrlvf (Iff?) -f.nci-nfii ; c r n Q C T t n of 
yyo.'hf ;v.r5 o ce;.ro ;n'-y; rfo; the "'Torn:-..- ifnelly .--nr.' 'in with ten 
yntfo.t; fro: are c ; : 0 :0 ; dr., cnrloy lit hi; in. fowf-'nl end lof Id-rony 
ohln op with nryyooeov - conn. In ; thr yot.n.nr. "n re': m o m , f t y f ! 
Arno-ill (1 ) for; f..,.. 1 tin for A f r o  of tin: orynff airfe r.irtvn
f. . cor., on fry. In relation to to-' oil nr .roof are o " tin 
tloroyrrti c torn, ;-;;;-l rtoln.n "it cm. rightoy 1: noil .tint psychiatric 
r r r f n y  eonolofv of 11 rt" coot, yfno f r f  Trot Are ri: ttf ofo*ty 
.■or onto, Int.--1; .,.r:: nor r-vAtonllt.nl:let nyor'ton 1 otlntoertft ye* A
1... 'lAoor.■’ :1 ;itclerrlvor* ft: fro. m y  t -1 m r r  0 0 0  houry toe 
oiyyl: nr 1 to toko l.-.or- tin:, tnlv n.n m  • f  y m  m m  trove in? which 
In. of off n r w  t h e  .;rf: ■'noli:.-: v oyonific ccmtffortmn . it early 
lotvctlcn, loy-tc-fry ro.n toe tent a m  t f m r c v i m  it the tumrm.vion 
of to.lie:...:-;loo- m f  roccyrltion of yotnfi loo tile off-ofey ft; 
rolnbolltntfor; ton In , 1:1:: rill: *1:-r f m f o o o n m o  c.olcrrm, or
con r: :;l:fertoc fy rrcntn 1 13 it :o f ?
71.0 m..m _ m  fie yriAfricn- of T-r.'0'flv- emviror for v tv chi tire, e 
ynlimtr ran r-eco mi?md by f Joint frb-drm--0t r w  of •••.- ffondim
rental Honlth tod Lhira iny Advisory rar.mlttce (2.111 h) who-
r n . m m f  tint tie dovvlcymnt' of too r.v•. m-fxy mrriom: ’em likely
1 .0  ^.ZiCi.VICiC " p t y  C ' i t ’V-C C ‘...v*m.O"C2.3«.: ., C O  v j i t o :  i r e . ;  V O O  .O D C t- i
liCiU.to anthem t lam the yoychittric It::, irnnl on- f ma;.rtrerv-: and 
the general «>r«ct£tior*etw." fm iryert rim un.,:erilf.nl ton-
existence of after-care schemas for former in-patients and 
thought it likely that services would be available for those ■ 
who could be treated without in-patient care.
The work which the nurse undertakes outside the hospital, while 
based on her psychiatric training, is different from that which 
is undertaken 'in hospital. The Expert Committee of the World 
health Organisation on psychiatric -nursing recognised the need 
for special preparation for this work* John (1361) in her 
study of the psychiatric nurses of four hospitals reported that 
senior' student nurses in two of the hospitals were "given the 
option of a little domiciliary visiting In their final year but 
tiie opportunity was not universally exploited owing to the nurses’ 
feeling of Inadequacy in coping with this strange situation, for 
which some felt insufficiently prepared," While Leopold (1974) 
has stressed the extent to which the work of the community 
psychiatric nurse Is concerned with relationships, Altschul (1972) 
in an investigation of the nature of contacts between individual 
nurses and individual patients found, thst:-
"ifurses may need the pretext of physical care to spend time 
with the patient, or patients may find it easier to talk to 
nurses while they are receiving physical care."
and asks:-
"What training do nurses receive now, in the formation of 
relationships or in the participation In interactions? How 
are they taught? What is the outcome of different forms of
teaching? In what iray do different trainin''" syllabi, differ5 
and ore sore rnoro effective than others in preparing nurses 
for specific.aspects of their task?”
Toro Hr/ 0.975) aloe considered the question of re lat ion ships in his 
sociological study of a large psychiatric hospital*
In addition to the preparation for their role in personal relationships 
the nurses working in the coomtnxty need to know more of the facilities 
and resources available in. their local cor-innnity* a point also made 
by the h.H.O. irpcrt Corrittec on psychiatric nursing*
As the nurrler ef co:irnu.aity cervices grav* the need for proj;aration for 
the nurses was realised end Llewellyn (1971) has described the back- 
„ round to the davalogront of a special course for this..purpose. The 
first course was of two weeks* duration but later courses lasted twelve
and holes: tc co-ordinate and, supervise the courses provided as a result of such
advice; urn to discharge such other* function a:; t’r: Aacr-etories of State
it was announced that a sub-panel would he ret a,> to consider the training 
needs of hospital staff working in the cor ;anbtp x.rith the Mentally ill 
and ueutully hcrnli capped* The Joint hoard* c t-orcis of reference wore 
vALdened in 1073 to include the cornunity nursin" service in addition
lanrg in 10704 a new body, the Joint board of Clinical Aarsing
Studi
State on the
m y  assign -to the: : . * 11 (JjIBS 1070)* ,Lr first report (JBCKS 1972)
In J.Q7H the Jeint hoard on Clinical Kursine 3 tad 5 or; paalish: i nho 
Outline Currxoulun in Covv-iunity Fcr.’cLiv.tr.ic dunnjn; non Reyistored 
Rurtnc (-71. Cbh 137’?)* - This in a syllabus for a course of thirty-sis;
uoonsj, includiny yracnicni cssnorioace, and twelve-weeks of continuous 
clinical practice in addition tc the teacliiny periods* •
Ine centra vrkieh lad developed the cririnni eourse-s tus tin first:.to 
le rocoyriiced by tic Ooi.va-. card and chuier c enures have bean .recognised 
since,
in view of tic variety cf schores recorded. in' the Xiteiuturo5 all of 
union can la itkkracd to as psychiatric nursina in the eoraiiunifcy*
V
co..isidcration was yiven to undortakiuy a national descriptive study.
It ua;f thnnpht that such a ctudyy which recorded the number ana type 
of sohenos in existence9 and obtained infor-nation about ways in which 
sucn scher.es differed «, would be helpful 'to those concar-nud in the 
planning and dGvelopnent of these .services3 ana seiyht also uiphiiylt 
areas in which local 9. detailed studies would be helpful,
OiIAPijsit xX* The developments leading to the study,
Summary,,
A.brief outline is given of the preliminary enquiries which 
led to the decision to undertake the study.
The preliminary enquiries.
Although psychiatric nursing in the community was now established, 
the published accounts (May and Moore, 1963; Greene, 1368;
Hacleod, 1970; Warren,' 1S71; Barker and Black, 1S71;
Nickerson, 1872; Stable and Hopkins, 1972) described different types 
of schemes* In order to nee whether these differences were 
reflected in other schemes, a preliminary survey was carried out 
in the summer and autumn of 1973,
In order to identify the hospitals offering this type of service 
requests for information were cent to the 20 Chief Regional 
Nursing Officers in England, Scotland and Wales, and to the 22 
Chief Nursing Officers of teaching hospital, groups. As it was 
known through personal contact with some of the staff concerned 
that some of the (then) Local Health Authorities also provided 
this type of service, similar letters of enquiry were sent to the 
221 Directors of Nursing Services.- Replies were received from 
all of the Chief Regional Nursing Officers and Chief Nursing 
Officer’s of teaching hospital groups, and from SC.hb of the Directors 
of Nursing Services. In addition to providing the information • 
requested, a number of replies expressed interest in, and encouragement, 
for a study of this subject.
From the replies relating to the hospital branch of the service 
a list Was compiled of the 100 hospitals at which this type of
nursing service was known, or thought to be operatihg. ' Further 
enquiries were then made at these hospitals seeking confirmation 
of the existence of the service together with a brief description 
of the type of scheme; a copy of the job description, if this 
was available; and for information regarding the number of staff 
involved, While seven of the hospitals did not,in. -fact, offer 
this service, and no replies were - received from a further ten,
78 replies were received which contained all, or a substantial 
part of the information requested, A further six replies 
confirmed the existence of a service but did not give further 
information.
The initial enquiries to the D.iractors of Hursing Services had 
included a request for similar information about any schemes which 
existed, and the replies received gave details of a further 30 
schemes, eight of. which were joint schemes with a local hospital*^
The combined .results showed that there were at least a 100 
schemes providing a psychiatric nursing service to patients 
outside hospital in England, Scotland and Hales,
The replies also showed that the .differences indicated by the 
published material were indeed reflected on this wider basis, 
while some services were operated by full-time staff, others were 
of the extension system in which staff with ward, day unit, or other 
hospital responsibilities spent part of their time on community work. 
Hhile staff in an extension, system tended to visit former in—patients, 
some staff working on a full-time basis were also able to visit 
patients being treated entirely as out-patients.
There were differences in the location from which the nurses worked. 
Some local authority staff were based at a specific hospital, while 
some hospital staff employed on full-time community duties were 
working from local authority premises or general practitioners1 
surgeries.
It appeared that the source of referrals to these services also 
varied, being limited to consultant psychiatrists only In some 
instances, though in others referrals could be accepted from a 
much wider range of sources.
A few services were concerned with a specific problem, drug dependency, 
alcoholism, psycho-geriatric patients, or the re-settlement of former 
long-stay patients.
Further variations were found In the additional information Included 
by some correspondents relating to the type of preparation given to 
the staff undertaking these duties. Some, authorities had used the 
special course which had been developed before the publication of 
the Joint Board of Clinical Nursing Studies Outline Curriculum; 
others had provided an Individual orientation programme; and some 
had arranged for doubly qualified staff to undertake the- course 
leading to the National Certificate of District Nursing. As this 
course is to prepare qualified staff for the care of physically ill 
in the community, the basic qualification required is either State 
Registration, or for the appropriate parallel course State Enrolment, 
in the general field. This course could not therefore be taken by 
nurses holding only the Registered Mental Nurse qualification.
In view of these variations it seemed that a national descriptive 
study of psychiatric nursing in the community would he useful in 
obtaining further information regarding the extent of the variations 
between the service $ in providing ^background information against 
which detailed XoccTl studies could be considered; and in 
consideration of the future development of the service*
The Research Panel of lue Queen*s Nursing Institute decided that 
such a study should jbs carried out* /□though the study had rider 
aspects,, tna objectives relevant to this account were:-
1* To establish facts about the number and tyse of senernes 
in existence 5 and about the work unncrfnken by the nurses
in vo 1 -a...; *
i. To or s c . r t h e  tyro. and amount of cpocsc.l prey arnt ion 
;vivan to these staff,. and to o>yf .or:-, their vies on the 
effectivanoss ana appropriateness of tad:;: training.
CHAPTER I I I .  I'cthocls*
• J  *.
The gcope of the study9 the reasons for the choice, of the 
methods which were used .-.and the choice of the sample of schemes 
at which senior nursing staff wore to be interviewed are described.
The sources from which the questionnaire and the work diary were 
developeds' together.with the pilot trials5 are reported,•
The scope of the study. ■
It had been anticipated that the main study would start shortly 
after the completion of the preliminary enquiries. Howevers this 
was not possible5 and during the period of the delay the Reorganisation 
of the national Health Sendee took place. As a result of the 
Reorganisation not only were there some boundary' changes,'but 
considerable movement of the senior n u r in r  staff5 with whom contact 
had been made, also took place. '
This made it necessary that the first steps in the main study should 
be to re-establish contact with the senior nursing staff, to confirm 
the continued existence of loiown schemes, and to, obtain information 
about any new schemes.
As the study was funded by the Department of Health and Social 
Security, which does not serve Scotland, it was to be concerned 
with England and Wales only. A letter of explanation requesting 
their assistance was sent to each of the 98 Area Nursing 
Officers, Accompanying this letter was a form (Appendix 1) on 
which were set out a list of the psychiatric hospitals in that area; 
whether a community nursing service was known to, be operating from 
any of the hospitals or former Local Health Authorities; the
hi'i.
number of staff involved: whether it had been agreed that an
approach could be made to the staff concerned, and the name of 
.thdjprevious • correspondent * The Area Nursing Officers were asked 
to amend this information v?here necessary, adding details of any 
psychiatric units at general hospitals or ncirly-establislied schemes, 
and to indicate at the foot of the form whether they wished that . 
further correspondence should be with'themselves or with another 
person that they named. ■
All of the Area Nursing Officers replied. Some, themselves, gave 
all cf the .information requested, while others suggested that contact 
should be made with District Nursing Officers. Similarly, some 
District Nursing Officers gave the information requested while 
others suggested contact with Principal or Senior Nursing Officers,, 
at individual hospitals, or, when ■' the appointments had been made, 
with Divisional Nursing Officers'(Fsychiatry).
Nhen this correspondence had been completed, 1^7 schemes had 
been identified and the names and addresses of over 700 nurses 
engaged in visiting, patients outside hospitals on either a full- 
time or extension basis had been obtained.
Although it had originally been planned to obtain information from 
this group of staff by interview, which would have been a practical 
proposition with the numbers obtained by the preliminary enquiries, 
the great increase in the size of the population made this impossible 
from the point of the time involved, and from the financial point of 
view. It was therefore necessary to consider the use of a postal 
Questionnaire•
*r:.
The use of s.'postal na tionaairc is hnovn to have lot;; ade'antsyes 
and dlcadvant.vne* Cyoonheirrt (19C5) states that postal questionnaires 
have the advantage of avoiding any possibility of interviewer' bias. 
Tr-ooco arid Traces (1973) nuprcGt two other advantages; that a 
respondent m y  ho able to ccnslcta a- questionnaire in loss tires 
than would bo required for an interview, and that a respondent ?aay 
bo ujrb willing to awnv'er certain questions auonyaously In Inciting 
than they would bo to •ciacuarj the enns fui-rjbet with an iritesviswer* 
both agree that us in;; tin postal natliod' roduenn cost and allows a 
Inns;:; .nattered eawple to bo'- cavapodweltnowt Inourwdng travailing 
and 'iawslstoncw oupannso. of interviewing ■ staff, a point which was 
vary T a levant to tbs currant stud/.
tiile tiny bob; ; ":s. that .there in difficulty in securing an adequate 
renpcsrr ;snto«, and tint sir; postal rsthal prrrthifo the clarification 
of uir.atitt.it eirPrld tbs r:u"-onfc-nt fail re understand the-.; or probing 
for- further inforsritlon regarding incomplete a:.uttersr the effect of 
thorn who do not respond la st ew gliffersrtlr, Oppenheit suggests 
that as no iirf Dictation is oi; taint cl fro:.: this groin. s the prwelbility 
•exists that' they rmlpht have. certain characteristics In co.rr.non 
resultin'; In acre degrr...- of bias in tnt results obtained, . 'Trooco and 
Treses :::tatc ; that ’nest utuii-s ccat'to Indicate that there la little 
difference In.responses between these who return the questionnaire and 
those who do not*,
In the study situation In which there was a. vert largo and vary 
scattered population, it was decided pthah the a-dvuntegos of the 
postal riotnod outweighed the dicadvantci. •.on. .
UP..
A quoc tiormair o was devllcod which contained three sections-. The 
first concerned with information about the respondents*' professional 
background*; experience mob preparation for horlc.iiif* in the ccrtnunity; 
the second containing queationr, relating to the ormnisatioy of the 
nor]; which the nurse undertakes; and the third seeking the 
respondents *' personal opinions on the function and objectives- 
of the cm-reiit schcrc* and on the future c ;.mclup, wvh: of the service, 
Ifhsrover the iwformtion souyht was likely to f:.;fil into a 
foreseerjil?.': reman5 a t r m  Wired masticas .wore used* .So::o of the 
structured answers tore prepared fro;:: a back/round l a m wJmwa• of the 
probable nrofsEsional Imckaroundf of rasp on heat c (o*y, c;p;e~raiv-;e: 
qualification; leapth of onporiosce) while rtf w -  an. ' wvolor-o 5. 
in the liyht of the infer.: at ion ; nincd in the erelirslrmiy ewwirius 
(c,p., typer of t'-ocicl f reparation; ki° r-owr; of fa: o ryeni oof 
err--;'m’fy ■v**aitw%  w r  I:1’'a rsecrity of the ro'oofiono in section two 
of the questionnaire*) ■ "her-;: it: was net paws file to foresee the 
likely ewnye of answers 9 In quo sticus rhicn sake h few* aaylanafioas 
or personal or in ism *  ur; structure 1 m e  a/cicna w m e  uses.* ■ Thin 
yumticnmf.re is show;: in fqyonui:; a,
ICurm.; the do volcano:.it of the m m l i o n n a i r ..- it was o m j o c f a e  to
three a 11 pilot trials to try to ensure that ana quwfion.. .-am
intewpreta 1  cormmliy by laosymrleivls, imse m e m  camion out in 
three areas; ear which 'res a. rime’ r:fmn .an awal Imrfi/ly, oar -an 
irtue -war scawioy a prem:v.n::ntlp' er a- " - at a m a t  axe - m l  af.o ' ■ 
third a conaraatioea anorr tl ssmlrirlo' i aahm'e f to- a : :' -' . h-r 
aw on ••".■ant".- team rare m m *  rare am; t'.v a. a m  a- trfafa waaa the 
questiarmsLre war used on a. Imya scale f\; m . 0 .f-n:; tis.'.t c-.. me fa 
of the struct u- si questions did m t  eorr-aln sue flci-mt catoyorios 5
and that fa-.. iateafio;., of sore of the unrh;rx.ioy.i:red yaestio'a, was 
not clear to all riayrnecnts. hiiaro a scrmtuxc::' quest ion war. 
cancemod the aisoiry: catyyn?y e'e-ryyed fron the g;y.la• iat.Iona riven, 
by the r.wyondovhij of !othar? ;yxmx.:* These additions.! oatcqories 
Lava beam included in the analysis of ti. recalls,.
The uastructurod yxwtic-a::. which a:-re least uudorrtood wore in •'•action III* 
There v;cs aoeo con fits ion T e-tween the. first question (bo* 21) which asked 
Tor the respondentts personal opinion of tbs objectives of aha sedate* 
and the third (ha*lt)s which uokod about their current function. The 
intention of the xu.mtion royurdinq, objectives, was • to find'out shat 
roapoLidents ilex, ho; wore fee aits of tea service - m a t  it usee intended 
to achieve; while thru concerniu.:, the wax..a; funcIrion sought 
inior.-.utiou tw ;..i-..: r t c x  used to achieve these aits, In radrosocct 
it r m l t  .rave been clearer to the r-xynyod. era had. these yuxreionn 
ceed tlwee-ter..<0s i,o, xeho.f'xeatner this: t?ohjoctives”9- iifQ.hi* end 
reams used to achieve those alias” in f,
It eras found that a nurier of rvmqcndxhn; hah yiven both objectives and 
function:-; in the .-; .rare to Q ,21,. and.replied to 0,23 ”scc 21” ; while 
otaers had rover.:.;a d the anstars corylotuily, In tee analysis of these 
yu-.ae u„-_a. a", • s-wt.iO ixne.ees aero* u.. ercs.'cne* cnee.* The relevant
tables.show which replies cere qivonoin response to the question 
• ...oaoy Hrv.-i i.eo-on Jb.Gvnitoe*
Interviews vrith u c n m r  juurcin e staff.
It a as decided to certain the views of the senior nurelay staff 
associated with a IGh-sxyfLe of the cceeoes rrovidiny■ corexunity cars.
From the information gained in the initial enquiries, together with 
that obtained from the completed questionnaires, it was possible to 
assign each scheme to one of three locations, i.e. a psychiatric 
hospital9 a psychiatric unit in a general hospital, or wholly 
community-based as a scheme started by a former local authority and 
not identified with any specific hospital.
The schemes were then further divided into large - with more than 
ten staff involved - or smalla with less than ten staff. ;
The final division was made by the tine spent in community work, i.e. 
schemes where all’the staff undertook community duties on a full­
time basis, where all the staff undertook this work as an extension 
of their ward, day hospital, unit or other hospital responsibilities, 
and schemes where some staff were involved on a full-time basis while 
others undertook community work as an extension of other duties.
Table 1 shows the division of schemes by these three categories.
Table 1.
Location Large (over ten starr} Small(under ten staff) Totals
Full­
time extension : Mixed
Full­
time Extension Mixed
Psychiatric unit 1 18 1 1 7 35
Psychiatric hospital 1 2 8 hi 13 27 90
Former•local authority 8
Totals 1 3 8 (55 24- 34 133*
* the reason for the difference between this figure and the number of 
schemes mentioned earlier is that there had been no response from 
the staff at nine schemes, and one could not be allocated due to 
insufficient information.
h«J*
Tnese figures give the following" ratios:- between schemes based af 
psychiatric units and those based at psychiatric hospitals 1:2.5; 
between 'former local authority schemes and others 1:15.6,
To reflect these ratios 9 and to obtain a representative number of the 
different 'types of scheme5 a sample was selected to meet the criteria 
shown in Taole 2 .
Table 2 ,
Location Large(over ten star x ) Small(under ten staff) Totals
■
Full­
time Intension nixed
Puli-
i*uXliiC extension Iiixed
Psychiatric unit 1 1 •?JU 1 4
Psychiatric hospital. 1 . 1 i| 1 3 1 0
Former local authority 1 1
Totals 1 1 I . 6 • 2 q 15
As. the n trader of schemes to be selected co aeh;Leve a one in ten sample
71
was 15,
this made it possible forLthe final selection to be made by drawing one . 
scheme from each of the 15 regions, so that all parts of the ..country -wetfe 
included. .
The development and'use of the work diary.
Since relatively little is known of the activities undertaken by psychiatric 
nurses working- in the Community, it was decided to obtain more detailed 
information on the daily pattern of work them was possible in the 
questionnaire. The work diary method has been used previously, particularly 
by Hockey (1272). Permission was obtained to use the basic format
developed for that study, and to amend it to cover a different range
of activities.
Apart from instructions and a few questions about the respondent, 
the basic format consisted of three sections: pages on which the
respondent'completed a detailed account of the types of work carried, 
out, pages on which nursing activities relating to patient care 
were noted, and pages on which details of the patients visited 
were recorded.
The background questions were compiled from information gained in 
the preliminary'enquiries and from discussions .with those taking 
part in the pilot trials of the questionnaire • At these 
discussions further information was sought regarding the types 
of work'carried out, and the activities undertaken-as part of 
patient carc. This information was used to prepare the daily’ 
timetables, and- daily activity sheets of the diaries.
It was known that some of the respondents wore likely to have periods 
of off duty during which they were *on call*, As lack of space 
prevented the provision of a separate column for this,instructions 
were given in the covering letter for such periods to be identified.
The list of activities which had been prepared had. to be curtailed 
slightly as the A4 stationery currently in use could not-accommodate 
all the activities which were possible. Those which it was decided 
to omit covered aspects of rehabilitation which could be described as 
1assisting with the activities of daily living*.
Tli3  patient fs sheet was prepared partly from background knowledge* 
ana partly from, discussions and information gleaned.from the
•questionnaire* The sections dealing with the*type of patient*
and *.type of referral* • were 'based on this second source* . The
diagnosis categories were taken from the appropriate section of
the International Classification of Diseases (1965) though the
numerical codings were omitted*
The diary was subjected to pilot trials in the same three areas ' 
as the questionnaire, .As a result of those trials* some items 
on the instruction sheet were amended to give clearer guidance.
Since both the completion and analysis of -the work diary would be 
very time-coasu?drig9 it. was decided to use if mainly for staff, 
working on a full-time basis but to include some staff working 
in extension schemes.
Permission to ask the staff concerned for their assistance was 
sought in relation to all schemes-where staff worked on a full­
time basis or where soma staff did so and others visited as an 
extension of other duties* and in relation to half of the 
schemas where all staff worked as an extension basis,. This 
permission was granted for 34 schemes* which actually 
represented 33 since in two instances two schemes had been 
amalgamated*
The diaries were sent to 311 community psychiatric 
nurses with a covering letter in: which explanations were 
given and their help requested. Respondents were asked
to complete! the diary for a specified complete unak (Sunday 
Saturday) in June I97G*
iiic work cj
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s^ctioii ivo, the results of the • questionnaire* .
Chapter four, , The response rate.
The respondents’ professional background 
and preparation*
Chapter five. The work undertaken.
The operation of the scheme.
Chapter six, Opinions on the current and future developments,
CHAfTAk IV, Information about the nurses undertaking Community
Psychiatric horning: their professional background
and exnorience.
Summary, ' -
Tills chapter gives details of the number and spfead of 
respondents. The results of the analysis of the replies to the 
questions contained In the first section of the questionnaire 
are given. The section concerned sought details of the 
professional background and preparation of the respondent9 
about the way in which they became involved in community care* 
and the duration of that involvement,
Response, to qiicsticnrairo«
The number of schemes identified at the beginning of the main 
study was 147, The staff at throe of these schemes had taken 
part in pilot trials-, and were not induced in the main study.
During the earlier correspondence it had been stated that one 
scheme was in the early stages of development* and suggested 
that any Involvement in research should be delayed until it 
had become established, Tills left 143 schemes where permission 
to approach the staff concerned had. been given.
Although the identification of nurses undertaking psychiatric nursing 
in the community had started in the autumn of 1974* this was not 
completed until the spring of 1975* the delay being due to the 
amount of correspondence involved and in some instances the need 
to wait for appointments of senior nursing staff.
The number of nursing staff concerned* excluding those who had taken
part in the pilot trials* was 717, In April 1975* the questionnaire,
54*.
together* with an explanatory latter reanesting their assistance 
and a stamped addressed envelope for the reply* was sent to each 
of those nurses. Further reminders were sent* as appropriate* 
one and two months later. Letters ware received from 47 of 
those sent the questionnaire Indicating that it was no longer 
applicable to them* The reason most frequently given was that 
the nurse concerned had moved to a new post* or that they were 
no longer undertaking community visiting. One nurse had 
emigrated* one was on extended sick leave and one had died.
Of the 717•questionnaires sent out* 070 wore sent* as far
as is known* to respondents still undertaking community 
visiting. The number of questionnaires returned was 453 
giving a response rate of 6 8 %. The code numbers used enabled 
the responses to be compared with the number of possible 
respondents associated with a particular schema. It was found, 
that all the staff of 54 schemes (37.5%) had replied* that half 
or more than half of the staff at 6 6  schemes (46%) and that less 
than half of the staff at 15 schemes (10%) had responded. None 
of the 17 staff at the remaining nine schemes (6 %) had responded.
This chapter contains information obtained in section 1  of the 
questionnaire• The ages of the respondents are shovm In Table 3,
and in the histogram*•figure 1 ,
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Table 5 shows the qualifications held by respondents.
Respondents
Qualification Humber Proportion
Registered Mental Nurse 408 i 900
Registered nurse for mentally sub-normal 8 .017
State registered nurse/registered general nurse 154 . .428
State enrolled nurse 35 .077
National certificate in district nursing/
luesrMs Nurse .072
Rone 1 0 . 0 2 2
Other
(Royal modico-psycho3.oyical association
95
15
. 2 1 1
.033
State certified midwife 14 .031
Community psychiatric nurse 1 1 .024
Community psychiatric nurse-(JJ3CHS syllabus) 9 .019
British tuberculosis association 8 .017
Registered clinical nurse teacher 7 .015
Obstetric qualifications 7 .015
Miscellaneous 44 .097
Proportion K n/al3„.
The posts held by the respondents are shown In Table 6.
Table 6 .
Respondents
Post held Humber Proportion
Nursing officer 50 .128
Charge nurse (177)
(district charge nurse 2 0 ) 197 '.H3H
Sister (117)
(district sister 9 ) 126 .278
Staff nurse 2 0 .Oht
Senior enrolled nurse (9)
(district senior enrolled nurse b ) 15 .033
State enrolled nurse (7)
(district state enrolled nurse 2 ) 9 .019
‘f.Ttant 1 1 .0 2 H
Other 16 .035
Hissing observations 1 . 0 0 2
Totals h53 .397
The posts given under the heading*other® were as follows:- Community 
Psychiatric nurse (5): Cornunity State Unrolled i;'urso (X): Acting
Nursing Officer'(1 ) 5  Deputy or Acting Sister/Charge Nurse (5); 
Psycho-geriatric Domiciliary Ward Sister (I): Patients Resident Officer (1);
Staff Nursery Nurse (1) and Occupational Therapy itlds (1 ).
Table 7 shows the time spent by respondents in their present post 
and the time spent in their present organisation, and.figure 2  
presents this information in comparable form.
Table 7.
iears
Less than 1
1-2 
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5-9 
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15-19 
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25-30 
More than 30 
Missing observations
Totals
ResDondents
Number 
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post
91
142
82
73
35
24
1
1
1
3
453
Proportion
.200
.313
.181
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Humber 
with present 
organisation
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The time at which respondents first started visiting patients 
outside hospital is shown in Table 8 .
Table 8 .
Respondents
• Tire ! Humber
starting
Proportion
at: this time
Less than 6  months 37 .081
More than G months but less than 1 year 80 .175
More than 1 'year but less than 2 years : is3 . ..286
Hope than 2 years but- less than 3 years 89 ■. - = .136
More than 3 years but less than S years 58 .128
5 years or more • 63 .105
Missing observations 1 1 , .0 2 1 *
Totals 1*53
i _
.396
i ... -.—
98 respondents recorded interrupted service in that ■there■had'been periods 
when visiting patients' outside hospital a-d not been part of 'their duties. 
The total tine for which these respondents had undertaken such,visiting is 
shown in Table '9.
Table 9. -
iCu-spo* 1-J. ants
- •
Time *
Humber Proportion
rise
interrupted
Proportion 
of all
Less than 6  months . : 15 . * 153 .033
More than 6 months but less than 1 year 21 .216 . oto
More than 1 year rut less than 2 years 25- .255 .055
bore than 2 years butlless' than, 3 years 16 .163 .035
liore than 3 yours but less than 5 years 10 .102 . 0 2 2
5 years or more 7 .071 .015
Missing observations *' .0 ’!-! .008
Totals : 9G .399 
— --— -— ~— ~
.216
to* .
V • A .1 : 10 shows the v; :• which respondents had bacons involved 
in corriunity via it in?;*
Table 10.
Respondents I
Ways in vhich respondents became involved durbar Proportion
Asked to do so 97 .2lM
Were asked to do so IMS ' .320
Told their post included community visiting Ml .031
Applied for* post advertised internally 70 e 15M-
Applied for post advertised nationally • 09 .152
Another way no koto
Hissing observations . 9 *019
Totals • ' M53 .398 .
.The nor1]; -'which ■ respondents had been undertaking inrediately prior to 
dr- undertaking community visiting on a regular basis is shown in.. 
Table 11. .
Table 11. .
Respondents .
Type of work dumber Proportion
Holding current post, but working-, solely 
' within hospital 27G .009
Holding post at another hospital 69 . .152
'Holding'post as a district.nurse, but not
working.solely with psychiatric patients 17 ' .037
Hons of these £5 .187
Missing observations 6 .013
Totals M53 .933
Table 1 2  shows ’whether or not the respondent hod received special 
preparation for community visiting, and the types of preparation.
Table 1 2 *
' ■ ihispondents
Type of preparation number Proportion
received preparation (orientation or course) 125 .275
Received preparation., and attended additional
courses since 45 .093
Did not receive preparations but attended
courses since 53 .115
Did -not receive 'preparation, has not attended
courses since 233 .507
Totals 453 .997
Tiie typo of course attended varied and these are summarised in Table 13. 
Toole 13*
Respondents
Type of course Hauler Proportion
Courses held at Chiswick Polytechnic
• (lengths 2-CCj reeks) 17 .037
Course based on curriculum of JBCilS 5 . 0 1 1
National Certificate in District Nursing G .017
An experimental course in community psychiatric
nursing. it. .008
Course loading to the Health Visitors
Certificate 1 . 0 0 2
Day release course in *comunity 'work’ 1 . 0 0 2
Various short courses (duration 4 days - 7 ; racks) 14 .031
Totals 50 .103
62.
There were a number of common elements in the orientation 
programme. These were often combined, but in different ways 
at different schemes. Varying combinations were also recorded 
by respondents associated with the same scheme. The number of 
respondents describing each element is shown in Table 14.
Table 14,
t----------- ---------------- .---- - ----- -----
Respondents 
 ---
Type and duration of.programme numoer
describing 
each element
Proportion
Visiting with an established colleague
Less than one week
one week
two weeks
three weeks
four weeks
six weeks
eight weeks
twelve weeks
no time given
Visits to, or with Primary Care Team
Less than one week
one week
two weeks
three weeks
four weeks
six weeks
eight weeks
twelve weeks
" no time given
Visiting established community scheme
one to four weeks
Programme of lectures, meetings, study days or
discussion - two hours to three weeks
Visits to various community centres - one to three
weeks
Attached or seconded to social workers,day centres 
OPD etc, one to eight weeks.
Various individual programmes 
Totals
31
A
i t  
22 
1
9 
4 
2 
2
V
46
13
19
129
.068
.101
. 0 1 1
.017
.015
.028
.041
.281
The typo of courses attended by respondents after they had started to 
visit patients in the community is shown in Table 15.
Table 15.
Type of course or visit
'Respondents
1 ;u:nbcr 
attendin'
Propor tion
Courses held at Chiswick olytecnnic 
Joint Board of Clinical nursing Studies Course 
National Certificate ir, District. Nursing 
One day seminars
Two or three, day senlnars/courses- 
One week courses 
Tv*o vfeek courses 
Three -aok courses
Day release ..courses (in behaviour therapy;
community studios; health cduc stion)
Other courses (sociolory; on-going course - '• 
oocial work; weekly seminars;
1 0  wee.}:, study groups)
Visit to esta'blished schemes - one or■
t" tCj weeks ■
Day visit to psycho-geriatric unit
Visits with health visitor ana.district
nurse . - one week
Visits with health visitor - one v/eek
Visits with enperionced colleagues - two days
2 \
1
1 V.7
2 
1 /
Totals 92
,0N4
.075
.066
.017
.015
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xtespondents who had received preparation were asked whether they had found 
any items of particular value, or any items of little value. While N3% (27) 
of this group had found items of particular value, only 15% (33) had found 
items of little value. Table 16 shows the items found to be of particular 
value, and Table 17 the items of little value.
Respondents
Items of particular value Humber Proportion making such
comment
Proportion 
of those 
receiving 
soiaeform of 
preparation
Group 1  related to the work of the community
psychiatric nurse
Opportunity to exchange views with 
others engaged in this work
15 .155 .067
Visiting an established scheme 1 0 .103 .ObS
• Preparation had ’given an insight
! into the tropic* 5 ■ 051 . 0 2 2
Visits (to a psycho-geriatric unit9
. to a cornuuity centre) «3L:1 . 0 1 0
Group .2 related to other comuiiity rbscad ~ ♦
services
' . Knowledge of 9 or meeting vzith r.ienhuro
{ of other community services .15 ■ 1 0  o .072
{ nesting with community nurses from
other disciplines y .093 .Qbl
Heating staff of other community
agencies if ■ Ohl .018
Knowledge of other community agencies 6 .Old - • 036
Knowledge of the role of the health
visitor 1
Liaison with local socia^l services JL
Li^nison with local general 
practitioners 1
. 0  o 0 r\o '>
The importance of attachment to general
practitioners -(
The opportunity to meet . .d.m.:’ of
Part 111 hones 1 /
Group 3 related to specific topics
Lectures on socicle:: ; and allied cul-jectc 9 .093 «0 h 1
Seeing the patient as part of the 
family unit 2 . 0 2 1 . 0 1 0
Miscellaneous items 9each mentioned 
once only
I 2 1 .216 .03b
Respondents
Items of little value
\ Number
Proportion
making.
such
comment
Proportion 
of these 
receiving 
some form 0 i 
preparation
Items relating to experimental courses * ! 7 ' , 2 1 2  ’ .032
Repetitive i.tems 1 .031 .004
Visiting with district nurse /•»0 ,132. .027
.The practical part: of the National Certificate 
in District Nursing Course 5 ! .151 • . 0 2 2
Writing-the final examination for the national
Certificate in District Nursing I .031 .004
Miscellaneous comments connected with courses c\sj . 1 0 1 .014
Miscellaneous comments connected with 
orientation programme fvO ; . 1 0 1
* Only throe of those comments nay still have relevance: - that some of the 
lecturers did not appear to he *community minded1 5 that the scheme at 
which the associated practical work was undertaken was more rigid than that 
in which the respondent worked; and that there was 5too much sociology*•
how that■ they had gained experience of working in the community* 43% of 
respondents felt that some preparation * or some additional preparation would 
have been useful. Table 13 choirs this information in relation to the 
preparation which these respondents did receive. ’ ’ .
Table 13................................................... ' ........  ‘
Typo cf •preparation received
Respondants
Number
suggesting
additional
items
Proportion
suggesting
additional
items
Proportion 
of all
Orientation only 60 .276 .132
Orientation and course(s)before starting 3 .013 . 0  06
Course(s) before starting 2 1 .036 .046
Courso(s) after starting 3 'j *161 .077
Orientation and course(3 )after starting 3 .013 .005
Course(s) before and after starting 4 .018 ’.DOS
No preparation 91 .419 . 2 0 1
\ ' .. T T ,TrT“" —  T r r 1 ri . ...
■ Totals 217 .936 ,.476
The items suggested fell into four broad groupings. Those arc shovm9 again* related to the ty| 
preparation received* in Table 12. Some -respondents suggested more than one item.
Table 19,
Category of items £suggested
Tyoe of preparation received By respondents i , ducat ion huotfledge Knoule< >ge nana: ;e:nent ’• »7 C
of nark of
community
Orientation only 2 0 G 15 %'j
Orienta*tion and course(s) before starting i 2
Course(s) before starting T o n 6
CourseCs) after startin'-; 1 2 b 7 5
Orientation and course(s) after starting 1 1
Course(s) before and after starting 1 1
No prep ar at ion 59 oo 2 2 G
Totals 1 1 2 2 2 52 19
The first broad grouping vias of suggestions relating to education 
and these can be summarised as follows:- 58 respondents suggested 
a course relating to community psychiatric nursing* or a longer 
course; eight suggested the course planned by the Joint Board 
of Clinical Nursing Studies; one the National Certificate in 
District Nursing course and 2 0  suggested specific topics* 'The
topics suggested by more than one respondent were:- . .....
legal aspects (0 )* social security benefits (9)* 
interview techniques (3)* sociology (3)* family-orientated 
cars (3)* family casework (2)* behaviour therapy (2)V 
Five respondents suggested that items relating to co.arunity care . 
should be included in the basic training of psychiatric nurses.
The second category was of comments regarding knowledge of the work. 
These comments can no summarised as foil. w w
visits to established sell ernes (9) 5 cwchnrigr cf information 
with an establisned scheme or colie..acs (3}s visiting 
with established colleagues (6 )* * sitting in* at interviews 
with aoctors or at out-patient department; (2 ), an induction 
training course (2)* a longer induction course (5)s more 
practical field work during course 0 ;),
The third category was of those comments relating to knowledge of 
the loccfl community. The suggestion made most frequently was that 
personal meetings5 which could lead to better liaison would be 
welcomed. The staff concerned were:-
social workers (2 2 ); general practitioners and tcr.rn (1G); 
health visitors (N); district nurses (2 ); local authority 
facilities (3); volu..iWary and statutory services (11); general 
comments suggesting • introduction to local perconnel (1) follovr 
a similar line.
Attachments or secondments were the main items suggested, and the 
groups concerned were
group practices (2 ); social service departments (1 1 ) and 
district nurses (I).
The fourth group was made up of Id items related to the planning 
and local introduction of community psychiatric nursing services, 
and reflected' the viev? that local administrative arrangements 
could ha improved.
There were 1 1  further comments of a varied nature.
CHAPTER V. Information about the operation of tile schemes. 
Summary.
The questions in the second section of the questionnaire were 
concerned with the way in which services operated, the patients 
cared for and contact with other disciplines. This chapter 
reports the analysis of the replies to these questions.
The operation of the schemes,- «. .. ■■ ■■ nm,-—.! w  m mm...... -i—
242 respondents visit patients outside hospital on a full-time 
basis, 208 visit as an extension of ward, day hospital or 
unit duties. Table 20 shows the amount of time that they 
spent on this work.
Table 20,
Amount of time spent in community 
visiting
Extension respondents
Number Proportion
Half a day a week 64 , 308
One day a week 53 .255
One and a half days a week 23 . 1 1 1
Two days a week' 2 0 .095
Two and a half days a week 19 ,081
Three days a .week Q * .043 .
Three and a half days a week G .029
Extension - but. no. details given 14 .067
Totals
i...... ...... . .... ............... .......... .......
208 1 . 0  0
Ho information on this point was available in three cases.
Subsequent analyses will chow vrliethor respondents worked on a full* 
time or extension basis* Table 21 shows the locations of the 
offices used by respondents.
Table 21.
Re.spondents'
Location of offices umber Totals
Extension
Full­
time
Time
not
known
i lumber Proportion
hard office 113 13 126 .273
Separate office in hospital 49 140 1 190 .413
Health centre o 24 26 .057
Social services department O 3 .006
Somewhere else 50 1 85 . i. ‘*j 0*
More than one location nO 1 2 2 0 .044 .
Location not known 9 1 3 .005
Totals 208 242 3 453 .39b
Members of both groups 'worked from more.'than one location. The 
combinations given by extension staff were-:*? ward office and separate 
office in the hospital9 given tv/ice; ward office and 1somewhere else* 
given twice; a separate office in the hospital and a health centre9 
given twice; a separate office in the hospital and ■*somewhere else*, 
given twice. The combinations given by .full-time staff made more
9 .
frequent mention of locations outside the hospital:- a separate office • 
at the hospital and a health centre; a separate office at the hospital 
and a general practitioner’s surgery, given tv/ice; a separate office 
at the hospital and ’somewhere else*, given four times; a health 
centre and ’somewhere else* given twice.; a general practitioner’s surgery 
and the' social services department; a separate office at the hospitals 
a health centre and the social services department; a general
practitioner’s surgery, and the social services department, and 
one respondent was based at' two separate locations each of whic 
was in the ’somewhere else* category. Of those, locations 
described as ’somewhere else* the most frequently described 
was the day hospital which was mentioned by 30 respondents.
In some schemes referrals were received from one source only, 
the consultant, while in others they were accepted from more 
than one sourcey Table 22 shows the numbers accepting 
referrals from different sources, together with the results 
of chi square tests to determine the significance of the 
difference between the full-time and extension staff.
The information regarding 'whether staff work on a full-time 
or extension system, the location on which they are based 
and dthe source from which they received referrals are 
brought together in Tables 23a and b.
Table 22.
,.Q, I — .
Respondents
Source of referrals Extension Full-/ time X2 Prob.
No. Prop. Ho. Prop.
Consultants 189
HOI
.051 235 .971 G.9002 . ^  . 0 1
Other hospital medical staff 105 .510 159 .698 15.S805 < . 0 1
Hospital nursing staff S3 .boo 103 .b26 0.2255 NS
Ward/assessnent confere nee s 1 0 0 „b8 i 13b «55b 2.1015 NS
Hospital-based social
, . workers 57 .322 1 0 2 .b2 2 b.2958 ^ .05
Other social workers 53 .2^5 1 0 1 .bl7 1 2 . b 3.70 < . 0 1
General practitioners ,0 b .310 127 .525 20.7019 C . 0 1
District nurses 18 .083 07 .278 25.2179 . 0 1
Health visitors 28 .135 77 .318 20.0565 < . 0 1
Other sources lb .057 35 .lb 5 6.1180 ^ . 0 2
(Self'-referral - 6 b 2
Relatives and friends - 18 8 8
Former patients or
relatives - b 1 A 3
Reception centre9 polices 
probation services - lb o 6
Social services and
allied sources - 2 1 0
Other hospital sources 
e.e.psychologist - S 1 7
Voluntary bodies - 27 b 23
Any sources - 2 1 1
No details given - 2 1 1  )
73,
Table 23a -Extension staff.
Source of referrals
Respondents based at
Ward offic 3 Separate 
. hospital
Other
hospital
!
pther-not 
■ hospital
j Health centre Sc
, Se
d€
No.Ho. Prop. . Prop. j ho. Prop. bo. Prop. ! Ho. Prop*
Hospital sources only 72 . .346 t-oOs* .154 : 1 2 .058 3 .014 j
Non-hospital sources only 1 *005
Both sources , 40 .192 15. .072 i  1 4 .057 3 .014 2 .010
■ Totals , - 112 -.538 - 48 • • 23:)-
: ■
26 . -L<d4 5 .029  ^ -2 . 0 1 0
Table 23b Full-tirne staff
Respone.ents based at
Source of referrals
- •
bear'd offic?. Separate 
hospital
' Other 
' hospital
j Other-not 
! hospital
Health centre Sc
sc 
. de
No* Prop. ■ Ho* Prop. No.' Prop. j iaiO ® Prop. Ho.
4
icrop. No.
Hospital sources only ; 5 .0 2 2 . 59 .285 15 : .062
j
2 .008 ,016 i
Non-hospital sources only 1 .004 .
Both sources 8 .033 70 .289- : 19 .078 14 .058 2 0 .083
3  \
Totals
. - - , , __ j
13 
— -- -
.054 
___b___
140 .577 ; 34 ; .140 16 .066 24 .099 3 1 t
These totals do. not suia to 453 as there vie re 1 2  ful’l-time and 8  extension staff who gave more 
additional 9 respondents gave incomplete information and could not be included. The proport
or t-»he 424 respondents who could be included.
Amongst the *other sources* mentioned in Table 2 2  are self referrals, 
referrals by relatives and friends, and former patients and their 
relatives. However, not all respondents are directly approached in 
this way. Of the 238 respondents (52% of all respondents) who were 
approached in this way, 159 respondents (71% of those approached or 
37% of all respondents) were able to fulfil these requests. The 
reason given by 45 of the 69 -respondents who received requests 
from these courses but who were not able to make these visits, was 
the need for medical involvement. T-Thi's reason:' was'-' given in the 
following forms:- consultant referrals only (15 respondents);
■visits only made with the agreement of the consultant (6 . respondents): 
,clinical responsibility or the consultant or referrals accepted 
from hospital medical' and nursing staff only ( 8  respondents); visits 
made, but only with consent of general practitioner (7 respondents); 
those making such a request would be advised to Consult general 
practitioner (3 respondents): referrals accepted only from medical
sources, consultant or general practitioner (C respondents). The 
remaining 24 respondents gave the following reasons:- against 
hospital policy ( 2  respondents); . consultant does not approve 
(one respondent); insufficient time (5..respondents' with ward 
responsibilities); such visits made only in * certain circumstances1 
(7 respondents); no reason given (4 respondents); miscellaneous 
reasons (7 respondents).
The figures for those nurses who also decide for themselves which 
patients to follow up, are similar to those who are able to accept
self or relative referrals, as 52% of respondents did make these decisions.
Table 24- shows the numbers of respondents who-visit alone or with 
others.
Table 24.
Respondents . X2 Prob;
Extension Full-time
Visits alone or not . No* Prop, i'lO* Prop*
Always ■
Usually
Never
No information
24 
150
25
9
*115
.721
, 1 2 0
,043
■" 30
7198 ■
•- «£*
6
'.149 
; , 816 
.008 
*025 .
0,88008
5,4568
22.9014
0.6809
, NS 
< . 0 2  
K . 0 1
’ NS
.Totals .
— — 5------------- ;-- — .
2 0 0 .999 242 1 . 0 0
Table 25 shows ’whether • staff who usually9 or never visit alone s- make- 
these visits in the company of other members of a team or with a chaperon* 
Table -25* ,
Respondents ' *'2. Prob. ,
' Extension Full-time
lllioiascolpnnies those 
Who do not visit alone
No. Prop. No. Prop •
Usually visits alone . ,
- team members . 1 1 2 .538 142 .588 0.8746 NS
chaoeron 1 1 .053 17 .070 ■0,3186 NS /
. - either 1 1 .053 15 ,0 6 2 . 0.0440 NS
■ no details , 16 ...077 24 *099 • .
Never visits alone .
— team members ' 15 .072 1 .004 13.1585 <  . 0 1
- chaperon 6 . C P U \ 2,9935 MS
- either • ! i .005
— no details o\J .014 1
6
.
o
•
Tptals 175 .841 2 0 1 .831 
...................... U ' “: ' ‘ ' —
1
* - . i..-. :
Of the 17 respondents Oho could not be included in Table 24, eight 
replied to the second part of the question; one full-time and six 
extension staff visiting with a team* and a further full-time 
resi>ondent visiting with either a team or a chaperon*
Table 2G shows the other members of the team given by respondents.
Table ,/26.
• ,. Res]iondents ! '*2 A Prob .
Exten?ion , Full-time
.Other members of team Mo. Proa. Mo. Prop.
Consultant 48 .345 94 .595 12.1539 C  . 0 1
Other hospital medical staff ■.288 45 .285 0.0026 MC;
General Practitioner 2 1 .151 53 .373. 14.6515 < . 0 1
Social worker 71 .511 116 .734 . 0 ,2 1 1 1 . ( , ux
0  cc upat iona1  f 1 ler ap is t 27 .194 26 .164 0.3449 MS ■
Senior nursing colleague 60 .422 63 .43/ .0.0060 NS
Junior nursing colleague "123 .321 ■ 140 . 8 8 6 0.4875 MS i
Others 25 . loJ 75 ;«475 22.2107 ^ . wl
The*others* mentioned were:- Students.(67).
Nursing and paramedical staff (26) 
medical staff (1 1 ) '
Visitors and observers (10)
Miscellaneous (11)
Mo details were given by two respondents•
The groups of patients visited by respondents are shown in Table 27; 
The number of respondents with a majority of patients in one of the 
sub-groups is shorn in Table 28*
Table 27.
Manner of patient care Respondents v2 Prob.-
Main group Sub-group Extension Full-time
No. .Prop. ho. Prop.
Without
hospital
attendance
Entirely by
general
practitioner 50 .2 H0 ' 1 2 H .512 o 3. 781jl ^ . oi
Referred to bul 
not yet seen 
by consultant 45 .216 115 .475 31.5918 < . 0 1
As out-
.patients
Entirely as 
out-patients lie • 567 lit? • 8 6 8 o c i . s o l o < • 0 1  J
As out­
patients but 
attending day 
hospital 95 .456 184 .766 42.4G25 < . 0 1
Former in­
patients
Former in­
patients 
attending as 
out-patient 1GB .800 226 V§34 15.2105 < . 0 1
Former in­
patients 
attending day 
hospital 1 2 0 .577 . 187 .773 16.8887 < . 0 1
Others i 61 .293 67 .277 0.0783 ”.T O ^fc-J
"f ihese were discharged patients attending neither out-patient clinics 
nor day hospital, 34; patients seen by consultant on domiciliary 
visit ana not referred to hospital, 16; patients in group homes or 
sheltered accommodation, 18; patients on weekend or extended leave, 1 1 :
and miscellaneous. Hi.
Manner of patient care Respondents -.9 Pro!) •
Main 'roup Sub-group■• Extension Full-time. .
No. 'Prop. Ho.’ Prop
Without
hospital■ 
attendance
Entirely 
by general 
practitioner
Referred to 
but not yet 
seen by 
consultant
5 .028
1
13
2
.058
.008
1.6518 i! L>
As out­
patients
Entirely as 
out-patients 2 1 . 1 0 1 37 .153 2.2881 MS
As out-' 
patients but 
attending day 
hospital 8 .038 2 .008 3.8073 . rslS
Former in­
patients .
Former in­
patients ' 
attending as 
out'-patients 81 • • 285 ’82 .333 8.2728 <.05
Former in­
patients 
attending day 
hospital 13 .062 5 {j9l• \J 8.0677 < .05
Others ,15 .072 7 .029
Unspecified 2 .009- 3 .0 1 2 . 0.0258 213 ‘
Totals 115 .551 151 6628
78.
While some respondents may not visit certain groups of patients because 
they are not asked to do so, others nay work in schemes which do not 
extend to certain groups of patients.. Table 29 .shows which sab-group's 
the 76 respondents concerned were not allowed to visit. Table 30 
shows the reasons given by these respondents for this restriction.
Table 29.
Respondents
1 fanner of patient care Extension Full-time humber Prop.of all
A Ent5.raly by general 
practitioner
OV.! 16 2 b .*063
B •Referred to, but not •
...yet seen by,- the
consultant
C Entirely as put- 
patients .
' 1 1 0 ii; >026
D As out-patients but ' . ' . .
attending day hospital 
F Former in ^patients
1  ' i * > 0 0 2
‘attending day hospital 
More than one groups-
'
A and B 13 13 26 .057
A'SD and D . 1 - • 1
A,B,C,D . 2 . !• • 3 • .005
A ,5 and C 1 1
A,B,D,F 2 2 .0 0 b
iio details • 1 O* • b- .009
Other groups 3 3 .006
Totals . ’ 26 A8 76 ,159
Table 30• 80.
Reason for not being able to visit certain groups Number of 
respondents
Consultant referrals only 25
Referrals via medical staff only 1 0
Patients must be under hospital care 5
To control the sise of the case load 5
Service too snail o
Policy decision 3
The care of certain groups is the responsibility 
of the general practitioner o
Developing service 2
Miscellaneous reasons , each given once only 15
No reason .given 5 .
Total 75
Table 31 summarises the information concerning the places in which 
respondents visit their patients..
Table 31.. ’ ’
Places in which patients are visited
L'xtej
Respondents X 2 Prob.
is ion Full-time
i'i O o Prop • No. iTOp
Out-patient clinics Gi 0 <tL ^ ,v^ 133 . 54S 28.9284 < . 0 1
Day hospital 50 .270 137 ' .566 37.5920 < . 0 1
Day centre • k. 52 .250 109 .450 18.5008 . k . 0 1
Social club 25 . 1 2 0 50 .240 11.0944 < . 0 1
Their home 153 '.907 242 ' 1 .0 0 ' 375.4070 < . 0 1
.
Their place of work r* »♦ u**r 8 6 • 355 0 -. 93S8 ' NS
Hostel 75 « 355 1 1 0 .454 3.3085 NS
Residential accommodation - private 74 '.356 135 .558 17.5612 k . 0 1
Residential-accommodation - part III 62! ’.300 144 .595 36.0092 < . 0 1
Other 25 . 1 2 0 47 ’ .194 4,G2ol < .055
psychiatric hospitals q .024 1 0 .041 0.5699 NS
other hospitals tl .019 13 .054 2.9025 NS
group homes 9 .043 7 . 0 2 2 0.3180 NS
Anywhere nominated by patient - 4 .016
Health centre/surgery 8 .033
XRU/trsining centre 1 .005 5 . 0 2 1
Miscellaneous 6 .029 9 .037
Respondents were asked to show which location they visited most 
frequently. Their responses are summarised in Table 32.
Table 32.
Places in which patients are 
visited most frequently
Out-patient clinics 
Day hospital- 
Day centre .
Their heme 
Place of work 
Hostel
Residential accommodation - private 
residential accommodation •* part jlXX 
Other
Respondents
extension
No.
."»-t
1 1
8
1 0
135
3
Prop.
.053
.038
.018.
'.649'
,014
.010
.019
* U U D
.019
Full-tims
No.
5 
1  
. 1  
203
3'
Prop.
.021
.004
.DOT
.833
.012'
.004
,6 oe
X2
2,5125 
5.0882 
. 7., 3092. 
20.5527 
0.0507'
1*1500
0,3500
Table '33 shows the number of respondents holding their own clinics,. and 
the pui:';poso of those clinics, \
iable 3vJj. ,
Prob •
< .05
<  .01 
<.01
NS '
Extension
itO
UP.033
037
< .01’ Bor rr/ o
.on
83 '343Totals
The locations at which these clinics are held are shown in Table 34
Table 3h.
Location
Respondents
X2 Prob.
Extension Full-time
No. Prop. No. Prop.
The hospital 38 .183 Op \j U U57 0.3800 IIS
Health centre or group practice 1 ' .005 1 G ,06G ■ 9.9hl0 < . 0 1
Other hospital 2 . 0 1 0 OCJ .033 1.85-39 NS
Day hospital 3’ .015 00 . 0 1 2 0.0507 IIS
Day centra 3 .015 1 ,0 0 M 0.^302 NS
Group aonie or hostel 1 .005 2 .008 0.0073 . NS
Drug dependency centre r> . 0 1 0
Miscellaneous O .nio x\ . 0 2 1 .0.3158 .. NS
Other - not hospitals no details 1 .005 8 .033 3.2273
Ho details 2 .008
Totals ■ 53 ■ 83 i^iO « wT kJ
I
•Table 35 chows the interrr Is at cirich these clinics aic held 5 and ITy
•the number of nat lent c ;rho attend.
Table 35*
.
Hon c>ften nurses’ clinics held
hurabers of patients 
attending •
wore man
O'lOo d
week
Once a week Once in 
taro weeks
Once iii three Once a month
Exten­
sion
stafr
.
Full­
time
staff
Exten­
sion
bJ* Ld‘. *£.
Full­
time '
eta fir
Exten­
sion
staff
Fu 1 1 -
tiuie
staff
Exten­
sion
staff
Full­
time • 
staff
Exten­
sion
starr
Full­
time
jr.ucU o-
Less than 1 0 9 7 r?V/ 2 vi 1 r
1 1  - 2 0 6 V- c* 16 2 i,
21 - 30 1 'S 2 7 1
31 - h0 2 1 e 3 i
hi - 50 2 r% 1 i 1
51 - GO 2
More than 60 5 2 9 i)
.totals 25 292 ! 23 hi *>O 7 2 2
One extension respondent recorded that less than 10 patients attended* but did 
not give the frequency with which'clinics were held.
Two full-time respondents recorded clinics held more often th an  once a ueek 
but did not give the number of patients attending.
lot all of the patients on the nurse’s case lists required regular, 
visiting. There van a difference between their total visiting lists 
and those that were being visited regularly. Tables 36a and b shov? 
the comparison between total and active visiting lists.
Table 36a. intension staff.
Siso of active 
vis5.ting list
. Size of xotal visiting list
Loss
than
25
25-
0 2
50-
7b
TS­
OI
1 0 0 -
1 2 2
125- 
lb 9
ISO- 
17 h
175-
la 2
2 0 0  
or- 
r :ore
Ho
infor- 
nation
Totals
jess than 2 0 XQh ■ 8 1 113
2 0  - 2 2 •2 i: -t >; 1 1 1 37
30 - 50 5 o 1 0 I 18
0 0  - 70 X], *>4m X 1 8
0 0  - 99 i X T
1 0 0  or more 1 1 2  ‘
do information 9 i 1 1 16 2 0
Totals 1 2 1 33 '17 r> <!■ 9 /*» 16 ; 2 0 0
Table 33b. Full-time staff.
 ------------------------- — 5---r - - -
0 *. i,;,ccaV'j
visiting list
dlS'L cf total visiting list
,.40SS
than
VAO
25-
*r9 7d
75-
39 ;
103- 
1 2  b
125-
149
150-
170-
175-
159
209
or
uoro
Ho
infor­
mation
Totals
•
Less than 2 0 1 0 13 l 30
2 0  - 39 5 25 16 b 3 1 73
50 - 59 2 b no 9 7 2 1 1 8 h
00 - 79 ii 7 5 3 25
80 - 99 7 2 ' 1 X 1 1
1 0 0  or more 3 “0 *0* 8
do information 2 1 2 1 h 1 0
Totals 23 03 69 27 2 1 7 s o 5 2 H2
bote 1 - Of the three staff who could not be allocated to the full-time 
or extension groups , one gave no information , one had a total 
visiting list of less than 23 and an active list of between 
20 - 393 the third had a total visiting list of 1 2 S - IhO but 
gave no information regarding the active list.
Hote 2 - The respondents with total visiting lists of v over 200 were 
three nursing officers# and two charge nurses. Two were 
full-time and three extension staff. The figures of the 
nursing officers may have referred to the total number 
of patients visited by staff for when they were responsible 
rather than patients for whom they were the visiting nurney 
A different group of respondents who had active lists _ 
over 1 0 0  were:- two nursing officers ( 1  full-time and 
1  extension); seven sisters or charge nurses (six full­
time and one extension) and a senior SEW (full-time).
The majority of respondents9 74% (154) of extension staff and 87% (211) 
of full-time staff said that those numbers were typical of their normal ■ 
active visiting list. This represents 80,5% (365) of all respondents.
The number of respondents with a formal limit to the number of patients 
that they might have on their lists was relatively small5 15.4% (32) of 
the extension staff and 17.3% (42) of the full-time staff, giving 16,3% 
(74) of all staff. The size of these formal limits is shown in"Table- 37. 
Table 37,
..,Sise of formal limits
' I* 4
Respondents'
Extension Full-time Totals
Less than 20 13 1 14
20 - 33 7 7 14
40 - 59 *3KJ 23 26
6 0 - 7 9 1  , I
00 - 99 1 1
1 0 0  or more 1 1
Wo information 7 1 0 17
Totals 32 42 74
Table ..38 shows'whether the size of the case lists of respondents without 
formal limits was changing, ■
86.
Table 38.
Res]xmdents
. . .. . .
Changes in sine of case list Lxt<snsion Full-time X2 :Prob*
No. Prop, No, Prop •
Little change 65 ,312 6 6 ,273 . 0,8755 NS
Increasing 64 .308 1 1 2 .4&3 10.6598 < . 0 1
Decreasing 4 . 0 2 0 3 • Qlo 0.0408 NS
No response 43 ,207 19'
COo• 14.4193 <.01
Formal limit 32 ,154 42 .173 0.1830 . US
Totals 208 1 , 0 0 242 1 , 0 0
Table 33 shows the frequency of face to face discussion, and Table 40 
the frequency of telephone discussion, between the respondents and
members of other disciplines.
87.
Table 33.
Other discipline
Number of respondents meeting y."
Once a 
or non
jeek Ones in two 
weeks
Once in a 
month
Less often 
than this
Never
1 r i 
Exten- j 
sion |
Full­
time
Exten­
sion
Full­
time
Exten­
sion
Full­
time
Exten­
sion
Full-
tiiae
Exten­
sion
Full
time
General practitioners 6 ■ 33 3 18 C, 18 = up 53 75 65 O O
District nurses 3 25 n 8 V 7 30 33 78 85 35
Health visitors 3 33 6 14 ; 1 2 33 40 6 8 71 23
Other social (
workers 44 69 1 1 2 1 , 26 49 41 41 25 1 1
Hospital-based
social workers 91 S9 13 2 2 17 ' 32 32 36 13 o
Consultants 123 197 2 0 16 27 1 2 0 7 7 r\O
Other hospital
doctors 107 144 14 19 18 3 16 27 17 1 0
Table 40 e
Hunbei■» of Respondents telephoning
Once a week 
or more
Once in two 
weeks
Once in 
month
cl Less often 
than this
Ilevei
Exten­
sion
Fuil-
time
Exten­
sion
Full­
time
.txieii—e 
sion
’Full­
time
Exten­
sion ■
Full­
time
Enter
sion
General practitioners 2 2 75 1 1 24 18 31 6 6 57 40
District nurses 5 27 6 15 a 17 c o 73 <■> (1 <150
Health Visitors if 35 S 13 1 0 19' ll *3 73 71
Other social 
uorkers »*, M  V- 79 19 34 2 0 v/ 1 48 41 28
Hospital-based social 
workers 64 75 6 29 18 17 36 28 26 .
Consultants 75 127 1 1 14 17 15 31 17 24
Other Hospital 
doctors 73 ‘ 98 9 23 12 6  ’ 31 29 23
Soas of the respondents who did not indicate the frequency of their
contact with other disciplines qualified their lack of response by-
stating that they .did contact one or all of the disciplines fas often
as necessary*. Since this sheas sons contact* the nureber of
respondents risking this contact are slioi-m in Table hi*
Table 41. 1 •
heating ’ - Telephone
Other discipline Respondents . ■ Respondents
Inten­
sion •
Full-
tine
Inten­
sion
Full-
tine
General practitioners 5 2 2 9 2 2
District nurses 13 . 2 1 . 0 . 2 0
health visitors 5 2 2 9 24
Other* social workers 19 16 : . ■ 2 1
Hospital-based social workers 5 1 2 , 1 0 13
Consultants . : 8 7 ■ 13 2 1
Other hospital doctors 7 a 13 2 0
The figures in Tables-39*. 90 and hi are illustrated in the aistogrdres
at figures 3 and 4.
Table 42 shows the frequency of attendance at ware rounds and Table 43 
the frequency of attendance at ward conferences*
Taulo 42*
Attendance
Respondents
Intension Eiiil-time ■. .2A Prob.
No* Prop« No* Prop.
Once a week or rears 125 • 501 109 *450 9.5623 <t .01
Once in two weeks 0 .029 11 .095 0.9533 IS
Once in a nonth 5 .024 10 .041 0.SG33 n:>
Less often than this S .043 21 .080 .2,7335 Mi
Never 32 .154 71 ,233 11.5620 < .01
No response 31 side ' 2 0 .0.03 4.2603 <; .05
Totals 208 1 . 0 0 242 1 . 0 0
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Table 43.
Attendance
Respondents.
Extension ! Full-time K2 Prob •
O • Prop. j No* Prop«
Once a week or more 
Once in two weeks 
Once a month 
Less often .than this 
Lever
119
13
27
OQ
t- sj 
1 0
16
.572 
! .062, 
,130. 
. 1 1 1  
.048 
.077
143 
j 14 
17
29
33
6
.591 
.058 
.070 
. 1 2 0  
• 135 
.025
1 . 0 0
L 0.0943 
0 . 0 0 0 0  
3.8481 
0.0250 
9.0926 
5.4642
NS'
NS ' 
<.05 
NS . 
. 0 1  
^ . 0 2
Totals 208 :1 . 0 0 242
'Table 44 shows the number of respondents who referred their patients 
to other agencies and table 45 the agencies to which they referred. 
Table 44,
Referral to other 
agencies
Respondents
Extension i' nil-time X2 jprob.
i
No. ; Prop. No. Prop.
Do. refer 113 . . 543 2 0 2 .835 43.8658 <v . 0 1
Do not refer 80 ; .385 34 .140 33.9625 ^ . 0 1
No response 15 .072 6 .02.5 4.6169 ^ .05
Totals 208
i
1 . 0 0 242 1 . 0 0
Table 45.
Respondents
Agency to which patients 
are referred
Further Proportion of those 
who refer to other 
agencies
Proportion 
of•all
Cornmunity health services:-
- Social services c4o .780 .,543
- Heals-on-Wheels AO .127 .086
- Horae help 45 . 14 e .099
- Other (social service- 
based) 6 8 .216 ‘ .150
~ nursing services 6 8 .216' '.150
- Health visitor 76 ' • 241 ' .168
- General practitioners 54 .171 .119
- Other,statutory agencies 2 2 .070 .048
- ^Insufficient information 34 .108 .075
Employment
- Statutory bodies 1 0 2 . 324 . .225
- Private organisations, 
e•g.prospective employer 8 .025 .013
Agencies concerned with 
g ccommacation
- Statutory AO .127 .088
- Voluntary or private 13 .041 .029
- ^Insufficient information ■ A .013 .009
Other hospital serviLcas
- General hospital 
departments 76 . .241, .168
- Specifically psychiatric 25 . .0 0 0 , , .055
- Chiropodist,optician, 
dentist etc. 16 .051 .035
voluntary agencies 
- General 96 .305 . 2 1 2
- Psychiatric 2 0 .064 .044
- s?Insufficient information 1 0 .032 . 0 2 2
- Concerned with drug- 
dependoncy,alcoholism 
gambling 28 .089 .062
- Religious bodies 1 8 .048 .033
- Facilities for the elderly
- Pollce/prob at ion offrs•etc
1 0  
. 1 1
.057
.035
.040
.024
- Miscellaneous 6 .019 _ .013
94,
It was not. possible to decide from the information given 
whether these were voluntary or statutory agencies.
It was not possible to decide from'the information given 
whether these were voluntary agencies of a general 
nature or whether they were concerned with psychiatric 
problems,. ' .
CHAPTER VI* Respondents opinions on the currant schemes and 
their future development♦
Siiniinor5}'.
The respondents * views of the current and future development 
of community services wore sought in the flast’ section of the 
questionnaire tlirough open-ended questions. The- analysis of 
•the respondents1 views is presented in this chapter.
Opinions on current and future developments;'
It has already boon stated that the first two questions in this 
section led to some confusion. In analysis the answers to both were 
considered together. The replies of 32% (144) respondents could 
be taken as they were9 but those, of other respondents required 
cone re-aliocation. This is shown in ‘table headings where 
appropriate.
Tile items given as objectives fell into three -broad groups which- 
are shown in Table 46,
Table 45.
Type of items
• Respondents
As original Reallocated Totals
Exten­
sion
Full­
time
Exten­
sion
Full- i
time !
Exten­
sion
Full­
time
The provision of a service m 34 113 159, 177 243
Hospital/financial 30 50 8 8 131 126 189
Education  ^.. 1 2 25 55 33 67
Totals 1 2 . 0 154 226 345 336 499
Table ^7'shows, in more detail, the items given most frequently. 
The remaining items are shovm in Appendix i+. •
Table A7.
Respondents
Items As original * Reallocated Proportion
Exten­
sion
hull-
'■f* "1 T’*v /'*'
Exten­
sion
Full-
4* -f
Exten­
sion
Full­
time
(a) Provision of a service 
to maintain the patient 
at home /in the; community o ?Cm Cm 19 39 AS .293 j, 26A
provide treatment in 
patient’s home/environ­
ment /without admission 1 0 1 1 15 30 . 1 2 0 .169
preside a more efficient • 
comprehensive/better . 
__ 1 ; service , 2 15 1 2 15 .067 . 1 2  A
allowgpatieat to remain 
at home/keep family 
int act 8 6 9 .0A8 .070
provide continuity of 
■ care • 3 A 5 17 .03A .087
ensure follow-up after 
discharge A 1 8 1 0 .058 *0A5
(b) hospital/financial
avoid/avert/defer/reduce 
admission 7 13 26 35 .159 .128
avoid/avert/defer/reduce 
re-admission 8 8 15 IS . 1 1 0 . 1 1 2
reduce both admissions 
and re-admissions A 1A 7 •LO .053 .132
keep patients out of 
hospital a 5 9 9 .063 .058
reduce length of in­
patient: cara/earlier 
discharge 1  , A 1 2 15 .063 .083
(c) Education
education of , general 
gpublic 5 A 16 . 33 . 1 0 1 .153 J
Respondents* views on whether or not these objectives are achieved 
are shown in Table 40,
Table 40,
Objectives achieved 
or not
Respondents
Objectives
As original Reallocated Totals
Exten­
sion.
Full­
time
Exten-
sion
' Full­
time.
Numbeb' -Prop ’
Yes 27 38 55 6 8 185 ,408
i.:0 1  • 2 8 4 • 15 * ,0.33
Hot completely 31 38 57 73 199 / ,433
Ho reply K , 5 28 16 54 .,119
Totals. • , 64 .80 148 161 453 ,339 ■
The reasons given by the respondents who felt that the schema did not 
achieve•its * objectives were very varied. These are shown in full in 
Appendix 5 . Although the reasons given for a scheme not completely 
achieving its objectives also showed a wido variety there were some on which 
respondents showed a. measure of agreement. These are shown in Table 49 and 
the remainder are set-out in Appendixi 5 ,
Table 49, ' ' . ' _ . ‘
Respondents
- ( ■
Objectives
Reason As original Re allocate.d Proportion .
Exten­
sion
Full
time
Exten­
sion
Full­
time
i*2* cOn®*
sion .
Full- ! 
time ;
Lack of staff 3 1 1 1 1 23 • 
J
0
. 
1
.140
Scheme in very early 
stages
1  . OU ’ C O 1 0 ,043 .074
Lack of ’facilities* 4 6 4 6 8 ,050 . .050
4 in the context of this Table 5 * facilities * refers to-day centres, 
sheltered workshops, hostel accommodation, clubs etc.
The second of the two Questions giving rise to confusion related to 
the respondents* functions# Although the replies again covered a 
wide variety of activities there was a measure of agreement over 
some items. These are set out in Table 50* and the additional items 
ax’s set out in Appendix 7 , 
farle 50.
Respondents
. ... .
Function As original Reallocated Proportion
Exten­
sion
Full-
tlW^ Q
Exten­
sion
Full­
time
Exten­
sion
Full
time
Support/advise/counse1
j ? ci id rL0>i* w i17 1 0 on 26 .245 . 1 0 2
Support/advise/counsel family 2 4 17' 2 0 .091 ,039
Support/advice/counsel 
patient and family 1 0 19 A3 76 .255 ' ,392 .
Monitor provesr,/early 
detection of relapse/obtain 
treatment for G 6 2 2 oo .135 .161 :
.Give/supervise treatment 4 A 7 XI:. .053 .
©=*4
Monitor/supervise medication 3 C IS r>, ^oo .106 • 174
Give medication 4 7 1 0 1 1 .057 .074
Hcnitcr/suparvise and give 
medication if 5 7 23 .053 .116
Referral to other agencies 6 OKi 2 2 .014 ■ .116
Lxurcon with oilier agencies 1 16 10 24 .082 .165
Link between hospital and 
community 1 5 7 1 1  • .030 . .066
The last three questions also presented some problems of analysis in that 
some respondents gave the same replies to each question* which could 'have 
led to an unwarranted emphasis on the points they raised; and because 
the same points given by some respondents in answer to question 24 were 
given by other respondents in answer to questions 25 or 26*
The replies of each respondent to ell three questions ware* therefore* 
considered together. luiare a respondent gave the same answer to more 
than one- question* this was noted only on the -fix»st occasion on which it 
appeared.
Ac the replies to these separate questions contained references 
to the same points they arc shown together* but.divided into the 
tiiree categories.
It vxis again possible to group the points raised under broad 
headings. Table 51 lists those made most Irueaeutly• Ayprnaic
8  contains the replies which' ore not included*
Table 51.
Respondents
Items Current (-ph.; Future (Q25) Faciei;/:: carc-(Q26 ) bntei; sic
inten­
sion
Full­
time'
Inten­
sion
Full­
time
...utenslor. Full­
time
ho. Frop
(a) Farther development
to undertake work on a full-time 
basis/to give full-time service 2 2 1 28 .135
to be based in community/with
gen.pract./at health centre 8 11 1C 43 25 .125
to have more involvement with/ 
concentrate on preventative work 2  • 11 1 0 14 O 15 .072
(b) lore resources
more psychiatric community nurses 
more ’facilities!;., 6
.13
1 C
24
17
1 0
8 '
1 1
7
Li
4
5
13
27
30
.130
.144
(c) Education9conditions of service 
training should be uniform/ 
approved/recognised/statutory/ 
more widespread 0 13 1 0 1 nJLO 5 u 23 . 1 1 1
(d) Service is beneficial
therefore It must grow/spread/ 
expand/extend b 3 1 1 2 2 3 2 2 .106
4> In the content of this Table ’'facilities1 refers to day centres9 sheltered \:orksr.opss. host' 
accommodation, clubs etc. • •
SECTION THREE. IHFQIHATIOIT OBTAINED.'
FROM THE WORK DIARY 9 AND FROM SENIOR 
NURSING STAFF.
Chapter seven. Details of the response rate; the result
■ . of the analysis of the information obtained
from the work diary, as It related to the 
nurses.
Chapter eight. Information obtained by analysing the work 
diaries with the patient as the starting 
point.
Chapter nine. The results of interviews with senior
CHAPTER VII* Information obtained from the work diary as
it related to the work of the nurses.
Summary*
Details of the response rate are given. The results of the 
analysis of the information contained in the diaries regarding the 
hours>; worked; the activities forming part of the respondents* 
work; the- types of nursing core given* and the groups of patients 
visited are shown.
Oil diaries were cent out and 170 completed diaries were returned# 
This gives a response rate of 54,7% and is equivalent to 37.5% of 
the number who had completed the questionnaire. 2 0  additional
diaries wore returned which had not been completed. During the 
relevant week 1 0  respondents had been on leave; two on side 
leave and one on a course. Three respondents who worked on an ■ 
extension basic had not visited during the week and had not 
completed the diary* One diary had been delayed in the post and 
had not arrived in time. Two respondents gave no explanations 
though it may be tnat they had been on leave* Despite the 
apj-reaches to senior nursing staff one respondent had not been 
informed that thh. diary would be sent * and returned it uncompleted.
161 (94,7%) respondents were employed on a full-time basis* five 
on a part-time basis* and four gave no information on this point.
Of.those employed on a full-time basis* 129 (76%) were full-time' 
psychiatric community nurses, and 32 (19%) had ward* day hospital 
or unit responsibilities and undertook some visitine as an extension
of those duties. In addition to the analysis of ail results 
separate analyses irere made of information given hy respondents 
working on a full-time basis and working on an extension basis; 
Tabulated results v/ili usually show those separately; The 
five respondents employed on a part-time basis and those who 
gave no information will not be shown separately*
00 respondents (47%) were male, and 81 (48%) were female and nine 
either did not reply to the question* or apparently misread It and* 
thinking it apyiicchto patients, ticked both.
Table 52 shows the number of respondents who were involved in a 
particular type of work.
Table 52.
Respondents
Type of work Full-tine intension Other All
iiO. Prop. Ho, Prop. li'o. Prop. Hog 'Prop.
Industrial resettlement 
Resettlement in group, homes
5
27
.033
.209
ij.
ii
.125
.125 6 .666
9
37
.053
.218
Totals 32 .248 £ ,.250 6 . 6 6 6 46 .271
Table 50 shows the number of respondents who were earing for a ■ 
particular group of patients.
Table 53. "
Type of patient
Respondents
Full--“tima extension Other All
ho. Prop. Wo. Prop, Ho. Prop. Ho. Prop.
Drug dependant I .008 1 .006
Alcoholic 1 .031 1 ' ,006
Psycho-geriatric 1 1 .085 3 .094 ■ 14 .082
Schizophrenic 58 .450 lb .!562 80 .471
Totals [70 .543 2 2 ,687 35 .555
155 respondents • (9i'd) used their own car, though three of these said 
that they preferred to walk when possible* 11 (6.51) used a car 
provided by the hospital or their o-.ni car; two used public 
transport or walked, and one always visited in a colleague’s car. 
One used a taxi9 visited with'colleague:, used public transport or 
walked*
The results of the analysis.
m w  m afcn* bim hi HWMfcinfiiiKtrr* nan mi
Tabic 54 shows the number of respondents who worked on each day of 
the week* Although respondents were asked<to complete the diary 
for a' full week9 which would normally include days off ,. a number 
of respondents gave no information regarding Saturday or Sunday.
In those cases it has been assumed ; that they did not work on 
those days. The figures from the total column are shown in 
histogram form at figure 5,
Tabic 54.
Day
eism ly
Monday
i. u v.ic.y
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
1 
w,
 
1
1 
O 
I 
E 
k 
1
jondents
Full-time Extent'SLOW xlI* I*
do. Prop • ho. Prop. bo. Prop. '
3 .023 "I Kp-ft*Lw'U 9 . Oe e
1 2 1 .938 30 .937 160. .*941 .
128 .992 23 .375 164 .965
128 .932 29 .006 164 *965
116 jJOVjft O <*/ w- 30 .937 155 . 912
115
lo
"Ofn
. 1 0 1
30
4
.937
.125
152
17
,,894 
. 1 0 0  ]
105
200
150
100
50
dr.? .dr,' C.
Table 55 shows the reasons given by respondents who did not work 
during the weeks and the number who. although counted a;; working* 
had half days off*
Table 55*
Reason Respondents
£>un. Mon, Tues. i:C;C!S * Thurs. i rx« Sat.
Day off 103 5 3 1 *T 9 1 0 0
Holiday 2 1  . } o b 0
Sick . 1 o•i. I 1 jL
Other 1 1 1  . 8
Ho mason given 57 2 2 h8  '
Totals 151 . 1 0
r. S 15 IS ; 153'
nali' day 1 ±. Jt 5 1 0 2
The principle 1other* reason for not working was attendance at a regional 
study day on Thursday. One respondent spent a day travelling to and 
attending a coroner*s court,, another gave a lecture and the rest of the
day was allowed study leave, and a third attended a follow-up daw as
part or a management course.
Table 55 a-c shows the hours worked by respondents on the different
days of the week giving the maximum* minimum (which will reflect
the hours worked by those iiaving a half-day) mean and standard deviations.
iUDj-G o u a *  n.L±
Day Hours
Maximum Minimum Mean Standard . 
Deviation
Sunday 12.50 5.65 S. 957 2.277
Monday . 14.00 3.25 3.207 1.489
■ Tuesday 14*50 2.75 3,1C 5 1 .G6 S
• Wednesday 14.75 4.50 9. 253 1.557_
Thursday 12.83 3.50 3.57 1.4-74
Friday ** o r r '- JL O • %J u .Ovj O * i - O J-. oal
Saturday 9.00 1.50 5.052 2.334
P i  ■s'; T r*• LlwU«.w *4 i
Day hours
Maximum Minimum Mean Standard'
Deviation
Sunday • 12.33' 8,75 , 10.027 1 , 9 3 9 ■
Monday - 14.00 4.25 . 9,263 1.4-10
Tuesday 14, oO e, i'o 9,344 1*614
Wednesday 14.75 4.50 . 9,545 1.554 .
Thursday 12,83 4,00 . 8.976 1.474
Friday 13, 58 4,00 3.820 1,704
Saturday 9.00 1 .6 6 ' 4.965 2.702
iciDJ-G l>OCi CC11S 2.011 fc>tHGX'<
Day
I iaxirnur;i
Ho
minimum
urs
He an Standard 
Deviation ;
1 2 #  6 G>. b« 50 8 . 57 6 2.107 . •
Honday 1 1,i..L . « ■ 6.50 8 . 824 .947
Tuesday . 12.25 6.42 8 ,7 IS 1.241.
>! g CiU o s ci ay 13.75 5,40 8.927 1.508
Thursday 10.05 **»"', O « *t 8.635 .901 " ' ■ •
Friday 13.00 % d' 0 9.052 2.049
+ r
(mt* tv t  vi m i y
r> r~ ci u . o 1.50 6.353 3.275
Si:
an
Cl I
: respondents recorded items of work- on their day off• A. respondent' 
the extension group recorded (2 hours 4- 0 minutes) visiting^ respondents 
the full-time group recorded ci telephone call (25 minutes), an 
ryency call (S hours 1 0  minutes), a telephone call ( 1 0  minutes),
•crioil of clerical work of 2  hours and another of 3 hours. These 
gig have all been included in the hours worked.
Periods during which a iuayordent was on. call though off duty. have 
not boon included. Sis: of these periods were recorded by full-time 
staff. One respondent recorded periods of 1 hour 30 minutes* 12 
hours, 8  hoars 30 minutes, and 11 hours. Another recorded one 
period of six hours and another of 6  hours 42 minutes.
Table 57 shows the number of respondents recording the different 
activities listcm in the daily tinstabJ.e. together with the results 
of chi-square tests to determine whether or not the differences 
between the full-time and extension staff were significant.
Subsequent tables in this chapter will also include the result' 
of tests« either clii-square or t-tests.
Table 57* 108.
Respondents v2
Activity Full-time Extension M l
No. Prop. , No. Prop. .,No. Prop.
Travelling 123 1 . 0 0 31 .969 169 .994 0.5573
Patient care/contact ,129 1 . 0 0 30 .937 168 .388 3.8642
Call - no reply* ’ j 108 .837 14 .437 j. 129 .759 20.1922
Professional discussion 
face to face
1
124 ,951 27 .844 ■ 159 .935 ! 4.2262
Professional discussion 
telephone 125 .969 25 .731 157 .923 11.4011
Clerical Work 129 1 . 0 0 27 .844 164 .965 15.9338
deals i v“ 125 .969 26 .812 159 .935 8.2599
Ifard rounds 47 .364 8 .250 58 . 341 8.5087
Uard conference 82 .636 17 .531 106 .623 0*.7806
!Consultant clinic 52 .403 13 .406 6 8 .400 0.0285
nurses5 clinic- , 44 .341 9 .281 57 .335 0.1889
;Group therapy 23 .178 8 .250 34 . 2 0 0 0.4494
: Other duties - Day hospital 
VJard 
Unit
1 2  |
13 j
1 1  j
.375
.406
.344
14
13
13
.082
.076
.076
Other 85 .659 17 [ .531 108 .635 1.2926
Off duty 41 .318 5 i .156 49 .288 2.5361;
109.
Table 58 shows the number of occasions during the week on which each activity was recorded and j 
the amount of time scent on each of those activities.
Table 53.
Occas ion
Activity Full-time Ert<ansion h i J.
Mean Std.Dev. Mean Std.Da?, Mean Std.De\
Travelling 30.531 12.061 13.501 13.065 34.426 14.77
Patient care/contact 27.392 11.231 1.7 • 90 11.015 25.369 12.017
Call ~  no reply 3.074 2.425 2.143 1.027 2.907 2.283
Professional discussion 
face to face 9.540 U  a .1 h? \ 'j 9.074 6.788 3.333 6.295
Professional discussion 
telephone
O A  *5 0(JlVOi 4.349 5.080 4.564 ■ 7.732 4.827
Clerical work 3.101 4.177 <; o c ~• \J »> 6 . 799 8.921 4.744
Meals 4.992 1,336 5.763 2.703 5.091 2 «Gb2
Ward rounds 1.595 . U / i5 2.25 2.435 1.724 1.225
Ward conferences 1.622 . 911 1  « v)U'J .795 1.717 1.177
Consultants clinic 1.4 SI .754 1.923 1.706 1.574 1 . 0 1 2
Nurses clinic 1.409 . GIG 8.778 9.718 2.544 4,629
Group therapy 1.304 ; , 635 1.625 .744 1.55S 1.307
Othe: duties -  Day hoop. G.417 4. 270 6 ,0 0 4.707
Ward 4.763 | 4.781 4.769 4.781
Unit 5.273 1 4.628 5.452 4.807
Other 4.012 3.610 .3.529 2.065 3.824 | 3.34
Off duty 2.195 1.631 1 . 2 0  j
-.. — li­
. 447 2.041
i
1.541
Table 59*
Hours
Activity Full-time Extension All
Mean Std.pev. Moan , Std.Dev. Mean
Travelling 9,35:9 . 3,103 5.991 4,228 8.624
Patient care/contact ,13.428 4.829 6.742 4.836 12.017
Call — no reply .331 .358 .247 .191 .312
Professional discussi.on 
face to face 3.757 2.166 3.600 2.966 3.717
Professional discussion 
telephone 2.037 1.305 1.294 .992
* i
1.934
Clerical work* 4.201 „ 3.091 3.743 4.476 4.104
Meals 2.956 1.369 3.160 1.363 2.956
Ward rounds , 1.618 , 1 . o40 t 2.411 2.026 1.782
Ward conferences 2.045 , 1.516 2.086 1.248 2.095
Consultant clinic. 1.077 1.622 3.428 4.071 2.235
Nurses clinic , 2 *1 P4 ,1.624 7.413 7.917 2.941
Group therapy 2.092 . 1.911 1.539 .007 1.937
Other duties - Day hospital 
Ward 
Unit
'
14.066
10.415
7.766
16.935
13.650
12.076
12.418
10.415
6.958
I-
;
Other 2.773 2.976 3.254 2.057 2.873
Off duty
■
2.959 2.158 2.332 1.640 2.957
See page 1 1 1
111.
It is possible that the figures relating to the amount of tine 
spent on clerical work have been slightly underestimated. To 
avoid any possibility of the time taken to complete the diary 
being included In clerical work 9 respondents were asked to 
estimate the .amount of time that this had taken and to enter 
this on the relevant page. Providing that the amount of time 
spent on clerical work exceeded that spent on the diary5 this 
latter figure was deducted before the analysis was completed. 
It is possible that not all respondents included the time 
spent on the diary In their entries under clerical work.
Some* but not ail* respondents gave explanations of *other* 
activities. Those given Included attendance at patients1 
clubs, and voluntary clubs* (ranging from one hour to three 
and a half hours); multi-disciplinary rehabilitation meeting 
(one and thracquarters hours); general practitioners clinic 
(twenty-five minutes); staff meeting (one and threequarter hours) 
knee-ring the learners* discussion* (totalling two hours); car 
breakdown (two and a half hours* and one and thrcequarter hours);
* involved In a street accident’ (one hour)* and a community 
patients* outing (eight hours).
Table GO shows the proportion of their time spent by respondents 
on each activity. The proportions for full-time and extension 
staff are compared in the histogram at Figure 6 .
112.
Table 60.
Proportion of time
Activity Fullrtime respondents Extension resjpondentG* All respondent£
No. I IScLTi Std;Dev; Ho . ■ Mean Stci.Dev.’ No. ■’ Menn c
Travelling 1 2 Q 22i521 6.736 31 24.033 12.603 159 20.938
Patient care/contact 129 32.255 10.323 30 27.30 14.829 168 23.200 j
Call - no reply 107 • 6 0 b .857. 14 ' 1.141 1.444 128 .763
Professional discussion 
face to face 124 9.060 5.218 27 ,11.026 7.773 153 8.333
Professional discussion 
telephone' 125 4.936 3.161 25 4.717 4.662 157 4.70b
Clerical work . 129 10.172 7.471 27 10.421 10.629 164 . 9.309
Heals 125 7.071 3.059 28 11.566 5. 587 159 7.144
V|ard rounds 4 7 3. 916 3.178 a 7.712 7.639 58 4.281
Ward conferences . 82 5.087 3.825 17 5.983 3.520 105 5.102
Consultant clinic,: 52 4.425 3.923 13 10.060 1 1 . 1 1 0 58 5.331
Nurses clinic ' 1)4 ■ 4.948 . 3.895 9 19.719 20.253 57 6.928
Group therapy 23 4. 758 4.115 Cf 4.329 2.187 34 4.476
Other 85 6.845 7.037 17 103 6.321
* These figures are calculated as a-proportion or total time sjxnit on community visiting9 i.e
time spent on other duties - ward, day hospital or unit.
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In the second part of the diary res]x>iideiit3  recornea the typ? 
of care given during the visits to the patient. Table '•! 
shows the number of respondents recording each type of care* 
and Table 62 the nunoor of occasions on which they were 
'recorded.
Table G3 shows the number of respondents who recorded the 
four different categories of visit9 and Table 6 Jl the number 
of occasions on which each of these categories of visit 
took place•
In this content it was noted that although the number of 
respondents recording visits, with a chaperon was relatively 
small - eight, an additional 1 1  respondents recorded/visits 
to patients of their own sex only. Four T,;cro won, three 
full-titue and one iron tne extension group. however, this 
last respondent only visited two patients during the survey 
week. Sevan were v?oraen, two of whom wore full-time and 
five from the extension group.
X til) J.C- V JL •
Typo of euro
Fes ‘ondonts
Full-tine Exte nsion All'
bo. Prop. bo. 'Prop •' bo* Pro-
Supportive discussions patient only 127 '.066 . 30 . 9 37 166 .97?
Supportive discussions relative only . 90 .766 15- . 500 119 •.7(b
Supportive discussions patient and relative together 123' .953 26 .750 156 • 9ii
Counselling, patient • ■' 125 . 3 o 0 27 .366 130 .36]
j Counselling relative 90' ' .7 it 13 .659 120 .70.
Behaviour* therapy (specific) 32 .210 5 .150 ho ,2St
hstai/iisiiin:; relationship before discharge 32 .210 2 .062 35 . 201.
hotabiisninp; relationship before admission 29 . 2 2 e •5 .187 33 .205
Crisis intervention 65 .500 10 ■ • 312 ol .673
advising social pr cole, .is • 1*1-0 .915 " 20 .625 167 • 865
1 dedication - supervision 99 .767 ■' 16 • eOO 122 .713
- adrdnistoring injection 115 .331 28 . 875 150 .502
~ arranging for alteration 35 . sot 12 • 375 73 *655
Aanitoring ..medication ~ taking blood pressure 13 .101 o .096 In .106
- collecting .urine specimen-: 5 .033 5 .023
- testing urino c» .070 II • 055
- taking blood specimen 30 .233 7 .219 O Ci • 22 3
iirrangirr; admission • 60 .372 11 0  O - t  '1 GO • 853
bransportin., admission 30 . 261 O .187 60 .235
Advising on physical health 102. .791 16 .500 126’ . 729
hivin.;' physical nursin; •; care - planned 21 • lu 3 ' 6 .125 26 .153
emergency IS .121 2 .062 18 .10 c
visited -  no reply 103 . 730 S' . .281 117 .658
-  refused ■.j .052 't.'U .067
Arranging voluntary agency visit 27 .209 . V'.o .096 31 .182
Arranging social services ope. 73 .505 ' 11 .366 3 3 .  3103
Assisting with activities of daily living 39 .535 12 .875 G3 .518
Other activities or care 72 .558 ’ 13 .606 83 .523
Table 62
Occasion
Type of care Full-time Extension All
Mean Std.Dev. Mean Std.Dev. Mean Std.Ds
Supportive discussion patient only 17.480 10.640 9.400 8.152. 15.789 10.48*
Supportive discussions relative only 2.958 2.046 ‘ . 1.750 1.183 2.714 • 1.96C
Supportive discussions patient and relative
together 7.659 4.123 4.292 3.689 6.949 4.20]
Counselling patient 10.440 8.846 10.407 15.724 10.181 10.17C
Counselling relative 4.135 2.944 ' 2.667. 2.951 3.833 2.94^
Behaviour therapy (specific) 3.406 3.090 * 1 . 2 0 0 .447 2.975 2.901
Establishing relationship before discharge 1.906 1.634 3.000 1.414 1.943 1.60*
Establishing relationship before admission 2.414 2.368 ■ 1.667 1 . 2 1 1 2.286 ■ 2 .2 1 ]
Crisis intervention 1.923 1.136 2.500 2.224 1.938 1.29*
Advising on social problems 5.720 5.483 3.000 2.555 5.197 5.12C
Medication - supervision 9.101 8.429 4.625 4.617 8.426 8 .0 1 *-
- administering injection 10,452 8.507 • 11.286 11.430 10.427 8.99*
- arranging for alteration 2.523 2.353 ■ 2.333 2.348 2.472 2.32*
Monitoring medication - taking blood
pressure 2.846 3.693 ■ 2.667 1.155 2.611 3.18C
- collecting urine
specimen 1 . 2 0 0 .447 ■ 1 . 2 0 0 .44]
- testing urine 1 . 1 1 1 1333 1.091 • CO 0 N *
\
- taking blood -
specimen 3.133 4.049 2.429 1.512 2.974 3.65C
Arranging admission 1.667 .930 1.636 .809 1.683 .91]
Transporting admission 1.235 .496 1.167 .408 1.225 .48C
Advising on physical health 4.500 5.312 1.938 1.389 4.129 4.95]
Giving physical nursing care - planned 3.095 2.998 6 . 0 0 3.559 3.500 3.15C
- emergency 1.375 '.500 1 . 0 0 0 1.333 .48*
Visited - no reply 3.058 2.248 2.333 1 . 0 0 2.957 2.15]
- refused 1.375 .744 1.375 1.741
Arranging voluntary agency visit 2.259 1.873 1 . 0 0 0 0 2.097 1.79*
Arranging social services etc. 2.288 1.752 2 . 0 0 1.789 2.213 1.71*
Assisting with activities of daily living 5.281 7.354 2.667 1.614 4.841 6.73]
Other activities or care
L_-----------;------------------ - -- ;---;----
3.889 5.207 10.077 18.071 4.697 8.461-
Table 63*
Categories of visit
Respondents
Full-time Extension All
bo*' Prop. bo « Prop. bo. . Prop.
Alone 124 .951 , 24 .750 I 157 .923
With, student/visitor 54 ,413 1 2 .375 j ■ 70 • .412
With chaperon 6 *045 , -Jl ; ,031 ! • 8 .047
With other team members' 35 .273' 3 .250 . ■ 46 .267
xabie 64*
Categories of visit ' •
Occasions
' Full-time ' Extension All
Mean Std.Dev. . Mean Std.Dev. Mean Std.Dev.
Alone
With student/visitor
With chaperon
With other team members'
22.. 742 
12.741 
1.157 
3.222
13.866 
10.844 
.408 
4.055
.11.417 
' 8.583 
. 2 . 0 0 0  
6.750
10.978
11.826
O'
10.181
20.745
11.557
1.375
'3.804
13.856 
10.854 
, .518 
5.564
. mmmtmnmnn
Table 65 shows the number of respondents recording visits to patients. In various■locations
and Table 6 6  the number of occasions on which the respondents visited patients in those locat 
Table 65.
Patients seen a~t
Their homo
G*P. Surgery
Health, centre
0.?.home/Welfare home
Group home
Place of work
Day hospiteO-
Consultant clinic
Nurses clinic
Ward of base hospital
Ward of ether hospital
Other
Respondents
Full-time
h o .
129
11
15
49
40
31
30
20
/.O
33' 
.18 
43
Proo.
1.00 
.085 
.116 
.  v J i > U
.310
.240
.233
.155
.217
.256
,.139
„ •  O O v J
Extension
No,
30
1
2
8
4
4 
6 
6
5 
, 8 
. 1
4
Pr on,
.937
.031
.062
.250
.125
.125
.187
.137
.156
.250
*031
.125
/ill
o.
168
1 2
17
59
it n •tO
38 
37 
27 
36 
42 . 
20 . 
49
rroo.
.071
.100
.347
.232
.223
.210
.159
.212
.247
.110
Table 66. 11
Patients seen at
Their hone
G.P. Surgery
Health centre
0. P. Horae /V’e If are homo
Group horns
Place of vork
Day hospital
Consultant clinic
Nurses clinic
Hard of baso hospital
Hard of other hospital
Other
Occasions
Full-tirae
wean
21.667 
1.636 
3.667 
2.327 
5.400 
1.77N 
2.467 
2.150 
1 0 . 0 0 0  
1.933 
1.389 
3.651
Std.Dev
9.847 
1.027 
3.266 
1 .8 6 k 
7.019 
.920 
2.151 
2.455 
10.132 
1.144 
.778 
3.779
Extension
wean Std.Dev.
8.948
0
7,770
2.000
9.215
.500
1.602
1.602
10.262
6,135
0
3.000
All
Mean
19.238
1.5S3
5.765
2.330
5.500
1.780
2.486
tE^ . ill
11.083
2.738
1.350
3.714
Std.Dev
10.439 
. 9 98 
6.942 
1.866 
C. 860 
.843 
2.050 
2.225 
10.822 
3.231 
.745 
;3.646
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152 respondents (89.4%) recorded visits to male patients, the mean 
of visits being 10.743 with a standard deviation of 7.944.
157 respondents (92.3%) recorded visits to female patients,
■ the mean of visits being 1G.G32 with a standard deviation 
of 9.276, ■ •
Consider5-ng the two sub-groups 1 2 1  (33.8%) of the full-time 
respondents recorded visits to male patients, and 122 (94.6%) 
to female. The mean of visits for male patients was 11.248 
with a standard deviation of 7.535. For female patients 
the mean was 17.795 with a standard deviation of 9.03.
22 (68,7%) of the extension group recorded visits to male 
patients, and 26 (91.2%) to female patients. The mean of 
visits for male patients was S.318 with a standard deviation 
of 10.389, for female patients the mean was 12.303 with a 
standard deviation of 9.155.
In the final section of the diary respondents recorded details 
of the patients seen during the week.
Table 57 chows the number of respondents recording visits to 
patients or diff« a?ent age groups, and Table 6 8  the number of 
visits made to these patients.
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Table 67
Age group
• Respondents
Fu.ll--time Extension All X 2
Ho. . Prop. iiO * Frop. iiO. Prop.
Under 15 years 3 .023 1 .031 8 .023 0.066i
15 8 8  years 116 .899 27 . 889 152 . 398 0.338]
85 - 58 years 118 .215 27 . 8 8 8 158 . 906 0.759]
65 and over 1 1 2 . 8 6 8 19 . 538 139 .317 10.993J
Table 60. 121
Age group
Under 15 years 2.333 2.309
15 - 44 12.620 7.876
45 - 64 10.308 6.643
65 and over 5.636 5.977
Full-time
Mean Std.Dev,
Visit;
Extension
aean
1 . 0 0 0
8.235
7.519
‘5.053
Std.Dev.
8.361
6.518’
O  01*1 m
All
I lean
2.000
11.717
10.149
0.345
Std.Dev,
2.000 
S.022 
6.626
0 .
2.
2.
Table 63 shows the number of respondents recording visits to certain types of patients9 and Tab!
the number of visits made
Table 09*
Respondents
j..
V o f Full-tino Intension
|\
r
l
 
;
do. Prop. do. Proy. do. Prop.
ForHer in-patient 122 .91" 27 .od!’ 159 .  920 :
Fomen out-patient 91 .7013 13 .106 112 . 6 5 j V.
Attenaiiip out-patient department. 107 .029 22 .697 133 .  j X j .
Atteniinp day hoce?ital/IRU 36 .620 11 .301 66 rIt < J  O  W c
Former hospital patient' in 
care of yoneral practitioner 91 .705 2.H .3 07 1.12 .656
Patient never attendee hospital 
in cole care of yeneral 
practitioner 72 .550 7 . 219 " d5 . .506 10
Seen by ..consultant on • 
domiciliary visit b ~ r .651 11 .137 103 «  & 0  Cj i.;
draftIny domiciliary visit 17 .132 17 • 10 0 
1 i
------— ——— --- — --- —--—.— ---------
Visits
Type of patient Full-tins' F.nteusion ' All
w-'CiT* Ctd.iev* lean 8  ta.A/ev*. lean *-> 6e . v .
Former in-patlent it* ;i, 10.731 13.778 10 . 8 J.S 13.133 10.507
Former out-patient 3.713 . 3.371 0*201 ■ 8.071 3.250 1 8 . 216
Attending out-pat lout department 10.008 3 9. .11G 0.082 ' 8*3 '7^ 5;320 1 8.93S
iittenoa.n?; ciuy nospitul/jluu a.7 1 2  . 2.771 3.630 < 3.296 3.781 • 3.031
Former hospital patient in 
care of general practitioner 11*373 10.033 / . / d *7 <'\:\ O / |UW/. 10.603 10.093
Patient never attended hospital 
in sole care of general 
practitioner 3*3 :iu o.3 31 3.G57 3.380 3. 700 3.257
Seen hy consultant on 
domiciliary visit 3*393 3.319 7.133 8.226 3.777 5.829
Awaiting domiciliary visit 1*529 . 1.003 1.529 1.968
1Table 71 shows the number of respondents recording visits to patients with different diagnoses* 
Table 71.
Diagnosis
Dementia
Other organic psychoses
Other functional psychoses
S chisophrania
ilania
Depression
Alcoholism and drug -dependency
Personality disorders 
Other neuroses 
Others
.** cine
Prop •
Ext* iron
Ho.
o
6
6
26
12
20
13
12
11
6
-roi).
.156 
.187 
.187 
*812 
. 375 
*625 
.H05 
• 375
.187
All
ilo.
86 
65 
71 
252 
9M- 
1 H0  
76 
108 
95 
5 *4
Prop
.506
.382
*h! 8
.553
.071
. W
.635 
• 559 
*33.0
lo,
5, 
7,
- >-L \
h,
16,
0 ,
3.0,
6 , 
2,
Multiple diagnoses *Jttere recorded for 262 patients. As it was
impossible to tell which was the principal diagnosis 9 these 
patients have been included only "in' visits to those with whichever 
condition appeared first in the* list. Taking the diagnoses in the . 
order in which they appeared, the' additional diagnoses are as follows:-
•Dementia* was accompanied by *other organic psychoses* (6 )
•other functional psychoses 
‘•schizophrenia*
■ •depression*'
•personality “disorders*
* other neuroses *
and by *depression*, *personality disorders*
'and other*
u >
(3)
(20)
(2)
(2)
(1 )
•other organic psychoses® were accompanied by
’schizophrenia*
’mania*
•depression*
•alcoholism and drug dependency 
•personality disorders* 
and by ’mania*•and *depression* •
(2)
(2)
(1)
(3)
(1 )
’other functional psychoses* were accompanied by
’s chizophrania1
•mania*
•depression*
•personality disorders*
by’mania• and * depression’
and by ’depression* and ’alcoholism and
drug dependency*
(2)
(1)
0 0
(3)
(1)
(1 )
Schizophrenia• was,accompanied by .’mania
•depression*
•alcoholism and drug dependency* 
•personality disorders*
•other neuroses*
•other*
(6)
(15)
(2*0
(1H)
(5)
(1 )
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by * alcoholism and drug dependency* and 
•personality disorders *
by ’depression* and ’other neuroses
and by ’depression1 and * alcoholism and 
drug dependency*
*mania* was accompanied by fdepression*
* personality disorders *
by 1 repression* and ’personality disorders *
and by ’depression*, ’alcoholism and .drug
dependency*
’depression* vias accompanied by
’alcoholism and drug dependency*
’personality disorders*
’other neuroses *
'’other*
and 3:y ’personality disorders* and' ’other neuroses’ 
’alcoholism one. drug dependency* was accovgt-iif ico by
* personality disorders * •
’other neuroses’
and by ’personality disorders* and' •’other*,
’personality disorders* was accompanied by 
’other neuroses*
’other* .
’other neuroses * was accompanied by ’other*
JbtJlnnatioiiS of ’other* diagnoses ware given in four instances, 
handicap was given twice and epilepsy and brain damage once each,.
Table 72 shows the number of visits made to patients with these 
different diagnoses. Table 73 sho vis the number of respondents 
recording visits to new and known patients, and•Table 7b the niinbo 
of visits made.
(2 )
(1 )
(I)
Oh:)
(1) 
(3)
(1 )
(5) 
(21) 
(20) 
(7) 
(1 )
(6) 
(7) 
(1 )
(0 )
(2)
(2)
iontal
iajblv: 12d*
litrdber of visi-CO
Diagnosis
Full-tirc Extension dll
iioan Otd.DGVo 11 can Std.Bcv. scan Std.hcO*
Dementia 3.61 3.285 ' * * . 0 0 1.871 3.593 3..166
Other organic psychoses i.«bbrf 1*206 1.833 - . / W 1*631 1.153
Other functional psychoses 2.683 2.*»67 1.633 .983, S' • OsJ1? 2.336 '
Schisophrenic 13. 3 CM". 6.777 ■ 11.623 ■ f). 377 ■ 13.206 O . 652
rfania 2.590 •1.090 6s. 5 6  3 3.723 2.631 ■2.253
Depression. -S. 227 3.922 M.502 . 3.517 . 5.050 3* 673
Alcoholisr end drug
gepen'NIency 1.965 1.633 l.CDo . . 2.153 1.632' 1.657
Personality disorders 2.633 1.057 2. 933 2,568 2.657 1.905
•Other ueureses 2.067 1.925 l*D6 e .522 2.576 1.621
Others
_  _  . . .  . «  i
1.778 - 1.19b 1,033 1. 329 1.759' 1.132
Table 73.
A
Referral group
Respondents
Full-time Extension ‘ Al.1
Mo. Prop* Mo. Prop. Ho. Prop.
lieu patient 90 .698 1 0 .312 105 .518
Knowns receiving regular visit 114 .084 23 .719 ' 145 .853
lieu referral of previously known 75 .581 14 • 4 37 92 ..541
Table 74*
Visits
Referral group Full-13.«uS 4*- K* X1 JL. C J> All
Std.Dev. ^ 2  an ; *n^ n .. L —  . !. V  .
New patient 3.344 3.000 2.700 i. 889 3.257 2.862
Known, receiving regular visit /- m O'J / 11.740 14.635 10.433 20.814 11.7J7
New referral of previously knovra 2,733 2.268 2.714 1.G84 2.717 2.150
At the beginning of this chapter it was shown that a number, of 
staff specialised in either the care of patients with 
schizophrenia, in the resettlement, of patients in group homes* 
or 5,n both, . Separate analyses were made for these sub-groups. 
Comparisons were made, using the t-tost, of those who did 
specialise with those who did riot, and of those who were full­
time and specialised with those working on an extension system 
who also specialised. These results- are not reported in 
full as the only significant difference found was that between 
the full-time staff wiio did. specialise in the care of 
•schizophrenic patients with those who did not. Those in the 
group that specialised recorded more patients than those.who did 
not (p.C .05). Ho other significant differences with regard 
either to the number of patients with schizophrenia, or to'--- 
the number of visits to patients in group' homes, were found.
-i- o J,«
•CriAPTFxl VIII. Results relating to patients.
Suamary.
In this enayter the Material contained In the diaries Is - 
analysed free the patient;; visited. Details are givsrrbi 
the ayes of patients 5 the categories of .-caro, the types of 
nursing- required and the places in which they tore visited,
Soise corrpsrisc-nc \:i a: national figures are shorn in relation' 
to the ayes of patients and to the diagnostic classification.
Results. ’
The previou"; chapter analysed the information contained li> trio 
wcrl: diaries as it ■ re fates. 10 tnc nurses, an tale cnuptur the 
analyses nave d>oen raado with the patients as fthe starting point.
During tiio survey week 4,4 5 5 visits were nade. . 3,830 of the 
visits were made- by iuli-tine staff; 43G by extension -staff, 
and 109 by !other* staff (e.g.- employed on a part«tire basis), 
Table 75 shows the sex of patients visited..
Table 75.
Sex
Vi sited by
Full-time Extension . Other -
hale 1402. 171 77
For,ale 2331 2 o 3 ICO
dot given to 5
Table 76b compares the number of patients in each age group with 
the total population figures as shown in the Health and Personal 
Social Service Statistics (1975). This comparison is also shown 
in the histogram at Figure 7.
Table 76a
Age group
Visited by
Full.-tine Extension Other
Ho. Prop. Ho. Prop. Ho. Prop.
Under 15 rKG . 0 0 2
15 - aa 1521 . 397 177 . A0  6 71 .376
A 5 - 6  A 1A05 .367 167 .383 73 . 386
Over 65 8A5 . 2 2 1 07 . 2 0 0 A0 . 2 1 2
Hot given 50 .013 5 . 0 1 1 5 .026
Table 76bc
Are group
Patients visited Total po:filiation
Ho. Prop. Ho. Prop.
Under 15 0 . 0 0 1 1IA91 .233
15 - AA 176S .337 19215 . 391
AS - 6 A I6 A6 ♦ 36S 11621 ' .236
Over 65 972 .218 6865 .139
Hot .given 60 .013
Totals AA55 .998 A 913 2 .989
Uietocran chouins corpuriccn by c.£o croup of pr.iiento v ic ited  during 
ccrrcy'uscl: irlt-h tho totr.l population
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Table 77 shovrs the number of patients in the different categories* 
Table 77 *
Visited by
Type of patient Full-time Extension Other
No * Prop • Ho* 'Prop* ho * Prop.
Former in-patient 2741 *716 330 .757 127 .672
Former out-patient 353 ' #025 78' .179 49 .259
Attending out-patient 
department 1251 .326 127 | .231 75 .397
Attending day hospital/IittJ 336 . #088 24 .055 32 .169
Former hospital patient in 
care of general 
• practitioner 1130 *295 104 ' *233 62 ■ ..328
never attended hospital - 
sole care of general 
practitioner 244 *064 ' 19 ' ■ i 044 6 *032
Seen by consultant in 
domiciliary visit 473 *123 61 .140 17 .090
Awaiting domiciliary visit ' 30 . *008
Table 78 shows the diagnoses of the patients visited*
Table 78*
Visited by
bxaenosiLS
Full-time Extension • Other
1 * 0 • Prop. No.. .Prop. No. Prop.
Dementia. •332 .087 . 16 .037 : 1 2 .063
Other orgl'anic psychoses 93. ' \ ,024 1 2 .023 7 .037
Other functional psychoses 167 . 044 ' :i2 . .028 1 2 .063
Schisophrenic 1S92 • .442 23 2 .532 85 .450
Mania ■ 217 .057 2 1 .048 6 .032
Depression 701 .183 89 , 204 34 .180
Alcoholism and drug 
dependency 73 . 0 2 1 1 1 .025 6 .032
Personality disorder 227 .059 15 .034 1 0 .053 .
Other neuroses Itil .047 13 .030 7 .037
0  tiiers 51 .013 1 2 .028 3 .016
Mot given 2 0 .024 3 .007 7 .037
J.30.
Although the codings did <, not appear in the final version of the 
work diary9 the diagnostic categories used were ..based on the 
International Classification of Diseases (1965). In some 
instances a direct comparison was possible with national figures, 
relating to hospital in-patient care (Mental Health Enquiry 1974) 
and with Morbidity Statistics from General Practices (1970/71).
In other instances it was necessary to combine groups to obtain 
either a complete, or an almost complete match. These comparisons 
are shown in Table 79 and are presented in the form of a 
histogram at Figure 8 . Table 80 shows the rank order of the 
numbers involved in each category for the three t3?pes of care.
Table 79
Work diary Patients consulting ^general 
practitioners 1970/1971
Adnissioi
Diagnostic categories ICD Patients
visited
Percentage ICD Hunber Percentage ICD All Percentage ■ ■]
Denentia 290 360 290 261 ' 10 • ' ; 290 9083 70 /
Other organic psychoses 291 - 112 2/S 291 - 151 0.555 * 291 - 8160 60
294 294 294
Schizophrenia 295 2009 450 295 418 10 295 26900 20$5
Personality disorders 301 - 252 M 301 - 250 10 ^ 301 - 13763 1055 •
302 302 302
Alcoholisn and drug 303 - 95 2$ 303 - 226 . .155.- 303 - 10648 . 8$ -
dependency 304 304 30.4
Others 306 - 66 306 - 8461 2 20 306 - 9095 70 4
309 309 309
Other functional psychoses 295.8 191N 296 ■ 296
295.9 V 297 297
297 - 1 293 1407 \ 293 32245 24jS c
299 I 299 1 2 99Eaaia 295.1 244 71259 290 y 10576 280 ^
295.3 (
Depression 295*0 J
295.2 824 ) 300.4 9169/
300.4 -
Other neuroses 300.0 - 
300.3 
300.5 - 
300.9 
305
201 4j3
300 * 
305
17225 46/S
300
305
21974 170 : s
* escluding 300.4
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Table 50#
Diagnostic categories
Dork diary
_ .. _
Patients consulting 
General Practitioner 
“1970/1971
Admis
Fullrtime Extension /ill All
ieraentia 3 3 3 ' ' 5 7.
Other organic psychoses . 6 A 5 r\O 8
Schizophrenia 1 1 1 4 2
Personality disorders . h M- 8 if
Alcoholism and drug
dependency 7 8 7 7 5
Others 8 5 8 3 G
Other functional psychoses]
Mania r n 2 o 2 1
Depression )
Other neuroses 5 5 5 1 3
A number of the patients visited by each group of staff received 
more than one visit in the week, 611 of the visits made by full­
time staff; HI of those made by extension staff and four of those 
made by other staff were second, or subsequent visits within the 
survey week. Table 81 shows whether the patient was new or 
previously known.
Table 81,
Visited by
Referral Group Full-time. Extension Other
Ho. Prop. No. Prop. •No. Prop.
New “ • 327 .085 25 .057 Ik ,07k
Known' - receiving 
regular visits 2880 .752 266 ■ .,610 153 ♦ 0 1 0
Re-referral of 
. previously known 183 . • OHO 2 k .055 0 ,.0 k2
Not given k3k .113 1 2 1 .278 lk ,07k
* A new 'patient who received more than one visit during the weak was 
coded as *known* after a successful first visit, If at the first 
visit the patient was not seen, e.g. call - -no reply, they were 
coded as fnew* till a successful visit had been made.
Table 82 shows the number of times on which the various types of care 
were given.
Table 82.
.1.0 •
Visited by
Type of care Full-time . Extension Ot mer ‘ -
ho. Prop. Ho. Prop. ho. Prop.
Supportive discussion - 
patient 1969 . 51A 232 .532. 116 .G1A
Supportive discussion - 
relative 262 .068 2 0 .0A6 ’ 1 0 ;053
Supportive discussion - both 8 AS , 2 2 2 70 .179. 38 . 2 0 1
Counselling patients 1159 .303 1 1 2 .257 A0 . 2 1 2
Counselling relatives 35 A .092 ; 3 A .073 15 .079
Behaviour therapy - specific 8 6 . 0 2 2 5 . 0 1 1 1 1 .058
Establishing a relationship 
before discharge 5A ,6 ia A .009 2 . 0 1 1
Establishing a relationship 
before admission AA .0 1 1 . .009 1 .005
Crisis intervention . 1 1 A .030 17 .039 5 .026
Advising on social problem 615 .161 ‘ 5 A .12A' 29 '.153
. Medication ~ supervision 769 . 2 0 1  . . 6 6 v lei, 5A ..286
Medication - giving injections 1053, .275 172 . 33 A A 8 . 25A
Medication ~ arranging for 
alteration 1A2 .037 . 1A .032. 5 .026
Monitoring medication - 
taking blood pressure 15 . GOA 5 . 0 1 1 1 .005
collecting urine specimens ’ 5 ' . 0 0 1 1 0 .023
testing urme 7 . 0 0 2 1 0 .023. 3 .016
taking blood specimen 65 .017 15 .03A 2 . 0 1 1
Arranging admission ; 67 .017 19 . 0 2 1  , nV .026
Transporting admission 31 .008 ' 7 . . 0 1 6 5 .026
Advising on physical health A18 .109 ■ 31 .071 26 . 138
Physical nursing care - planned 52 .01A 6 . 01A 5 .026
Physical nursing care - emergency 18 .005 1 . 0 0 2 2 . 0 1 1
Visited - no reply 278 .073 15 .03 A 9 .0A8
Visited - refused 9 . 0 0 2
Arranging for voluntary agency 
visit 50 .013 2 .005 1 .005
Arranging for social services 1A3 .037 2 0 .0A6 7 .037
Assisting with activities of 
daily living 296 .077 30 .069 28 .153
Other
i*. ■ .—' '■ .»■ - '■"» ..
232
,
.061 1 1 .025 5 .026
Table 83 shows whether patients were visited by the respondent alone
or with others9 or vrhether the patient telephoned the respondent, 
Table 83.
Visited by
Visit made-by Fuli-tine Extension_ Other
' Ho. Prop. No. Prop. Ho. Prop.
Respondent 2480 . 650 a  r, r-ZOO . 539 168 .839
Respondent with student/
visitor 637 .182 81 . 136 .042
Respondent with chaperon 7 . 0 0 2 2 . 0 1 1
Respondent with team 125 .033 33 .037
Telephone consultation 34 .009 9 . 0 2 1 1 . 0  OS
Respondents were asked to give the number involved when they visited with a 
team. Table 84 shows, the si sc of the team' vrhere -this was given.
Table 84. ’
Visited by
Team Members Full-timc Extension
Uo. . r Prop Mo. Prop.
One 54 .432 2 .053
AiVU 51 .400 7 .184
Three 13 .104 ah .763
Four 5 .040
Not given 2 .016
’________________
Table 85 shows the locations in which patients were visited.
lit I.
Table 85.
/isited bv
Location Full-t ialO . Extension 0 ther
No. Prop. No. Prop. No. ■Prop.
Home n rz q o . 6 6 8 250 .596 108 .571
General Practitioner - surgery m ' ,004
Health Centre r: o w O ..018 , .27 . 0 0 2
Old people or welfare home :j 5 . .025 18 . 041 1 2 .053
Group home 175 , .045 2 2 -.050 26 .3.38
\JOx}K 40' . 0 1 0 4 .009 nsJ .026
m y  hospital 49 . . 013 13 .030 1 .005
Consultant clinic 24 .005 4 .003 1 .005
Nurses clinic 233 .061 24 .055 11 .058
Ward of base hospital 70 .018 14 .032 4 . 0 2 1
Ward of other hospital 17 .004 1 . 0 0 2 1 .005
Other 131 .034 1 . 0 0 2 4 . 0 2 1
The mean duration of visits by full-time staff was 0.466 hours with a 
standard deviation of 0.325. The mean duration of visits by extension 
staff was 0.412 hours with a standard deviation of 0.303. The mean 
duration of visits by * other* staff was 0.393 hours with a standard 
deviation of 0.307.
One further analysis was made of information relating to patients visited 
by full-time staff. The occasions when more than one typo of care was 
given during the same visit were considered. Table 8 6 a summarises these 
cross etabulations and Table 8 Gb lists the results of the chi-square 
tests carried out. Figure S shows in diagramatic form the types of 
care which occurred together significantly often.
upp. disc. - patient 
upp. disc. - relative 
upp. disc. - pat.and rol.
Counselling - pationt 
ounsolling - relative
ahaviour therapy st.rol. - pro discharge
st.rol. - pre adhission 
riois intervention 
dviso social problens 
•lodication - supervision 
•tedication - give injection edication - arrange alteration
•lonitoring ned. - taking BP '•'nitoring ned. - collect urine spec
'"<f ned. - test urine- take blood spec.
Patient cars
Typo 3. Type 2 • : ' X2 Significance Prob.
Supportive 
■discussion - 
patient
Supportive discussion - . 
.. relative
Supportive discussion - 
pat, and rel.
69.39133
431,19785
.0 0 0 0 ’
0 .;
< . 0 1  
< . 0 1
Counselling - patient 20.60076 . 0 0 0 0 < *0 ? :
■Counselling - relative 160.10502 ■°. c . 0 1
Behaviour* therapy .00735 .9317
Establishing relationship • 
before discharge 5.86808 .0154 < . 0 2
Establishing relationship
before admission - 1.18067 .2772
Crisis intervention 21,40340 . 0 0 0 0 S . 0 1
Social problem advice 13.66096 . .0003 < . 0 1
Medication —  supervision * .53.29640 - . 0 0 0 0 t . 0 1
Medication - injection ‘ 9.87396 .0017 < . 0 1
’ Medication - alteration 1.44622 .2291
Medication - taking blood 
pressure 1.85974 .1727
* Medication - collecting 
specimen urine .01205 ,9126
Medication - testing urine ■ .01689 ..3505
■ Medication - taking blood .01040 .9188
Arranging admission 13.06323 .0016 < . 0 1
Transporting admission 10.00748 .0016 < . 0 1
Advising on physical health 11 * 538icJ .0006 < . 0 1
Physical nursing - planned 3.03080 .0817
Physical nursing - emergency .19825 ,5561
Supportive 
discussion - 
Relative
.
Supportive discussion - patic 
and relative
Counselling - patient 
Counselling - relative
;nt
12.13818
16,60587
105.19550
.0005 
. 0 0 0 0  
0 .
< . . 0 1  
< . 0 1  
< . 0 1
Table 8 Gb.
0
results.
Patient care
Type 1 Type 2 X2 Significance Prob.
a , , . r ; ,r -i.:. - Behaviour therapy 2.24823 0.1338
Establishing relationship 
before discharge ■\ 115474 .6940
establishing relationship 
before admission • .. 87409 . 3498
Crisis intervention .84075 -.3592
■ Social problem advice .00534 . 9417
Medication - supervision *, 2.60554 -.1065
Medication - injection 19.52681 - . 0 0 0 0 < . 0 1  •
Medication - alteration .75597 .3846 -
Medication - talcing blood • 
pressure .30835 . 5787
Medication -  collecting 
specimen urine .07037 . 7908
Medication -  testing urine , .00023 .9864
Medication - taking blood ’ 1 . 0 0 0 1 2 .3173
Arranging admission .77370 . 3775
Transporting adrnission .22060 .6386
Advising on physical health. ■ .22451 .6356
Physical nursing -  planned • .00501 . 9436
Physical nursing ~ emergency .05108 .3212'
Supportive Counselling -  patient ; r .04888 .8250
discussion ~ Counselling — relative 336.64472 ' 0 . < . 0 1
patient and Behaviour therapy .07502 . 7842
relative Established relationship 
before discharge 4.83740 .0273 < .05
'Established relationship 
• before admission 2.71917 . 0992.
Crisis intervention 4.08166 .0271 < .05
Social problem advice 28.23817 . 0 0 0 0 S . 0 1
Medication - supervision 22.97417 . . !0 0 0 0  ^ . 0 1
Medication - injection 2.91064 ..0380
Medication - alteration 6.41530- .0113 . 0 2
Medication - taking blood 
pressure .00443 .9469
Medication - collecting 
urine specimen .15538 .6929
Medication - testing urine 3.00438 .0830
Medication - talcing blood .00359 .9522
- Table 85b. results.
pat lent care
Type 1 Type 2 ' - X2 Significance Prob.
Arranging adiaiss ion • 3.A9839 .051*4
Transporting' admission .0*4*! *’5 .8330
Advising on physical health ■28.39678 . 0 0 0 0 < . 0 1
Physical nursing •- planned .33720 . 361*4
Physical.;;' nursing - emergency . .0587A . 8085
Counselling Counselling ~ relative 158.69873 0 . < . 0 1
patient Behaviour therapy 15.0177*4 . 0 0 0 1 < . 0 1
Establishing■ relationship
before discharge--;. .12089 .7231
Establishing relationship 
before admission .4-0818 .*4938
Crisis intervention 5.915MG . 0 2 0 0 C . 0 2
Social problem advice 97,8*4*47*4 . 0 0 0 0 < . 0 1
dedication - supervision 19.994*46 . 0 0 0 0 < . 0 1
dedication - injection 1.1*4397 .23*>8
dedication - alteration 19.19683 . 0 0 0 0 .o i
He dication - talcing blood 
pressure .23681 .6265
Medication -* collecting 
urine specimen .00179 .9662
Medication - testing urine .07700 .781*4
Medication - taking blood 1.53066 .2160
Arranging admission .002*45 ' , .3605
Transporting admission 1. *43723 .2306
Advising , on physical 
health 98.60102 . 0 0 0 0 C . 0 1
Physical nursing - planned .02800 . 8669
Physical nursing -
emergency .00086 .9766
Counsel 1 m g Behaviour therapy .79503 .3723
relative Establishing relationship 
before discharge .55708 .*4552
Establishing relationship 
. before admission . *49133 .*1833
Crisis intervention 20.02587 . 0 0 0 0 < . 0 1
Socia3. problem advice 28.703*46 . 0 0 0 0 <. . 0 1
Table 8Gb. results. A4b.
Patient care
Type 1 Type 2 X2 Significance Prob.
--  ■ Medication - supervision ".01853 .8917 .
f— . . Medication - injection 6.68438 .0097 C .01
.--- Medication - alteration 3.13870 .0737
Medication - taking blood 
pressure 3.40562 .0649
Medication ~ collecting 
urine cpecir.on • ' .00190 .9652
Medication - testing urine 1.18217 .2769
Medication - taking blood .02517 . 0740
Arranging adnission .1.80151 .1795
TransportIng admission .94679 .3305
Advising on physical health 24.85802 . 0 0 0 0 <. .01
Physical nursing ~ planned .44931 . 5024
Physical nursing -
emergency .42105 .5164
Behaviour Establishing relationship 
before discharge «4560 8 .4995
therapy Establishing relationship 
before adnission .26512 .6056
Cri s I s intorvent ion .00503 . 9434
Social problem advice .58230 .4454
Medication - supervision 1.31296 .1566
Medication - Injection 25.07891 . 0 0 0 0 < . 0 1
Medication - alteration .18543 £6667
Medication - taking blood, 
pressure .07311 V7869
Medication - collecting 
urine specimen ,1.32929 .2439
Medication - testing'urine .73757 • .3904
Medication - taking blood .60422 .4031
Arranging adsiission .00083 .9771
Transporting admission .06412 .8000
Advising on physical health 2.91610 .0877
Physical nursing - planned .08304 .7732
Physical nursing -
emergency .01915 .8099
ry
Table 86b. results.
Patient care
Type 1 Type 2 oV* Significance Frob.
Establishing Establishing relationship
relationship before admission
.02866 .8656
before Crisis intervention
.3290*1 .3626
discharge Social problem advice
.96569 .3258
Medication - supervision 6.5957S . 0 1 0 2 d . 0 2
Medication - .injection 12.62891 .0004 < . 0 1
Medication - alteration 10.25676 .0014 <  . 0 1
Medication - taking blood
r* ure .38140 .5359
Medication - collecting
urine specimen 2.58848 .1076
Medication - testing urine 1 .60961 .2045
Medication - taking blood .20885 . 6476
Arranging admission .23054 . 6311
Transporting admission .00671 .9347
Advising on physical health 3.36700 .0492 < .05
Physical nursing - planned .08460 .7712
Physical nursing -
emergency .22883 .6324
Establishing Crisis intervention 3.G5674 .0558
relationship Social problem advice .28010 .5966
before Medication - supervision 5.98950 .0144 C .02
admission Medication - injection 8.90856 .0028 C .01
Medication - alteration .44123 .5005
Medication - talcing blood
pressure .60730 .4358
Medication ~ collecting
urine specimen 3.36843 .0665
Medication ~ testing urine 2.15840 .1418;
Medication - taking blood .03267 .7608
Arran ['ing adnis s ion 284.06083 0 . <  . 0 1
Transporting admission 3.62792 .0568
Advising on physical health .03706 . 8473
Physical nursing - planned .02018 .8870
Physical nursing - emergency .40258 .5258
Table 66b. X2 results.
Patient care
Type 1 Type 2 X2 Significance Prob.
Crisis Social problem advice .95567 .3258
inter- Medicajtion - supervision .45198 . 5014
vention ' Medication - injection 12.16984 .0005 < . 0 1
Medication' - alteration 9.51728 . 0 0 2 0 < . 0 1
Medication ~ tabbing blood 
pressure ; .00450 .3465
Medication - collecting 
urine specimen .82443 .3539
Medication - testing urine .40156 .5253
Medication - talcing blood •1.15501 .2825
Arranging admission 93.57516 , Gu0 0 < . 0 1
Transporting adnission 22.95544 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 1
Advising on physical health .00343 .9533
Physical'nursing - planned .77121 .3738
Physical nursing ~ emergency . 16.53624 . 0 0 0 1 * . 0 1
Advising Medication - supervision 7.77413 .0053 ,o i
on social Medication - injection 23.14100 . 0 0 0 0 < . 0 1
problem Medication - alteration .26733 .6051
Medication - taking blood
pressure ■ .53116 . 4661
Medication - collecting urine
specimen .67774 .4104
Medication - testing urine .13036 .7181
Medication — taking bloou 5.8403C .0157 < . 0 2
Arranging admission .03043 .8615
Transporting adnission 3.04077 .0312
Advising on physical health 85.66015 . 0 0 0 0 C .01
■Physical nursing - planned 5.09257 . 0240 c . 0 2
Physical nursing -
emergency .12372 .7250
Table 86b* '/A results*
Type 1
Medication
[supervision
Patient care
Typ'
Medication
injection
Medication - 
alteration
Medication - injection
Medication ~ alteration
Medication - taking blood' 
pressure
Medication - collecting 
urine specimen
Medication- testing urine
Medicat5.cn - taking blood
Arranging admission
Transporting admission
Advising on physical health
Physical nursing - planned
Physical nursing - emergency
Medication - alteration
Medication ~ taking blood 
pressure
Medication ~ collecting 
urine specimen
Medication - testing urine
Medication - taking blood
Arranging admission
Transporting admission
Advising on physical health
Physical nursing - planned
Physical nursing •* emergency
Medication - talcing blood 
pressure
Medication - collecting 
urine specimen
Medication - testing urine
Medication - talcing blood
Arranging admission
Transporting admission
Advising on physical health
Physical nursing - planned
Physical nursing - emergency
Significance
'1*63612
22.569b!
.07502
14.85341 
'.99861 
25.17725 
0.31128 
.4.63779 
69.55751 
26.39382 
.01202
7.44824
.02837
.00943 
• 20412 
10.67807 
13,30551 
6.10630 
4, 0 a o 4 
6,31774 
1.79719
1.59954
.53176
.21757
1.79240
.44573
.40432
.03507
.15223
1.02313
.2010
.0000
.7842
.0001
.3176
.0000
*0120
ry-Jco
.0000
,0300
.3127
.0064
.8662
.9226 
.6514 
,0011 
.0003 
.0129 
. 0404 
.0120 
.1001
.2050
.4659 
. 6409 
.1805 
.5033 
.5249 
• 853.4 
.6964 
.3104
Prob.
< .01
C .01
K .01 
^ .02
< .05
< .01 
< ,01
< .01
< .01 
^ .01 
< .02
< .05
< .02
150.
Table 80b* results.
Patient care
Typo 1 Type 2 , , 2 Significance Prob *
Taking blood 
pressure
Medication - collecting 
urine specimen
Medication - testing urine
11.59502
8.01297
.0007
,0085
< . 0 1  
< . 0 1
Medication - taking blood 19,78320 , 0 0 0 0 <■ . 0 1
Arranging admission .20503 .6899
Transporting admission 1.15628 . 2 0 2 2
Advising on physical health .85576 .8989
Physical nursing - planned .81883 .5177
Physical nursing ~ 
emergency 2.57080 .1089
Collecting Medication - tooting urine 233.10161 r\^ t < . 0 1
urine Medication - talcing blood. 2.01173 .1551
Arranging admission 1.92766 .1650
Transporting admission 5.18581 .0233 < .05
Advising on physical health .00652 .9357
Physical nursing - planned! 86.62332 , 0 0 0 0 < . 0 1
Physical nursing - emergency 9.50995 . 0 0 2 0 <; . 0 1
Testing Medication ~ taking blood 1.20695 .2719
urine Arranging admission 1,18860 .2838
Transporting admission 3.81723 .0385
Advising on physical health 8.28138 .0385 < .05
Physical nursingplanned 1.70197 .1920
Physical nut's ing - emergency 6.52537 .0106 <; . 0 2
Talcing b lood Arranging admission .38916 .5327
Transporting admission .00258 .9595
Advising on physical health 1.18570 .2762
Physical nursing - planned *10372 ,6682
Physical nursing -
erne rye rscv .11637 .7330
Patient care
Type 1 Type 2 X2 Significance Prob.
Transporting admission 148.52794 u. < . 0 1
admiss ion Advising on physical health ,3.4163 .7067
Physical nursing - planned • ,20385 ,5516
Physical nursing —
emergency 15,1.1705 ’ . 0 0 0 1 < ’ . 0 1
Transport­ Advising on physical health -.29773 *,5353
ing
rnys xcal nursing •* planned -.01187 -.3133
admission
i~ a *y j I C i iJ. nursing ** .
emergency 37*68658 , 0 0 0 0 < . 0 1
Advising on Physical nursing ** planned 42•54427 , 0 0 0 0 c . 0 1
Physical nursing **
e.V 6.89412 ,.0087 c . 0 1
Physical Physical nursing ~
nursing * emergency • 5678 .6123
planned -
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C'-lnFTEi’. I?:.- Interviews wltn Senior Nursing Staff.
Summary.
Tnc grade of those interviewed is shown, and the information 
obtained is sunnaariseti "’here possible. The changes wnich have 
taken place during t’ac development of the services are reported 
in more detail. The respondents* views on the future of the 
services are recorded.
The respondents.
Uhen the requests for those interviews were made the letter 
stated that the intention was to discover something.of the 
policy which had led to the sotting up of community'psychiatric 
nursing, services and to any subsequent changes. . It was 
asked that the interview should, if possible, be with someone 
who had been involved with the acncne since its inception. 
Inevitably this was not always possible. in soma instances 
the interview was with cue person; In others, with a senior 
member of -staff involved at the beginning of a service but now 
holding a post with wider duties, who was accompanied by 
members of their staff actively involved in the day to day 
management of the service.
The grades of the principal responuonts at the interview were:-
District nursing officer 1
District rmr-sing officer (t senior
nursing officer) 1
Divisional nursing officer* 3
Divisional nursing officer (r senior
nursing officer) 2
Senior nursing officer 2
Senior nursing officer ( + nursing officer) 2
Nursing officer 3
The resulttof the interviews*
In two interviews respondents described Jad hoc. vlMting* taking 
place for many years 9 bat t**<3 earliest date on which some form 
of co-ordinated visiting started was 1030. The - other dates 
pivot, were - I960. ISOS* 1370* 1971* 1972 (6 ), 1872* 1271 (2) 
end Me fore reorganisation? *-
Tan following reasons were given: to provide follow-up care (2);
to ensure continuation of medication* particularly those given 
by injection (2 ) 5  the loss of the services of the former 
rental welfare officers following the reorganisation of the 
social services (2 ); because of the pressure on bads and the 
cost of in-patient care} the need for.the service and support for 
psychiatric patients -cogether with the need for a. link with thy 
hospital were recognised; as part of ei rehabilitation programme 
for long-stay patients ; us•a project to investigate the 
domiciliary approach to psychiatric care; following the opening 
of new units (3); as a pilot scheme; and as a result of the 
enthusiasm of a consultant and-nursing officer.
fine of the services started with staff who visited as an extension 
of other* duties; four with full-time staff, and two with staff 
employed on a part-time basis* nut spending all of taut time- on 
community visiting.
V;hen the services started most wort concerned with the care of 
patients known to the hospital. Tnree respondents stated that the 
scheme had been for former in-patients* one that it' had been for
former iong-stay patients, and another that it had been for former 
in-patients with a history of repeated admission. Six of the 
services had, initially, been related to hospital patients 
(i.e., in-patients, out-patients, day hospital patients) and 
two had been associated with psycho-geriatric patients known to 
the hospital (or unit).
Two services had, from the start, been concerned with both 
hospital patients, and patients who had not had contact with 
the hospital.
One service had originally provided a pre-admission service, 
which then changed to a follow-up service.
The objectives of the services, at that time, are related to 
the groups of patients served. To avoid re-admission was 
given by seven respondents, two of whom also mentioned the 
maintenance of medication.. Another respondent also mentioned 
supervision of medication, together with providing support 
through regular, visiting, and preventing relapses by crisis 
intervention.
Objectives associated with rehabilitation were described by four 
respondents, one of whom referred to psycho-geriatric patients 
in particular.
Keeping 'patients in the community, treating without admission, 
and if admission became necessary reducing the length of in­
patient care were given by four respondents. The provision of 
a caring service, and giving support to patient and family were
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each described once. Other objectives each described once were 
crisis intervention for both new .and known patients, educating the 
public, finding employers for rehabilitated patients, and liaison 
with neighbours and the local community.
Asked if there were any restrictions on the type of patient that 
could he visited then only four respondents, said that there.had 
been no restrictions, and one indicated that the nurses could 
make one visit to any patient referred by health visitors or 
social workers, bbut then discussed the situation with the 
consultant,
One service was restricted to former in-patients, and one to 
former long-stay patients. . The staff in four services could 
only take referrals from the consultant. Five respondents, 
from services whore there were restrictions gave the' reason for 
this. Two where the service was restricted to hospital patients 
referred to the newness of the service - that they were exploring 
new territory - and that it was thought better to start gradually 
with known patients, Another respondent said that lack of staff 
meant that the service had to.be restricted to former in-patients. 
An ad hoc scheme accepted only consultant referrals and could not 
take a wider range of patients. One service was restricted to . 
former hospital patients as other' patients •should be receiving 
treatment from the general practitioner*,
The next point considered was whether there had been any changes 
since the scheme-started. Some changes were reported at all 
interviews. These changes together with the situation at the
time of the interview will be described in more detail.
Extens ion schernes .
1* This-scheme9 operating for four years, accepted patients from 
all sources-, includes the follow-up care of hospital patients 
and emphasises the continuity of relationship,.
The objectives (to prevent re-admission and to offer crisis 
intervention to both new and known patients) have not changed, 
but the nurses have become more competent therapists.
All staff, including students and nursing assistants take 
part in visiting, though untrained staff do not give 
injections.
There is still open access to the service and all groups 
.of patients are visited to keep patients out of hospital; 
to provide treatment in the place or group where the illness 
arises; and to support the family. The respondent felt 
that the lack of resources for psycho-geriatric patients 
hampered their work in this field.
2 . A small scheme, operating,for four years, had started with 
one member of staff involved. Although the service still 
operated on an .extension basis when.it was selected it was 
found that there were now throe full-tina trained staff 
(sister/charge nurse grade) involved. The scheme was still 
restricted to consultant referrals and therefore to hospital 
patients, but the appointment of a member of staff who had
worked elsewhere had brought a wider appreciation of the work 
that could be undertaken* The staff work mainly from the day 
hospital, support patient and their families, and do some 
visiting to group homes*
Started as part of a rehabilitation programmethis scheme 
was operated by twonursing staff (charge nurse grade) and 
members of the occupational therapy department* The 
objective of helping patients to reorientate to the community, 
teaching lost social skills, and giving support to the 
patients, have not changed* The nurses have become more 
selective and give their time to patients in most need.
Because of the problems of finding employment many patients 
continue to attend as day patients to fill their time.
This service still operates on an extension basis with a charge 
nurse spending about half of his time on visiting and a state 
enrolled nurse visiting when the charge nurse is off duty. 
Frequent changes of staff in the occupational therapy department 
have presented -some problems.
However, a separate new service was started less than one year 
ago following discussion between medical and nursing staff.
Three staff (sisters) are each ’attached* to a consultant* and 
undertake full-time community visiting following up patients 
discharged from hospital after an acute illness. They accept 
referrals only from hospital medical-staff9 and cannot visit a 
previously known patient at the request of the general 
practitioner. The system was described by the respondent as
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1rigid but flexing1, which may indicate that further changes 
are likely to occur.
The objectives in the long term are to reduce the number of 
beds in hospitals , by improving the relationship with other 
services; supporting till patients reach independence-, and 
noting and treating possible relapses., .'supervising medication;, 
and permitting earlier discharge*
Access to the service is restricted at present because of the 
possibility of overloading, and of the referral of a large 
number of psycho-geriatric patients.
Full-time sclones.
h, Tills service was started when a new unit opened to prevent 
re-admission and to keep patients in the community. The 
•two staff (charge nurse/sister) were initially concerned 
with former in-patients who had had several admissions 
either to the unit, or to other hospitals. Lack of staff 
prevented visiting other groups of patients in the early 
stages but the service is now given to a few patients being • 
treated entirely as out-patients. Referrals are still mainly 
from the consultant and ward conferences. However, some • 
referrals are now accepted from other sources but only through 
the consultant as this has *a containing effect*.
The work of the nurses has not changed but they are developing 
a.closer link with existing community services. The extension 
system was found to be not wholly satisfactory, and the service
is now operated.by a full-time community'nurse on'a rotation 
basis with additional visiting undertaken by a state enrolled 
nurse on an extension basis* The full-time staff spend 
periods of six to eight months in the community and a one 
month overlap is arranged, if possible, as a hand-over, 
preparation period*
(Although this was thought to be' a full-time schema, it was 
found to be mixed*)
Originally concerned with the maintenance of medication, this 
scheme expanded to give further support four years ago. Two 
full-time members of staff (SEH.H, and KMH)* visited former 
in-patients and out-patients referred by the consultant with 
the objective of.*avoiding the revolving door syndrome*.
Although the source of referrals is still the consultant, 
there have been other changes. The service was extended ' 
to include psycho-geriatric patients. Three members of staff 
are engaged in.'this work, and the -waiting list and the number 
of beds needed have been reduced.’ There has been an increasin 
emphasis on the care of out-patients as well as former in- 
patients with the objectives of preventing admission or re- 
adrnission and occasionally, facilitating such admissions as 
are unavoidable. The work now includes assessment, and crisis 
intervention. In the psycho-geriatric field, non-nursing 
duties are sometimes carried out to further a developing 
relationship. The staff also visit a number 'of group homes.
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A total of 19 full-tine staff are involved, one of whoa 
specialises in caring for a particular diagnostic group* In 
addition, a nurse concerned with the rehabilitation unit spends 
half her time in the community* An.on-call system for the 
days of the weekends has been introduced.
The objective of this service is now to treat patients in the
community and to provide support for relatives*
This service was started in recognition of the need for 
support to be provided for psychiatric patients, .and of .this 
need to be raet by a psychiatric nurse. Originally one. full­
time sister provided an after-care service to former hospital 
patients, supervising medication and providing'support by 
regular visiting and crisis intervention.
During the first year of service two additional stuff v?ere
appointed because of the growing case load. It had,.at
first, been thought that the work of the community psychiatric 
nurse would contain practical nursing care, and the staff 
ware, ‘'therefore, aligned with the district nurses. Re­
examined at the time of reorganisation, their work was found, 
to be more akin to the work of health visitors. Under the 
current system the staff nro aligned with health visiting 
staff, Yiith a co-ordinating senior nursing officer.
Open access is permitted within a case load of one hundred. 
Although this did initially cause some problems, referees 
became more selective as they learnt of the capabilities of 
the staff. The staff are based in the community, but spend
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one cay a week at the uospxtcLL *co mu3.nhn2.ri the links ami 
meet with the co-ordinating senior nursing officer.
Within the group practices a team approach has developed 
with the other disciplines(i.e. district nurse, health 
visitor, general practitioner) able to involve the psychiatric 
nurse at a very early stage , which lessens the need for 
intervention at crisis points as•these may be averted. in 
the same way patients requiring continual supervision and 
medication, but not* at that moment, the specific care of 
the psychiatric nurse, arc•visited by health visitors or 
district nurses who are able to seek her advice if changes 
occur. ;!his team approach combines continued supervision 
with preventative care and lessens the need for crisis 
intervention.
The psychiatric nurses also support and teach patients5 
families, and must be prepared for involvement in a number• 
of problems, legal, maintenance and tenancy which may be 
linked with the illness. It is hoped that the staff concerned 
will soon undertake the JBCHS course.
Three staff are in post based on health clinics and two more 
are shortly to be appointed, .The objectives are now to treat 
the patient in the community; to teach the other raembers of 
the team and the relatives; to avoid treatment in hospital 
unless treatment at home is not possible. It was stated that 
there arc problems which develop solely because a patient has 
required admission to hospital, loss of self-esteem fror example.
By treating patients where the problems arise it is hoped 
to avoid both these problems and institutionalisation* The 
staff are involved in both primary and secondary prevention•
7* Although this scheme was, on the information available,
selected as a full-time scheme, it was found to be a mixed 
scheme with a limited involvement of extension staff.
The service was started as a pilot scheme with two members 
of staff employed part-time, but spending all their time on 
community duties, giving.a service to former hospital patients. 
When requests for advice and guidance were received from other 
disciplines (e.g. health visitor, social worker), the community 
psychiatric nurse would discuss these with the consultant and 
.relay the advice received. The nurses are now able to accept 
referrals from any professional source for an assessment visit. 
Records are maintained of all patients visited by hospital 
staff so that .information is available in the event of a 
future referral*
These changes have meant that the.service has vridened and 
that the nurses now have greater scope and involvement in 
preventative work.
In addition to the five nurses and one nursing officer involved 
on a full-time basis any charge nurse can visit, a former in­
patient, but there is conflict between ward respons5.bil5.ties 
end. the wish to follow-up a patient. The full-time staff 
are often therefore asked to provide the follow-up service. 
Three charge nurses have regular commitments of one session
a week, two in rehabilitation, and one in more acute work.
This was originally a follow-up service offered by staff 
working on an extension basis. Referrals, mostly of former 
in-patients, but occasionally of out-patients, were accepted 
from consultants only.
At reorganisation the service was re-constituted on a full­
time* basis T’ith staff attached to a number of group practices• 
The service is organised in the same way as the health visiting 
and nursing service with the staff, in the main, responsible 
to a divisional nursing officer community.
Referrals are predominantly from general practitioners and are 
of patients who have not had contact with the hospital, although 
soma referrals of patients ore received from the consultant.
The objective is to keep patients out of hospital by discussing 
diagnosis and treatment with the general practitioner, and 
giving psycho-thorapautic support to the patient and family.
On a district basis, six staff arc employed, four being 
associated with the area previously served. Former in­
patients nay still bo. followed up by ward staff on occasion.
This service started as a pilot scheme with one nurse attached 
on.a full-time basis' to one practice* with the aim of keeping 
patients out of hospital if possible: of giving treatments
earlier and so preventing length}' in-patient care: supporting
chronic patients and educating the public.
Mi y.e
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extum. sil.i li.oiicxis otuor practices v/crc ^cicmawding5 that the 
service be extended to them, The majority of referrals were 
from general .practitioners9.though some requests for6 f ollojw-up 
care were received frcm consultants. Although the hospital 
docs not care for patients under 16 years, the community staff 
do receive referrals of patients between five and 16, These 
are usually children reflecting their parents5 problems,
Tliree staff are now employed full-time, and a senior nursing • 
officer responsible for co-ordinating all fout of hospital 
activities * (e.g. group acmes, boarding out, etc*) acts as’ a 
communication point for practices who do not yet have an 
attached nurse.
where staff arc attached a team approach is.developing with 
the other nursing disciplines. The psychiatric nurses also 
acoups rsserra.Ls iron cccxax worxors tor an assessment vault. 
If necessary tue general practitioner is involved, and further 
visiting can then take place. It has been found that there 
is more involvement in marital problems 9 and that the nurses 
arc seeing a family rather than an individual. Treatment 
techniques have improved.with .the nurses looking at behaviour 
and inter-action in the family setting.
cl schemes *
Although there are records of ad hoc visiting on an extension 
rasis for a very long time, the present scheme started in 1972 
in conjunction with the development of a psycho-geriatric unit. 
Ire unit was planned on the basis of rapid turnover of x>&tients 
and to achieve this by supporting ’early discharges and preventing
±blu
rc-admission a community service uould be necessary. A • 
recently retired member of staff uas ra-craployod sc a part” 
tine staff nurse* Although the hours wore officially to be 
2 2  per weak* the need vras such, that .this figure was usually 
doubled. referrals made by. the consultant are either of 
■former In-patients or of patients seen on a domiciliary visit.
In addition to the-part-tine member of staff, .staff from the 
.psycho-geriatric unit started to visit on an extension basis.' 
Pressure of work on the unit reant this could not bo continued.
This part of the .service is therefore continued by the 
original member of staff.
During this period nordebased staff continued to visit former 
lony-stay patients who were being resettled with the community* 
and to be involved In crisis intervention with other former 
aii***pc it rents •
The objectives remain to reduce the need for the admission 
of psycho-geriatric patients* and to support their relatives; 
and to re-introduce former long-stay patients.to the community.
11. Visiting from this hospital took place.before the 1952 mental 
health act* when staff use:, xo visit ;ith the duly authorised 
offIcers.particularly shen a patient was being admitted.
After 1959 vara staff visited on.an extension basis* offering 
cu follow-up service.
initially patients had to be known to the consultant either 
because they were hospital patients or through a domiciliary visit.
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Tliere vo.o a bun.ld. in *.n dev vo.tlonts which X d  to toe 
start of a community nursing service 9 and to the opening of 
a rehabilitation.department with a programme for former long- 
stay patients. This in turn led to the need for still more 
visiting*
Staff now receive referrals directly from cennml pract­
itioners and If they deem it necessary they contact the 
consultant* Even if this is not required visiting is 
continued* Referrals are also received from health 
vlsf.tors and nurses.
It Is felt that comimxty uork h^s vrl:~oTiecl the nurse*s 
horizon?, and that they are less hospital orientated* more 
able to make decisions * curry them out and than report back* 
This approach is encouraged.
A nursing officer* three sieter/charyo nursess a..... senior ■ 
state enrolled nurse and one .student nurse arc involved on a 
full-time basis. There are usually three students from a 
JI3C1IS course on secondment and they have their own case 
load. Visiting staff are often accompanied by students 
on community options.
Two nursing officers are involved in the rosettlament and 
resocialisation programme and they care- for patients who 
have been resettled .at soma distance from the hospital,
la addition to the full-time nurses, ward-bused staff mrcvlde
a follow-up service* particularly where an especially strong
2.57,.
relationship has developed though this is dccrGasio;;,
The objectives are now to try and support the patients in 
the communitys and to avoid the need for first or re- 
admission* The service provides both primary arid after- 
care. It was stated that experience- widens the objectives 
as more problems'arc recognised, and more links,ere formed 
with other'agencies* This also leads to an increased use 
of case conferences at both family and professional levels* •
Tills service started four years ago as a follow-up service, 
to care for patients in their own homes* and to support 
rehabilitated patients in Loardiugr houses. x Sevan full­
time charge nurses'were concerned and at that time there 
was a separate local authority nursing service.
Thin group of staff were organised in four teams. -Chile 
one team is still concerned with the treatment of hospital 
patients, the others have changed as the relationship of 
the nurses to the consultants became clearer. Three teams 
new accept referrals from all sources and therefore are 
concerned with both hospital and non-hospital patients. The 
objectives of this part of the service are to offer mental 
health care; to treat patients at haw if possible; if 
m  ission is necessary to prevent the patient being discharged 
into a situation which precipitated the illness; to prevent 
rm-aamissIon* and to advise and support relatives. Another 
point nude was that with sons relapsing ijJmiessea re-alaissions 
me:, inevitable* but that these could be made easier for all 
concerned if a good relationship existed.
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In addition to the full-time staff* approximately twenty -nurses 
visit as an extension of other duties either to provide follow- 
up care or in connection with a rehabilitation and boarding out 
programme* Some still visit psycho-geriatric patients to 
follow-up and support the relatives9" thus permitting shorter 
In-patient card, 'While those are the objectives relating 
to patient cars* this part of the scheme dias staff objectives. 
It-was stated that a larges old psychiatric hospital cannot 
reduce its beds,substantially without problems for the 
staff9 unions they were encouraged to.see their job in its 
widest context* as offering mental health care both within 
ana without the hospital*
13. This Is another scheme which started four years ago* because 
of the pressure on beds* and the cost of in-patient care. 
Keening patients at home would reduce both the pressure 9 ,-and, - 
it was hoped* the costs. ;
Started with four..staff (of deputy charge- nurse/sister grades) 
on an extension basis* the scheme served former, in-patients 
and out-patients. The objective was to minimise the chances 
of ra-admission by continuing -medication, and .obtaining 
- treatment for incipient relapses. It was hoped to avoid 
admission if possible £> but If :this was necessary to reduce 
• the length of in-patient s t a y .  ' .
Once the need became established the staff became full-time 
each -relating to one sector of the -catchment area. Referrals
are still from or via the consultant.
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In one rector, because of the local situation,•!:% :rc has 
been an increa.ce in depot injections while in others the 
staff have be cone wovo involved in helr-iny patients fto 
• live their own lives* *
There are now five full-time staff involved as a senior state 
enrolled nurse has joined the term* Initially this was for 
holiday relief, but she soon had a coopiate case load * and 
relief is non provided by ward-based staff.
The objective is to. treat net fonts in their b*m homes„ which 
also permits them to continue T'orkiny, as it mould not be 
possible to nccor.ror?at<?. all patients in hospital, and not 
all patients rcau5.ro in-patient care, Cara at home avoids 
■ chanriny the nnttcrn of the patient**; life by admission* As 
the community narsc can lock after 30 - 1 0  patients they ore 
* treat in p' the patient at • *.ir>ir:*.i cost* *
1H. Started seven years apo at the re.* quest of one consultant3 
this r chare ran oririi'.ally to maintain medication. One 
r.orb-or of staff (a staff nurse) visited former .in-patients 
to yivo injections and so ■'•revert ro-admission due to failure 
to take prescribed. drupe *
This 'ran followed 0 3 " staff cttendinq out-patlent clinics and 
bocoTiiny involved in psycho-thcrayy, About four 'roar::; ayo5 
at the request of a consultant^ a full-time nurse was baa„d 
at a four nr old pa0 3;la1 s bare in this sector of the catchaiant 
area. This nurse receive cl referrals from .pencral practitioners 
and provided support for psycho-yeriatric patients, The
J.
nyr.tem spread to ether sectors, and the nines or. al so began 
to receive referrals from social services and district nurses 
although the overall supervision was by consultants, - Uhile 
all of the staff involved arc now concerned with.preventative 
as well as supportive care, this is particularly so in one 
sector. Here the nurse is based at a health .centre serving 
seven general.practitioners who do not register patients; 
living more than 10 niloc away. In this.sector it'is 
possible for the nurse to undertake one assessment visit to . 
a non-hospital patient before.discussing the problem with 
the consultant,_ . . .
In all sectors referrals are received from consultants, 
general practitioners9 community nursing .staff and social 
services. In all hut the sector already mentioned the nurse 
discusses referrals from non-hospital sources with the 
consultant to whom they are attached before visiting. Half 
the referrals are now estimated to ho from co.riuuitw sources, 
and included patients who have hud no contact with the 
hospital. The nurses nay be ashed to nuke an assessment 
visit for the consultant and to report back in a situation 
which night otherwise have required a domiciliary visit.
Close links with existing u.xvnunity vvices are encouraged 
by the induction courses hold for health visitors and district 
nurses and by tha psychiatric Co:;;.ranity nurses visiting with 
these colleagues.
Liaison with other services is encouraged and the nurses arc 
expected to involve the appropriate agency when meeting problems
The objective non is to prevent firstndnicsion if possible* 
and if not9 to. prevent- re-admission* by. treating the pot5.ent 
in the coresmnity and by giving supporting therapy to patient 
and relatives* vfhoro living conditions nay he contributing 
to the illness (depression. and anxiety *:ara cited an cxasipics) 
to briny thir> to the notice of. tho appropriate supporting 
s / a m e y . . .  , ■ .
Five full~tdtic. staff ( n f  tinter and staff nuraca) are noxi 
involved and they together nith an extension ©cherts at an 
associated unit arc co-ordinated by a nursing officer.
Tuo existing t; chores xore co-ordinated in 197*!- to fora this 
service. Visiting had been undertaken on an extension basis for 
sure years but uus uepcncbnt o:i the availability of staff,
L fiilX-tir.e service run also offered by the then local authority.
Fight staff (sistern/charge nurses) are attached to health 
centres- and largo group practices and.also relate to specific 
consultants. Referrals are received .fron fanyone who can 
justifiably express concern’s so both hospital and non- 
hospital patients arc soon,
Tho objectives are to provide a bettor service to general 
practitioners* to prevent xinor casualties boeooing rajor 
problem, 3  requiring acirdesion or re^adraission; to toni tor 
patients and their treatment; and to advise general 
practitioners•
m .
Tuo further questions wore poked. and the replies to these 
can be suntariscd to a certain extent. The resx^ondents 
at all interviews felt that the services were achieving 
thsir objectives * although- in some instances this was 
qualified by comment such as . * within the Unit of existing; 
staff and finrgic5.nl resources1 or •to sone extent*.
done respondents were able to give examples of the results, 
e.g. 5 bod occupancy has reduced fron 900 to 625 in the last 
oiphteen months (scheme described under 8 ) 5  that there was 
a reduced--rate, of re-ad^isnion of patients on maintenance 
dedication (schemes 13 .and 0 ) 5  that the number of beds in 
the hospital had boon reduced by 2 0 0 9 and that because of 
the community psychiatric nursing service9 the consultants 
were dovelopiiiy a non-admission approach (scheme 1 2 ); that 
the* wards now contain r.ore acutely ill patients as a result 
of a more ranid turnover (scheme 9); that patients who are
f
relay sing arc row treated at the day hospitals rather b 
than by admission (scheme n)i that the number of in-patients 
has been reduced by 10D (scheme 7) and that 2 - 300 beds 
have*boan taken down* in the last two years.(scheme 1 1 ).
Respondents wore asked whether the changes were solely due 
to the community service. . host felt that whi3.e this service 
had played a major part in bringing about these changes, 
other factors 9 inevitably9 wore also involved. .Medical 
advances 3 batter education of the general public9 imnrovod 
liaison with other services and the earlier availability of 
irae.tr.snt ware mentioned in this connection.
In the final question respondents were asked about future 
development. Only one of the schemes selected as extension 
schemes still operated only as an extension scheme. While 
there were 1 1 0 plans for dramatic change it was accepted that 
it might become necessary to abandon the system of not 
allocating staff to community visiting. If this became 
necessary, staff would undertake these duties in rotation,
Other points made at this interview were that, since community 
care is funded from the in-patient care budget the need for 
more in-patient care would mean less community care. This 
respondent also felt that the training for the RMN qualification 
is more relevant to the ?medical 1 0 0 1 0 1 * and to custodial care, 
than to the * social* and * psycho-analytical* models which are 
regarded as more important.It was suggested that visiting other 
units and attending. courses would be of value and give the nurse;.: 
more confidence in the skills they do possess rather than the 
’intrinsic value of acaderna1.
Relationship with local general practitioners had not been good.
It was thought that they had found it difficult to accept the 
change in admission policies between the hospital previously 
serving the area, which admitted freely, and this new unit where 
admission was not always thought to be appropriate. However, 
relationships were improving, and just.prior to the interview one 
of the extension staff had been assigned to a major group practice 
It was hoped to extend this system.
At the extension scheme which had become a mixed scheme two views 
of the future were described. One respondent saw the scheme as 
remaining hospital based under the control of the consultants, 
but with close liaison with existing community based services.
This respondent thought that accepting referrals from other source
could cause confusion, but thought that it would be possible 
for the general practitioner to re-refer hospital patients.
The other view was that the psychiatric nurses should be based 
with the primary care team, and should accept referrals of new 
patients for assessment and advice.
At the third scheme9 which was now a full time scheme, it was 
thought that in the immediate future referrals would be from 
consultants but that direct referrals from the general 
practitioner might be possible at some time. Other comments
made by this respondent ware that although they would like the 
staff to undertake the JBCMS course, there was no local course 
which made it difficult for married staff who would have to be 
away from home for a long period. There was also the problem 
of the resulting shortage of staff during the duration of the 
course. This respondent also referred to the problem of acute 
psychiatric care being given at psychiatric units, leaving the 
’dull work’ for the hospitals..
All of the respondents at the six full-time schemes emphasised 
tiie need for more staff. In those areas where the staff were 
hospital-based, they were seen as being community-based in the 
future, and in one instance attached to general practitioners. 
Uhere these nurses were not, at that tins, allowed to accept 
referrals from non-hospital sources, this was seen as possible 
in the future.
Other suggestions made by this group of respondents included the 
establishment of a nursing officer to co-ordinate community care, 
and to act as a communications centre. (The description of the 
development of schemes show that this already operates in some 
areas.)
Another respondent did not want nurses to be given statutory 
powers to admit patients, as this would spoil the relationship 
with the patient. This respondent also commented on conditions 
of service, pointing out that nurses appointed to community 
posts were not eligible for the psychiatric lead payment nor for 
certain superannuation conditions.
One respondent drew a parallel vrith the development of the health 
visiting service, pointing out that reduction in the number and 
size of paediatric wards that has occurred since the service 
became established and suggested that the future development of 
the community psychiatric service should be along similar lines 
and could well have a similar effect. The need for a 2 h-hour on- 
call service was mentioned, but this respondent also said that 
development depended cn financial resources. In the discussion 
this respondent described hospital-based services as ’restricted’ 
and community-based services as ’liberated’.
The need to involve other grades of staff in a community team was 
described by another respondents with particular reference to 
state enrolled nurses but possibly extending to nursing assistants 
In the psycho-geriarric field.
A respondent who had described s. service In which community
psychiatric nurses were attached to general practices in the
most populated part of a largely rural, catchment arcs., suggested
mobile clinics to serve tine more sparse].’/ populated areas. These
were seen as being staffed by a charge nurse, a staff nurse, and a
psychologist would visit on a regular basis, and referrals could
ba made to those clinics. In addition to soo5.ng new patients the
team would carry out supportive care during their visit. The
ordinary referrals system would operate for patients where the
problem was too urgent to wait for the next visit of the mobile 
clinic.
This respondent was also considering the possible need for a 
24-hour service. It was hoped to start a short course for 
district nurses and health visitors on psychiatric aspects of 
care. There was already involvement in local inter- 
disciplinary education activities.
The development of specialist nurses for psycho-geriatric care, 
the treatment of phobias, or behaviour modification had been 
considered but the problems of stress on the staff, and of
travelling in this particular area had prevented this.
At two of the five mixed schemes respondents saw the community 
psychiatric nurses of the future based with group practices.
One saying that this war, only possible providing that the 
general practitioners did not overlap too much. The other 
respondent thought that the big psychiatric hospitals would 
cease to exist and that a Letter service would be offered by 
staff attached to the health centre. Both respondents felt 
that the staff involved would maintain links path the hospital. 
Both wished to use more staff In the community, and one 
indicated that this could be by re-deployment of existing staff. 
Another point stressed by these respondents was the n vd for 
preventative work and health education.
A respondent at another mixed scheme had considered the 
possibility of attaching staff to health centres or grout) 
practices but felt that this would not provide a service 
based upon that specific hospital, and that this move would 
produce a different type of service. while It might be 
more desirable for staff to be more Involved in primary
prevention the respondent saw problems of accounted)ility 
and responsibility•' No Immediate changes ere. foreseen.
At another mixed scheme it was hoped to increase the number 
of staff, both full-tins and extension, but the scheme would 
remain hospital-based. One• of the problems.- which, it was 
tbcuf'ht might arise ir? a /rcverrtatlve service, was that a 
community-bused- nurse might see admission as a failure, and 
that patients would therefore be kept out of hosnitnl when 
they should he admittedf
Nhile the respondent at the list scheme saw the service 
remaining honnital-bascd, closer links with the primary care 
team would bo necessarv. It is honed to develop a crisis 
intervention team, but, as with other respondents, more 
staff-were required.
At the scheme which was formed by the awnlrarn.o.t5.on of a 
former local authority scheme and a hcsnital scheme, the 
respondent would like to attach more staff in large group 
practices and arrange for information to all other practices
Other suggestions wore that voluntary help, currently 
concentrated in hospitals, should also be available in 
the community; thnt them ouo».ild be a 24-hour servlc°*. 
and that stuff should have adequate secretarial services.
In tiiis context staff hero a m  already provided with 
pocket tape recorders, arid radios are installed in thoir 
carp. These are used to contact the nurse who then 
telephones the hosoital. This means that, while no 
confidential information is sent by radio, rapid contact
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inisiuialorstood* m i s  'occurred principally in Section ill of m e  
questionnaire in reiatio:i to m o t  cion 12. and m m  cion 2 2, end
r S S U i l a a  H i  w'U .-'.C  j l t ' O l l - C U a C  O l  . ’ ... U -< -U *  ; .. „;c: i j O P L i r g  O P  t .
quostloos v.ic net sufficiently clear to the r ejmuemta*
The m e  <m a c o n  diary in a m a n y  coau^cta v tract m t i m i y  
nthrcmu c m  ycsC also pros m i c a  ermloim of r m m n c e  rate.
In tu.. mvloun naciomtl sfucy m  m i c a  the diary . D ime a m  
been used (hoc]coy 1071) this ct:m. of the study& nlthu'yy-
conduct -I by y m t s av.C Iff.her f  are in which a y o-mo~:~ 1 .mtcrview 
had taken place with all respondents* I:i 1:1:3 study m y m t e d  here, 
an inti av. dual approach wan ..air through the retfor r,urrhey; ctoff 
Kilo war. coelom tod to cor. fir a the nur.ea of poGcible rcnpoiidoutn, 
and tc ahta'M.n yorefacioa to ay"retch, the staff concerned4 
/.Ithou At ran hoped turn the cm.’.or ir.ir-c.in:.' staff would f  freer
the staff cor.cornol of the y.....au:.oh that would re aadt. one 
diary rue aeturned2 uncer ,letud5 drearer ye prior infer::aticn 
had b e ._.-. received* It ir yocrfhie that: a aiyilur oiauati.ee
had occurr-c:! with thrf wrymndeatr who die not return the diary.
An altrraanivo -lyyavaah would have Iron to write :tc each of the 
nur sin., at,.If cone-reed, — "tor. mcoivia;; pcztsissioa to tryroach 
tiicrj, lev At its? a to:, aim the diary * Ac far no ie hecen, thia 
approach h..u; art eheen uehvf .rad the a facet it* therafcre s 
diffie-,.-.lt to .arcdiet. It-weald certainly Lev- air:.d to heth
the cr : -ad the Iceiyf; of the .area . It ie alee e'ecihle tart
the cf... or!-lion eh i.e.f; wvr rw raiw-,. wi^ -h: hay.j uu: the
coxylrvica of the fluty chauf. at- co y lea tear, it tea in 
prectic . oral no hive detaraar rereicnhaitr, Alteraativeiy
this ev.yror.cit wi f t lev- iey-r-ov ef the ee.c-cnee rat o'*
j ■ ■
A coll u;yia_: ri-h.i-^ tc ue:. a aledlar diary act'rd on a . ear 
local tea it later ,ia t:v era. •••ear, tar ah ■.-ex 3 tie.o fee.:' with 
datanl : tart the hire laayNr el tv cv .-!.. :c the diary rd.wrld 
be txuvt-d at cvcrtine (ioaltte ltd ). .fthou ,v the or. >1 1 ;. 
was c-'-.e-tc.; iei that i::a:ta...ca. t III;. e.ya rio. tv ehould -a a .; ah., 
by otd.,a.w: . i a  a. to uv: . nyyroach.
aan,' .
The P r m  -j < *
The chats recorded in ehry.'ter ieur-showe that caring for patients 
outsi-'o he coital appeals to the were mature <r.y.l v y a r  inr.ccd 
psvcLintric .nurse „ on raff, a.1'- he the vra-nyer, ?:oro recent 1” 
qualifie d staff, .vaa\ilo half of the re re orients wore loan- then 
40 yeers. old5 the .renhinc'-r1 were fn tv: .elder ry:o prunes,
Sir.iln-.riy 52r'; cf the res; on dee to fed tee; or wore yearn of' 
expsrrk nee rath mynfxishric at dents sinet ecne-latiny ti.eir 
trainee ", This'would indiante that the renjority' of rename:.onto 
had fy in.ee thc5.r eryoriaace.' in the -'cried ill on the preYinoenn 
of thr 'intel Health Act lid." effective. It m y  he that
their doeeJ.i-arity rith the ace: Xibr.rs'..l near each -brought ad; out 
by thia- la pic let: ion a.nio it aani.ar Act: then.: to eeiko th.e channc 
fro:.! an iaa titutiorel a:preach to tea care, of their ynticnta to 
one idd/dd included so"; r. th:; an ..eh;,
Traditiarr.day psychiatric turn A.y in . :.n.y nri.-d an kaviry a hi ph.. r 
proportion of raaln one tine m e t  ether sy .-canities, Thia 
ran m  t shorn to m  no an this eeu.de’.
The ways in.which racy on i:;:.tc la.cane involved in co.r -.unity work 
varisi* hut 5hi beeraa involve-■ -aa their c m  choice as tk,.y hxh 
either naked if they, could unmrtnk::. there duet a e g  or h r  replied 
for c. . a.eat which included tear, dr -a. - ~ tno rnranrnknvLr, ..sics-
to stearin- rork in the ce auaiay , had ha. an holdiap uhai:r erd.reiny 
poets, h-ut re-.'hi _ solely vrirh.ir. 'Id- h m  vital,, tnaso sorvicm a o v  
staff-.-.' vainly vnrvuyn aha :::r*-n..n:layn..ne or aaariia;, stvi.ff aa.amr 
than }.y rc cruitv.;ent of cl liticn.al at,add. This ccnciu.riah la 
supper sal . y the aaall pr.mmtion v. a rray.auilent:. (led) via: : r  
applied for a post advertise’.! nation nl3.y,
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At th... 21.,a' \ ridel tin y,„ 1.;anniro m,v co; I ..-tel u  s.. war little
Uiiifcrwlty with regard to t m  titles reel to dmcidt;.. t i m e  posts*
.tiO' '.- ru..,.. v r  ue::u oo;y.-:W:- 'uitia:s o*g* cmrp- rnroo or
ststity^ m r  ct.im t—t .xta ’ utctrrct * *m c'hl. titm* iiS
it v?t... Aof/ii that Actor rot,.. arAmto m i l  the aualifiealio.i in
c.istr...ot xrrav-' tran tne jl'd ..r no eng 'm~ cavor_mtror5 we-:.- 
uaGcn — toon m  not aiwaye ^oii*.; m m .  m  ’ino. eon veivc toneee;’ 
accredit.tvi-oo*. iv the rtu-d' g.r(,_r._o;;m there tooted. t:>- bo r 
snore _ re AL acceptance or the title * oo..!,.:Uiiil/ psychiatric nursef
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to sp..et so:..: to.;.u.; roi\;irv.; ,iii the eotruxiity-* Evidence* iro... 
rot.: a. .v mcniaxoro , a u. .-. . e m  va,e.i-y c».; tnav ;> uuurirm
not LOvO:: Vv.U;' tno ec..:,.;r:j;.tj," xnsaensitroc .no:. - ..,:• on m e n '  Visits,
Tie rndcrbg n.i ia.m..oidcer;r. wc-ul.v hew, qualified Lritrr tarn.
W aC SO  j  a l ' a  ',; OU.L'.; ilCVO C J . .y  aO  0 , .v  tO " -',!' W  W y  07'. ci. O l’OuO .:O iX U iltJ .y
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Parallels c m  no dr,a;n e d m  mr..;- liooiid/ - •' :> v/noro the Le.dc 
cu~,lo,-. a.caxc .:.on to o,..t^ .me,. _..a e. no./auc • jl r..ttm_ 9 a.ie. "c.er.; .•; aejnou 
In the cc: .aunity, One ore.:.; iiac-_,l:l.;v is U-t.rAi. numd/a.. 1t\ two 
coViWiiiv.lIv" v w i r  yai.rtv };•..• I ..•. .•:=• ut... vr . ,'..m.. .rol. ;_-ul ia- ..a:.; 
basic vu-;.:.lllic..0;lOij, A-otv/jr in gmerei rroietie.-: mor-e l'iv 
i.iGCiic ... trvim'a. ra aoraiiCv-k' c.,. _ t . in o-l nosy s. ta.l . '2 J. -; t%
XU
althor ' h tber-r rene recent m  ftfens aw tret no":' w-. :;■ e. uchools 
r.or include c certain motnt cf ccrrsunity erperfence In tee 
ciiiaicnle (Ac he non XC7C; elrls'in an" hc-rhes 1171)*
In bot% t e e :  discipline:: If In rocopr-lc.ni tint It It sdvlrrlla 
for if - " no e rarer; f. 0:0 here new.: adiifionnl training to h.C._. 
them to adapt their skills to co: vanity aurrcandlngss ana on 
that if up '"ay leans. c f :  the •nor:; • 6 ~ tkrir future col3.cc race la 
other e-;: •>. reunity-baso d service a« The auciJlc course for
domiciliary nurses (th... national Certificate in District huwlap) 
which hue already toon ;rurf ae e g . 'ael the vocations! tre.lnin 
scheme Cor doctors lat:sully - to enter anoral practice are 
example:: of thin wlitioerl train in:;,.
It Is ipuine2 this hach.auoaavf that the 'fire 11 a ;, that 111 of the 
rasper h.nte rnccdvcd ,;:o prep rrextion. ^ I.Core, startiny to nor]; in 
the co : :uni‘igs a ’anpite a li'ara.! ietar natation. of *;y:aparatienf 9 
Trust la ceeeadera,:,.
For rial yrer arutory courses c.anrot he - ■avrloocd until n net; . 
specialty hyf kocsva 1 staluiniue 1 a. el the trainlnp needy have 
been r .-co,noised by an. a/eecalafa holy* The Joint hoard an
r-
C glnieel .furning studies eour.a a n  not eates-lf seel until 
1971s shortly e a for a the: :;;i.: fa. a: e of \us.- study atartn.:, 
idelutiv .1 • :hs; isa,andante saslf., thcasasra y have had. tee 
opportunity of attendin '; this: c c u r c , . ilthou~k a.ae sere ...hide, 
■did rceorl nttun..Ur as at the yratvaluy a . a a e ;ahal conns ..: ;., 
these' e-laces were lyslted, It -era lean a her a that 1,7 .: (if) 
of tie. a .eanuhritr1 attend a  suer a c a r a  lafo-rs. atari: la; hr
work In the community;, and that a further 2*9% (13) did so after 
they- had started this type of work.
In the absence of accented preparatory courses, some respondents 
attended seminars or short courses on allied topics (cut. alcoholism 
family psychiatry) either bofora or after starting community visitin
An alternative form of preparation which was also recorded was an 
orientation or ..induction programs* • These programmes which are , 
arranged locally to suit individual requirements are not dependent 
on the recognition of needs by a national .training body* and can 
he arranged at the time that they are required* unlike "recognised 
courses which are held at fixed intervals. The two elements 
recorded most frequently were •-jerking with an established 
colleagues and mooting members of other community disciplines,
A third form of preparation recorded by a small number of 
respondents9 3,31 (15), was/attendance at the course for 
general domiciliary nurses leading to the qualification N.C.9.N,
As the basic entry qualification for this course is either State 
Registration (or for the parallel course, State Enrolment) in 
the general field, tliis course would be .available only to 
those holding double qualifications* both S.R.H. and R.M.'::.
This combination was recorded by 34% of respondents.-
vlhile this course would provide an introduction to work in the
community5 and to the other discitline:-.’, involved* the practical 
work during the course concentrates on the care of the- physically 
ill* The data obtained from the work diary shows that physical* 
nursing care forms a very small proportion of the work of a 
community psychiatric nurse. This course* which can only be
lie.. . :
be attended by the doii.-ly qualified psychlc.tfle nurse} c.oog not ’ 
seem to -ho an appropriate foxes of prep'iration for community 
psychiatric nurses.* This vie;* was supported by the coraraantn 
oi rosy.ondoato on.Items'of iittio value in their preparation*'
The items which wore found to be of value were principally 
opportunities to root with colleagues In other coTuinunity 
disciplinesand opportuniticc to sou the rood of* and 
exchange information'with other corhrjr.ity psychiatric nurse;:*
Almost: half of the respondents (17*11) fc.lt that sons 
additional preparation would have boon helpful. The two 
largest groups of suggestions were for a preparatory course 
(S3) and for visits and nestings to is-prove the respondents’ 
knovrlssgc of other coiuainity disciplines (!37)*p A furfhor - 
hi res pendants sugyostod items la:.dung to an iuiyrcvud 
knowledge- of.the work of th-- conrusity psychiatric■ narco.
Although the specific preparatory course (JiCkS course 200) kit ' 
i‘.o\? held at several centres- sera of the comments .redo by 
rosponients to the ouosticouxairo and sore■of ache points raised : 
durimy. the j.ntcxrvievrs with senior* nursing staff show that there 
are still sore difficulties in unvangirig for attendance ht'cuis 
course* One difficulty is that * r.s the course 'lusts for as 
aca.der.ilc. year and includes a sec rdnont to. an .established ecinee 
other than that- .from which the respondent cones* some staff* 
particularly ■ women with family rncponsAbilities * are- reluctant 
or find it difficult to be ce?ay fror hone for so long*
186.
The second difficulty is related to the economic situation. 
Obtaining funding for'attendance at this course, particularly if 
neavy travelling and residence costs are involvea, was reported 
to be a problem in some instances. Since' the course is held at 
fixed intervals it is not uncommon for a community psychiatric 
nurse to nave spent so.ua time working in the community 'before 
attending it. Tnis presents the nroblcm of finding a replacement 
or relief member of staff to carry on with her work until tne 
course enus. This also has financial implications.
The Service.' .
It was known from the preliminary enquiries that there wore two 
principal types of service, the extension service offered by those 
with ward, day hospital or unit responsibilities, and tee full­
time service. 'The study has 'shovm that there are differences 
between these two types of service 'which tic not seer to eton 
v/iiolly from the amount of time involved.
The extension service offers a nrudoniirmtly aftor-care service 
to hospital patients and retains a hospital orientation. It 
was expected ithat tan staff conceit:cd would be more likely to 
be based on ward promisee, and tain was no. It was ai.no f ound 
that they were more like Ip- to tala rufarralc f-sr hospital staff 
only; to cure for hospital patients, particularly former i v* 
patierros^ to visit as a nombf or of a team, and, if they .old 
nurses’ clinics, to hold the;., on aouyltai premises.
Fuli~ti no, staff offer a cert service in 'Lint they are involved 
with y no bents Icing treated entirely as out-patients, as wall an 
an one-nr-care service. They a w  more likely to be based in
separate hospital offices, and at non-hospital premises; to visit9 
not only patients being treated as out-patients, but also those 
being treated without any hospital attendance; to vis5.t alone; to 
hold nurses’ clinics and to hold them on non-hospital premises.
The]/ were also found to communicate more with other disciplines, 
particularly those that are community-based, and to make direct 
referrals to other agencies.
As extension staff were able to spend, less time visiting their 
patients, their case loads were naturally smaller4 than those of 
the full-time staff. Total case loads of less than 25 were 
recorded by 54% of the extension staff, and active lists of less 
than 20 were recorded by 58%.
The total case loads of 44% of the full-time staff were less than 
49* and 72% had total case loads of less than 74. The active list, 
of 42% of this group were less than 39, and, of 77% less than 59. 
While tnese cannot be regarded as recommended case loads* they do 
give an indication of accepted practice and may suggest that case 
loads which are larger should be re-examined.
The objectives of the services 6. and future developments,
The principal type of objective was the provision of a service, but 
there were differences in emphasis between the two groups. While 
the extension respondents saw this as being to maintain the patient 
at horae, more full-time staff suggested that the service was to 
provide treatment without admission, to keep the family intact and 
to provide a better service.
Similarly, in the sub-group of ’hospital/financial objectives’ 11% 
of both groups wrote of reducing rs-admissions, but 2 0 % of the
full-time staff wrote of reducing admission while 16% of the 
ftALl-the-s staff did so. More full-tlrne staff (13%) than 
extension staff (5%) wrote of reducing both admissions and: 
re-adr.is sious«
There was also some differences in the emphasis on the-need for 
the education of the general .public as 15% of the full-time -'.group 
wrote of this while 1 0 % of the ewtonnion group did so*
Few respondents felt that the scheme failed to achieve its 
objectives. But. while 41% fall: that Mho objectives wore 
achieved* 44% felt that they were not a^chiovod completely.
There mas a uemsim of agreonc-nt on some of the reasons given 
for this* The principal reason rxven mas lack of staff, and 
others memo the recent origin of the service, and the lack of 
1 facilities1 In the. community.
The functions described by the respondents also tended to indicate 
a difference of approach.- Full-time respondents vrsrc more 
likely to give functions Including the family, and other agencies, 
than more tne extension 'group. The extension group arm more 
involved in the care of former in- patients which would include 
some resettlement work. The patients concerned na%y have no 
family, or may have lest vouch with them. This way account far 
some of the difference with regard fa the inclusion of the family.
Hcrnbcrs of both groups included the need to monitor progress so 
that.relapses coul-1 he detected, end treated in their curly staves, 
to act as a link between the hospital and the community, ani''giving 
and G!V':crvicin/~ treatment. Thera was, again, some difference in
emphatic vith rotat'd to ricdicstion, while similar numvers of both 
groups regarded giving-medication as their function 9 more- f nil-time 
than eatonsicn staff included monitoring and rrapcrv5.o5.ng medication
The principal point to emerge from the respondents* vis*.re cn the 
future development of. the service ucr.: that those provided a f e w  of 
progression* /. number of entoneion staff (XSf).niched he >• able 
to imdertaho the vrork on a full-time basis. A' numb or of
those undertaking the uor-k on cl' full-time basis, fro:' hospital 
bases could like to be based, on a health centre or on practice
premises• < Tills point mas also made bp* Iff of the extension
staff* The possible -progmsolon is therefore from part-tira. 
to f uj.l-tii 10 5 and from ;i has natal bane to a community, ho no.
As otk of the principal reasons, given for a r .novice Hailing, to 
achieve its objectives • uao lack of staff j- tad another lack of 
facilities 3 it is not unorgected that. me; born of both groups 
should see the nooc! for addition::! resources to be made raa'ilarlo.
The proportion of lots, groups who wished for a nor-e uni form'
approach to conditions of service and to education m r e .  similar.
The work t.mdortaken.
The; analysis of the information from tin; nork diva;. sho,./c t * at the 
services of the cor.nuuity pfr:'olu*.atr!.o nur-ner. a m  not3- 'on tin rhole'5 
available at ueekeruls, Vbrk on faturdny v.r?, recorded by of 
respondents aha on Sunday by 51, Roji ativaly little dr.-call 
activity van record'd.
It v i a r , found that there *;ar: r. ccr cldc, ruble variation 5r. the number 
of hours during vmich .the respondent x r a s  * .’o r b i n g ,  The rcrirun 
length of day recorded ran lll hours l!B minutes 9 though the m a n  
average varied from nine hours, fifteen rinutec {on Modnocday) 
to five hours (on Saturday ).
The activities recorded bv dOl or r.iorc of the respondent;-; ::rc:~ 
travellings patient cr.ro/contact5 orofconxpnal discussion hath 
direct end by telephone? clerical uork and reals, :Uhilo teg
recorded attendance at rorl conferences? 2ki recorded atte:vi~rce 
at ward rounds, . It may be tint ward conferences are nor held 
rather than rare! rounds. Attendance at group therapy .session 
uas recorded by 'da - of all rerexr.’cter.tr>* and attendance at nurses* 
clinic?'- by 33b,
There rare cone significant differences botuoen the entercion end 
full-time groups in relat5.cn to both the nunhor of respondents 
recording an activity ^ and the n;ci er of occasions on uhicU it occurred. 
Mora full-tino than extension staff, recorded aevtlont crrt/contact9 
call - no reply* profecsional discussion? 3?ot2i direct and tcle;nhone9  
clerical ror;:? reals and attendance at eard rounds. ' Full-tirey 
staff also recorded the follcrir.g rxtivirios more fregiicntly then 
extension r.te.ff:- travelling & patient care-/contact* call *- no reply, 
and period?: of off-duty, Intension staff recor d I nor.:- rb:ton-t:iriC3S 
at nur-sos1 clinics*
It Is possible that cone of the d.if for; pice uith rcrard tc erodesclonal 
discussion j-.clerical wort:, reals and attendance at vrnrd rounds ray be 
due to the way In union rrrrxolento re cord ad their activities.
4-UJ..
Extension staff vcro asked to record in detail only those periods 
in thich they vrero visitit~ patients outside hospitalP and to 
record those activities undertalcn as part on their other
responsibilities under that hoadit y, Heal breakss and possibly
■' h
attendance at ward rounds nay have been rerardod by sore 
extension respondents ac part of their normal duties.*
llxhou ui the data iron the yu sreionnairsshoved that nntoa;von 
reiSpoyenunts had less' cornraientj.en pith other disci'olinea thru 
full-time staffs it is possible th at Gone professional cieci!ssicnss 
•which vore not 'recorded as they vpro part of the respondent?s 
other, dutiess also included none discussicm of c o m m i t y  natinnts.
The fiadiry that orrtenaion staff recorded none attendances nt 
nurse: ^  clinics appears to conflict rite th.: curlier fi :'.is ; that
full~-tj.no a:taff vero more likely to noli :u-vse .• 1 clinics t en
> .
extension staff. The posc.illo oanlanotioh .lies lo; the .location 
of those clinics. Those attended, by oatensiou staff tended to 
be on hocaital pratisoG. ' Tuic aeraits attsitdarice fores, madder 
of short aariods vith intervals durixiy vhich the reseonlonts 
return to their other rosmvfhilitios. -
Tin differences betiroeii tr'*-::-: taro proups vith reyard to path j; at cs.ro/ 
contact& travolliny: and'call ~~ no reply visits would see;• to hr; 
relatcd to the difference in the are-!.eh; of time vhioh rerai'-.adentc ■ 
rare able to spend on. co:risnii:y visitiny • as there m s  no rjivTifieant 
differ :a;c j in ' the proportion of tire event on these netiv.ltion.
The data on the types of care pivot du,rivur the recpofttfonts5 visit:2 
to patients nhov that there 'tre only three typos of care rf.vcn
by -90s or norc of nil rospondonts.- Those vrere supportive 
discus Dions with the patientt uith 'the patient and relative 
together and counselling the patient.
There were 9-again* a nunbor* of significant differences between 
the tro nroups of respondents. hors fall-tiro than, extension 
staff recorded supportive discussions vith'the relativess v*fh:'" 
the valient and -rcolat.ive- to^othor., counselling the ration!., .
•or tab 1 inn .in a -rel. * t 5 onnhi’. > 'before . discharge., a.dvisin'T on 
social problems,. supervision of medication > ad.vis5.ng on ■ 
physical-health5 visit - no revly are arranging social services.
Thera ve-ro also s5/*nificant differences vith regard to the. 
nuvbor of occasions on vti.cii ran -'Otidevvts • av-c certaSji t ' m s  o'r 
care. Ful3.~tivo staff pave: the folic;ring tyros of care rare 
fpaprar.fly than extension s t a f f s u v o o r t i v o  discussion rith 
the ir‘tiont5 the relative„ and vith both ration! and relative 
together:, behaviour therarv* advice on social problors: 
sinorvisibn of rodica.t5.on and advice on nhysieal health.
Extension staff reoor.fed *other activities or cars'5 r-oro 
froaueirtlv than full-live staff.
These differences between the "-roues in the nimbler* of mea.anlonts 
recording different tyrr>es of cars an;] in the nvf -r of occrir,5.ons 
on which it- vac given5 would r e v  to he relator! vore to the 
difference in approach and in the "roup of votients visited than 
to the tire factor.
Considering the. r-esrondants vs a '■:holeJt 111 recorded viaitirv 
patients alone: 111 visiting- vith a student or visitor- 27d
irith other tcan members and 5t with a chaperon. In thin context it 
was .noted that although the number of respondents recording visits 
with -a chaperon .was relatively small. - eight ~-a further 1 1  respondents 
recorded visits to patients oftheir own sex only. Four were men* 
three 'full-time and .one from the er.tens3.on grotto (though this last 
respondent yisitqd two patients only during,the survey nock). Seven 
were wan an« two of whoa were fixl.l-t5.me and ;five from the extension 
gro UO * ; . . ;
Cons id or 5 n,r ■ the two s^na^ste ,^v,cur's of rospouc!r!rts. more ‘*ri,'5I“tirTr 
than extension. respondents recorded vi.sitin"’ • patients alone and. 
recorded these 'visits on more occasions.
Almost call of the respondents (fdf) visited patients in their homes , 
hut there m s  c'min a nirniifleant difference in that wore f iill—time 
than extension respondents did. so. :Tbore m s  a similar finding 
with- re rear d to trio number of respondents 3?e cor cl inrT visits to Patients 
5n * ot"rtca5 Til cess • There wc-ro a^—o s5~nificr,nt d5 crenc0o in 
relation to the number of occasions on which respondents recorded 
visits to tiro locations. Extension staff ’visited’ patients in the 
nurses? c5 ir5 c and tlio ward of the base hospital no3"*e freouent3 v
Verv few respondents vis5.ted patrlents in the info"' 15 *Tm p 3  .age 
—^ * 0 1 3 0« hut 9"*f visited P.?t^onts *n the he — ou 'Wirs “^ ou:• Vb*» 
figures for the remaining monos arc 591 for the 15 - hk years 
"tom, and 521 for the ov or . 6 5 veers rroup. This last cy*e '■’"rouw 
vms the only one for which thG*",o mr. a. si'oii.f icant (15.ffere.uce 
between the groups. Here full-time than extension staff recorded 
these visits. The simifleant differences with reward to the
number of visits made to patients in those age groups occurred in 
relation to the 1 5  -  *ib years and the *45 -  6*4 years patients. 
Full-time staff recorded more visits to these patients.
The variation in the approach of the two groups is shorn by the 
significant differences in the types of care previously received 
by the patients that the}? visited. Hors full-time than extension 
staff recorded, patients in these following groups:- former out­
patients ; former hospital patients .in the care of the general 
practitioner; patient in the sole care.of the general practitioner 
patient attending the da}? hospital or I,R.U. and patients awaiting 
a domiciliary visit by the consultant. There was only one of 
these ratient groups for whom the difference in the number of 
patients was significant. Full-tirno staff recorded more visits 
to former in-patients trier! extension staff.
Hhile 891 of all respondents recorded visiting patients with 
schizophrenia9 there were. rJ.ynificr.nt differences between dthe 
groups with regard to a number of the other diagnostic yrouns,
Hore full-time than ertcrssion staff recorded visits to patients 
with the fo3.low.ing diagnoses;*•* Dementia; other organic psychoses; 
other functional psychoses; mania; depression $ personality 
disorders and other neuroses. It was in relation to this last 
group* other neuroses2 that the only significant differenceyw5.th
regard to the number of such visits recorded2 recurred. A ain0
it was tho fnl3.-tir.ic group of rcspondcntc who recorded, the 
larger figure,
Tho final point in relation to the work undertaken is that of.the 
referral group. The largest rroip was of known r>aticnts receiving;
regular visits. Visits to these patients were recorded bv 85%
of all respondents 5 and visits to new patients were recorded by 
62%. Significantly more full-time staff than extension staff 
recorded visiting patients in both these referral groups. There 
was no such difference with regard to the third group, that of new 
referrals of previously known patients, which were recorded by 54% 
of all respondents. There was a difference with regard, to the 
number of visits made to patients in one of these groups. Full­
time staff recorded more visits to known patients than extension 
staff.
The Patients.
During the survey week, 62% of. the patients visited were women and 
37% were men. The national figures show that 51% of the whole 
population are women, and 49% are men.
The comparison of the age groups of the patients visited show a 
similar divergence from the national figures. Although the 
largest age group in both the survey week and the national 
population is that of patients aged 15 - 44 years. Figure 7 shows 
that a larger number of patients in the *4-5 - 64 years age group 
were visited than might have been anticipated from the national 
figures alone.
host of the patients visited during the survey week had previously 
received core from the hospitals. Treatment as in-patients had 
been received by 72%; 33% were attending out-patient clinics, and
29% were' former hospital patients no;; in the care of general 
practitioners. (These categories are not mutually exclusive).
At the time of the survey a relatively small proportion of the 
patients ]3ag_ pad no contact with the hospital as 8 % were in the
136.
sole care of the general practitioner. It may be that some of the 
13%.who had either been seen by a consultant in a domiciliary visit, 
or who were awaiting such a visit had no other hospital contact.
Two diagnostic classifications contained the majority of the 
patients visited as 45% suffered from schizophrenia, and 18% from 
depression. Threequarters of the patients were receiving regular 
visits from the respondents.
Most of the patients were either visited by the respondent alone (6.5%) 
or by the respondent together with a student (18%). Relatively few 
were visited, by a team (4%) and where this .did occur the team was 
usually a small one. Although the numbers are very small, only l%f 
some patients consulted .the nurse in.a telephone call.
The types of care received during visits naturally reflects the 
findings with regard to the work undertaken by the respondents.
Most of this care was given during visits to the patient’s home (6 6 %). 
The mean average duration of visits was just under 30 minutes.
The views of senior nursing staff.
The conclusions drawn from these interviews confirm a number of the 
findings in the results of the questionnaire. These had indicated 
•that there had been an increase in the number of services during, the 
two years preceding the study. This was found to be so, with nine 
of the fifteen services at which interviews too]-; place having started 
in that period.
The progression from an extension service to a full-time service had
taken place in eight instances. There had been a change from a
service concerned with after-care to one also offering care to 
patients bbeing treated entirely as out-patients. VJhile five 
of the services still accepted referrals from hospital sources 
only, the other ten were open to referrals from all sources.
kith four exceptions, this group of respondents commented on the 
need for more staff,-for the staff to be community- or'primary care 
team based, and, where the source of referrals was still restricted, 
for this to be widened.
One of the four exceptions was a largo extension service operating 
from a base using a social psychiatry approach. There, while it 
was hoped that the extension system would continue, it was accepted 
that it might be necessary to change to a full-time service. Three 
respondents saw the service as remaining hospital-based, though one1 
emphasised the need for closer links to be developed with primary 
care teams.
Implications for future development.
These conclusions have implications•for the future development of 
community psychiatric nursing services.
In order that any service can fulfil its potential for improving 
the care of patients,, those forming part of that service should 
receive suit-able preparation. The lack of preparation received 
by respondents and the types .of preparation which can be given 
have already been discussed. It is appreciated that it is not alway 
possible for a respondent to attend a recognised specialist course 
before starting this new type of work. In view of the length of 
this course, and of the expense, it is understandable that 
authorities wish to bo reasonably sure that the .-candidate
finds community work congenial wbefore arranging for attendance, 
so that neither time nor'money are wasted. The .comments of 
respondents indicate that as well as finding this type of course 
helpful, knowledge of the local community and of their future 
community, colleagues is beneficial. An individual orientation 
course, to include visiting with an:, experienced community 
psychiatric nurse, visits to meet • primary care teams and social 
service staff, can be arranged at relatively low. cost, and docs 
not require a great deal of time. This would provide the necessary 
introduction .both to the work and to future colleagues. Attendance 
at~~the specialist course can then be arranged to give the community 
psychiatric -nurse further experience- in her chosen fields,
This would, in time, avoid the situation which arises at the moment 
of community psychiatric nurses, who have received no special 
preparation themselves, providing guidance during the 'secondments 
which are part of the specialist course.
The study has shown that there are two types of service. The 
extension service, operating literally as an extension of the 
hospital into the community in most instances, provides an after­
care service to former in -patients. The full-time hospital-based 
service usually gives care to patients being treated entirely as 
out-patients in addition to after-care. Some full-time staff are 
based wholly in the community, usually with the primary core team, ; 
though maintaining links with the hospital through regular meetings. 
This group of staff usually undertake after-care, care of patients 
treated as out-patients and care of patients being treated -without 
any hospital attendance. In some instances full-time hospital- 
based staff arc also able to offer care to this last group of patients.
The information on future developments gained from the community 
psychiatric nurses and from the senior nursing staff show that 
there is a progression from an extension through-a full-time 
hospital-based service to a community-based service. In this 
respect the nurses appear to be working towards the second of 
the two alternatives proposed by the world health organisation 
(WH0.1962), that of a community-based service using the hospital 
as one of its tools.
This development would permit a greater involvement in'
preventative work, and in the early treatment of mental illness.
The recent White Paper (Department of Health and Social Security 1975) 
states that general practitioners undertake the medical treatment 
of 90 per cent, of the diagnosed mental illness and suggest that 
'specialist help should be readily available fo the primary care 
teams*. The attached community psychiatric nurse affords one 
type of specialist help which may enable more effective’treatment , 
to be given ’without admission. Shaw (1977) has described the results 
of,the attachment of a community psychiatric nurse to a practice 
team. The advantages were: the reduction of admissions, of
domiciliary visits, and of the use of psychotropic drugs; and the 
increase in .indirect hospital contact (i.e. discussion between 
members of the primary care team and the consultant) and in the 
amount of time devoted to assessment and discussion of a patient’s 
problems.
Attachment to a primary care team provides an opportunity for 
better liaison with district nurses and health visitors, and 
examples have been given of the community psychiatric nurse acting 
as a specialist advisor to non-psychiatric colleagues. In this
setting problems of divided responsibility can be overcome and 
'agreement can be. reached on which of 'the three colleagues is 
best able to meet a patient's needs at that particular time.
While this progression towards a situation which•makes the 
specialist heli> of a psychiatric nurse available at the earliest 
time‘that it .-becomes necessary is to be welcomed, it way produce 
certain' problems, which need consideration. • •• •
Services which operate on this; model have shown that there need
be no difficulties in maintaining contact with the base or local
hospital so that clinical knowledge is kept up-to-date, and good
f>r o(essionS
liaison with other psychiatric problems is maintained. However, 
the figures in‘Table 79 show that this move may result in a' 
change of emphasis in the nurses* workload. The principal 
diagnostic classification of patients visited in the survey 
.week was that of schizophrenia. The principal cause of 
consultation with general practitioners in the survey quoted 
(D.P.C.S, 197b) was 'other neuroses*. This was the classification 
for the largest number of first admissions, but the fifth;
In rank order for groups of patients being visited during the 
survey week. The intervention of specialist help at an early 
stage may prevent the need for some of these admissions,but if 
this group of patients is to be offered a service more staff will 
be required.
Although the White Paper (Department of Health and Social Security 197 
suggests that the funded establishment for psychiatric nursing staff 
should be based on population figures. It Is still, apparently , the 
practice to base these on hospital figures - particularly those
relating to in-patients. An effective community psychiatric 
nursing service plays a large part in reducing either re- 
admissions, or both admissions and re-admissions and therefore 
the in- patient figures* Until the practice of calculating 
the nursing establishment on population served is generally 
adapted, there is likely to he difficulty in funding the Increase 
of staff which will be necessary*
Curran et al (1972) suggest that hospital, care is more likely 
to be required for those suffering from the major illnesses, 
particularly the psychoses. This factor, in conjunction with the 
reduction'in length of stay cited by some respondents, and the 
possibilities of a wider range of less severely 111 patients 
being treated entirely in the community, suggests another change 
.which may occur. If treatment as an in-patient is offered only 
when no other- form of care is thought to be appropriate, the 
result is likely to be a situation described by one respondent as 
a more acuto ward mix. This-is a situation in which most of 
the patients require a high level of nursing care and in which 
there are few patients who can be regarded as convalescent. It 
would seem that the large psychiatric hospitals are likely to be 
giving care' to two-.groups of patients: the longistayypatient for
whom the hospital has become home, and those that are acutely ill, 
often with conditions in which recurrent episodes arc probable.
In this 'situation, particularly in a formerly large hospital which 
is reducing in sine, it is important that care is taken to maintain 
the morale of staff who wish to continue]: to work In a hospital setting. 
This point was also made by one of the senior nursing staff 
respondents. In that instance staff were encouraged to offer 
an after-care service from the wards, in addition to the full-time
service offered by other* staff. However, in view of the novo 
acute nature of the work, and of the comments of extension staff 
regarding the difficulties encountered in meeting both the ward' 
and .connnmity responsibilities, this may not be possible.
This point might be included in a long-term study which followed the 
development of a community psychiatric nursing service, furough its 
initial stages' and subsequent changes until a stable situation was 
reached. The study would monitor the development of the service 
and the changes that occurred, the attitudes of the staff of the service 
and of the base hospital, and tine affect on local services. One of 
the points raised by respondents was the need for more ’facilities', 
another was the need for better liaison with existing community 
colleagues.
There as also the need for a detailed comparative study of three 
services, matched in other respects hut one offering an extension/ 
aftcr-care service, one a fall-time hospital-based service, and 
one a corrraunity-l>ascd service. (This study could be extended to 
include a service operating from a therapeutic community, though 
comparison would be more difaicu it as tms service would be 
following a different model of care). A study of this type would 
produce detailed information regarding the effects of each type 
of service
Detailed studies of the type, described would help to clarify the 
issues rai this study, the most important of these being
whether* the services arc most effective when they offer after-care 
on an extension basis; care and after-care from a full-time hospital- 
based service, or care, after-care, and prevention or early 
intervention from a primary care team base.
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spital or previous 
•A« Scheme
*■
Scheme 
known to 
exist
Had prev­
iously 
agreed to 
take part
No. of 
nursing 
staff 
known to 
bo involved
Previous
contact
~
ase contact appropriate members of etaff diirsot*
ase contact me in the first instance*
Area Nursing Officer
Wherever it is possible the questionnaire lists the answers which may apply, for example, the 
nlifications which you may hold. Where alternatives are given would you tick (✓) the box next to the 
swer which you wish to give.
When alternatives are not given would you write your answer in the space provided. If you should 
ed more space would you write "P.T.O.", and continue your reply on the spare sheet provided, giving the 
aber of the question that you are answering.
ON 1.
you tell me something about yourself and how you came to be 
this job?
What qualifications do you hold?
* If "other", what are these?
Not counting your training, how many years have you spent in 
nursing psychiatric patients?
1 Less than 1 year
2 1-2  years
3 3 - 4  years
4 5-9  years
5 10 - 14 years
6 15 - 19 years
7 20 - 24 years
8 25 - 30 years
9 More than 30 years
0-1 R.M.N.
0-1 R.M.N.S.
0-1 S.R.N./R.G.N.
0-1 S.E.N.
0-1 N.D.N. or Q.N.
0-1 Other *
0-1 None
What is the grade of your current post?
* If "other", what is this?
01 Nursing Officer
02 Charge Nurse
03 District Charge Nurse
04 Sister
05 District Sister
06 Staff Nurse
07 Senior Enrolled Nurse
08 District Senior 
Enrolled Nurse
09 District Enrolled Nurse
10 Assistant
11 Other *
(e) How long have you held your present post?
(f) How long have you worked with your present organisation? 
(Include service prior to reorganisation).
(g) In some schemes nurses combine ward duties with visiting 
patients outside hospital. Do you have ward 
responsibilities as well as community duties?
3 30 - 34 years
4 35 - 39 years
5 40 - 44 years
6 45 _ 49 years
7 50 - 54 years
8 55 - 59 years
9 60 or over
1 Male
2 Female
1 Less than 1 year
2 1-2  years
3 3 - 4  years
4 5-9  years
5 10 - 14 years
6 15 - 19 years
7 20 - 24 years
8 25 - 30 years
9 More than 30 years
1 Less than 1 year
2 1-2  years
3 3 - 4  years
4 5-9  years
5 10 - 14 years
6 15 - 19 years
7 20 - 24 years
8 25 - 30 years
9 More than 30 years
1 Yes
0 No
-2-
w i t .ii visiting psycniaxric patients outsiae nospitair 
(To the nearest £ day.)
How long ago did you first visit psychiatric pa.tients 
outside hospital on a regular basis?
Since you first visited psychiatric patients outside 
hospital, has your work always involved this visiting, 
or have there been periods when you did not undertake 
this type of visiting?
If this has not always been part of your work, 
for how much time altogether has it been part 
of your regular duties?
How did you become involved in visiting these 
patients?
* If it was in "another way", how was this?
2 days
3 2 days
4 2| days
5 3 days
6 3^  days
7 4 days
8 4^  days
9 5 days
1 Less than 6 months ago
2 More than 6 but less than 12 months
3 More than 1 year, less than 2 years
4 More than 2 years, less than 3 years
5 More than 3 years, less than 5 years
6 5 years or more
0 Always been part 
of my work
1 Not always been 
part of my work
1 Less than 6 months
2 More than 6 but less than 12 months
3 More than 1 year, less than 2 years
4 More than 2 years, less than 3 years
5 More than 3 years, less than 5 years
6 5 years or more
1 I asked if I could do so
2 I was asked to do so
3 I was told that my post 
included this work
4 I applied for a post 
advertised within my 
organisation
5 I applied for a post 
advertised nationally
6 Another way *
-3-
basis r
If none of these, would you tell me what you 
were doing?
nospiral
2 Holding post at another 
hospital
3 Working as a district 
nurse but not solely with 
psychiatric patients
4 None of these
If you were working at another hospital, were you 
visiting psychiatric patients outside that hospital?
'Did you receive any special preparation for this type 
of work?
Was this by attending a special' course?
If so, what was the title of the course?
Where was it held?
How long did it last?
1 Yes
0 No
1 Yes
0 No
Was this in the form of an introductory programme arranged specifically 
for you to familiarise yourself with working in the community?
If so, how long did it last?
What did it contain?
) If so, what was/were the title(s) of the course(s)?
Where was it/were they held?
How long did it/they last?
If you did receive preparation, or have attended courses since
a) Was there anything which you feel was of particular value?
(b) If so, what was this?
c) Was there anything which you now feel to have been of 
little value?
d) If so, what was this?
e) Why do you feel that it was of little value?
) Now that you have had experience of this type of work, is there 
anything (more) which you feel would have been useful preparation?
) If so, what would this be?
1 Yes
0 No
1 Yes
0 No
Yes
No
-5-
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9(a) "Where is your base, or the office from which you 
normally work?
(b) If it is "somewhere else", where is that?
10(a) Which of the following people refer patients 
to you?
* If "others", who are these?
(b) Are you ever approached directly by potential patients 
or their relatives with a request for a visit?
(c) If so, are you able to fulfil their request?
(d) If you are not able to make these visits, why is this?
(e) Do you also decide for yourself which patients to 
follow-up?
X m. wara on ice
2 A separate office 
at the hospital
3 In a Health Centre
4 In a General Prac­
titioner's surgery
5 In the Social 
Services Dept.
6 Somewhere else
0 Consultants
1 Other hospital medical staff
2 Hospital nursing staff
3 Ward/Assessment conferences
4 Hospital-based social workers
5 General Practitioners
6 District Nurses
7 Health Visitors
8 Other Social Workers
9 Others *
1 Yes
0 No
1 Yes
0 No
1 Yes
0 No
-6-
3 Never
b) When you do not visit patients on your own, do you 
visit as a member of a team, or are you accompanied 
by a chaperon?
(c) If you visit as a member of a team, who are 
the other members of the team?
* If "other", who is this?
0 Member of team
1 With a chaperon
0-1 Consultant
0-1 Other Hospital Medical Staff
0-1 General Practitioner
0-1 Social Worker
0-1 Occupational Therapist
0-1 Senior Nursing Colleagues
0-1 Junior Nursing Colleagues
0-1 Other *
(a) Which of the following groups do you visit?
tients who have 
t, so far, 
tended hospital 
all
0-1
0-1
Patients being cared for entirely by their General 
Practitioners
Patients referred to, but not yet seen by, the Consultant
tients who are 
ing treated 
tirely as out- 
.tients
0-1 Patients being treated as out-patients only
0-1 Patients being treated as out-patients and attending the 
day hospital
rmer m- 
tients
0-1 Former in-patients attending as out-patients only
0-1 Former in-patients attending day hospital
7T 0-1 * Patients in other groups
If "other groups", what are these?
(b) Are there any of these groups which you are not allowed to visit?
(c) If so, which are these?
1 Yes
0 No
(d) Do you know why you are not allowed to visit these groups of patients?
(e) If so, why is this?
1 Yes
0 No
(a) If you visit patients from more than one of the groups listed at- 
'Question 12, does one group contain the majority of your patients?
(b) If so, which group? (Use the letters shown at 12(a))
1 Yes
0 No
-7-
your patients. Would you tick, in the first 
column, those places where you do visit 
patients, and use the second column to show 
which are the places that you visit most 
frequently. Would you put 1. where you 
visit most, 2. by the next most frequent 
place, and so on.
* If "other", where is this?
Do you hold your own clinics?
If you do hold your own clinics, what is their 
purpose?
Where are these clinics held?
* If "elsewhere", where is this?
- -  x - ~
2 B Day Hospital
3 C Day Centre
4 D Social Club
5 E Their home
6 F Their place of work
7 G Hostel
8 H Residential accommodation- 
private
9 I Residential accommodation- 
Part III
10 J Other *
1 Yes
0 No i
1 Injections
2 Counselling
3 Both
0 At the hospital
1 Elsewhere *
How often do you hold them?
How many patients attend these clinics?
1 More than once a week
2 Once a week
3 Once a fortnight
4 Once in three weeks
5 Once a month
6 Less often than once a month
1 Less than 10
2 11-20
3 21 - 30
4 31-40
5 41-50
6 51 - 60
7 More than 60
* If 200 or more, please give number.
(b) How many patients have you personally on your active 
visiting list?
* If 100 or more, please give number.
(c) Is this number typical of your normal active list?
(d) Is there a formal limit to the number of patients you 
may have on your list?
(e) If you are not allowed to have more than a certain 
number, what is this?
* If 100 or more, please give number.
(f) If you are allowed to have as many patients on your 
list as you wish, is the number of referrals altering?
3 50 - 74
4 75-99
5 100 - 124
6 125 - 149
7 150 - 174
8 175-199
9 200 or more *
1 Less than 20
2
O
N
O
N1OCN
3 40 - 59
4 60 - 79
5 8 0 - 9 9
6 100 or more *
1 Yes
0 No
1 Yes
0 No
l Less than 20
2 20-39
3 40 - 59
4 60-79
5 80 - 99
6 100 or more *
1 Staying about the 
same
2 Increasing
3 Decreasing
-9-
Once a week 
or more
Once in Z 
two weeks
Once in  ^
a month
Less often 4 
than this
5
Never
General Practitioners 1
District Nurses 2
Health Visitors 3
Other social workers 4
Hospital-based social workers 5
Consultant ■6
Other Hospital Doctors 7
Please complete each line.
17. How often do you discuss your patients on the telephone with:-
Once a week ^  
or more
2
Once in 
two weeks
3
Once in 
a month
4
Less often 
than this
5
Never
General Practitioners 1
District Nurses 2
Health Visitors 3
Other social workers 4
Hospital-based social workers 5
Consultant 6
Other Hospital Doctors 7
Please complete each line.
18. How often do you attend ward rounds?
19. How often do you attend ward conferences?
20(a) Do you ever refer patients to other agencies?
1 Once a week or more often
2 Once in two weeks
3 Once in a month
4 Less often than this
5 Never
1 Once a week or more often
2 Once in two weeks
3 Once in a month
4 Less often than this
5 Never
1 Yes
0 No
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ECTION I I I .
would be grateful for your personal views on the following points
1. What do you see as the objectives of the scheme?
2. Does the scheme achieve these objectives?
If you have said "no" or "not completely", why is this?
3. What do you see as your current function as a psychiatric nurse in the community?
1 Yes
2 No
3 Not completely
-11-
What do you think should be the future of psychiatric nursing in the community?
What do you think of the development of these schemes in terms of the provision of 
patient care?
Thank-you for your co-operation. 
- 12-
Q U E E N ' S  N U R S I N G  I N S T I T U T E  
STUDY OF
PSYCHIATRIC NURSING IN THE COMMUNITY 
WORK DIARY
Queen's Nursing Institute 
57 Lower Bel grave Street 
London SW1
Would you please answer the following questions. Where alternatives 
are given please tick the appropriate box.
1 .(a) Are you employed on a full time or part-time basis?
Full-time
Part-time
(b) If  you are employed part-time, how many hours do you 
normally work in a week?
No. o f hours
2. Is your work entirely connected w ith visiting patients outside 
hospital, or do you have other responsibilities and undertake 
some visiting as an extension of these duties?
Entirely connected with  
visiting patients
Visits are an extension 
of other duties
3. What form of transport do you usually use when you visit 
patients?
Own car
Car provided by hospital 
(self-drive)
Hospital car (not self-drive)
Taxi
Always visit with colleagues — 
their car
Public transport
Motor cycle/moped
Cycle
Walking
O ther*
*  If other, what is this:—
4. Is your work particularly concerned with any one of these 
groups of patients?
Drug-dependent
Alcoholic
Psycho-geriatric
Schizophrenic
5. Are you particularly involved in either of these two types of 
work?
Industrial resettlement
Resettlement in Group Homes
Male
Female
ere are a minimum of three things that you should fill in on each line.
You should w rite the time at which you start any activity (or period of off-duty) on the left side of the page. Each page 
starts at midnight (i.e. 24 .00 hrs.) which is already printed for you.
Then tick the type of activity (or off-duty). There may be times when you are engaged in more than one activity e.g. 
if you are accompanied on a visit, you may engage in a professional discussion while you are travelling. If  this occurs 
please tick both activities. I f  the activity was "patient care/contact" please give each patient that you see during the 
week a consecutive number as shown on the example sheet.
Then you should write the time you finish the activity (or off-duty) on the right-hand side of the page. The tim e when 
you finish one activity should be the same as the time when you start the next activity (or off-duty).
PLEASE USE TH E  24-HO UR CLOCK (OR W R ITE  a.m. OR p.m. EACH T IM E )  
planation of Activities
Travelling is travelling on duty i.e. travelling for which you are paid an allowance or fares and which is part o f your 
working day.
Other Hospital Duties. Some nurses are part o f the staff of Wards or Day Hospitals and visit patients outside hospital 
for a small part of their time only. If  you spend part of your time on Ward or Day Hospital duties please record the 
times that you are working in this way, and during these times tick only the Ward, or Day Hospital column under 
"other hospital duties". Do not tick any other activity during these times. When you are visiting patients outside 
hospital please complete the rest o f the page. (Nursing Officers who visit patients outside hospital in addition to  their 
administrative duties should tick "U n it"  as their activity under "other Hospital Duties".)
Patient Care/Contact includes any tim e spent w ith patients, their relatives or friends other than as a member o f a 
ward team or day hospital staff. Please insert the number that you have given to  the patient for the survey.
Professional Discussion, Face to  Face includes meetings w ith people other than patients or their relatives w ith  whom  
you discuss matters connected with your work of visiting patients outside hospital. It  includes staff meetings but not 
ward rounds or conferences which are given as separate categories.
Professional Discussions, Telephone refers to  any telephone conversations in connection with your w ork, and includes 
advisory conversations with patients or relatives. If  the conversation is w ith a patient or relative, please insert patient's 
number.
Clerical Work refers to the time spent on record-keeping, writing professional notes or letters and filing. It  also includes 
the time spent on this survey which you are asked to estimate and record in the box at the bottom of each sheet.
Meals refers to breaks for tea, coffee or lunch during a working day. A  cup of tea or coffee taken while visiting a patient 
should be considered as pert of patient care/contact'.
Clinics. "Consultant clinic" refers to the time spent assisting at a clinic session held by a Consultant. Do not give 
numbers to patients that you see only at a Consultant's clinic. "Nurse clinics" refers to the tim e spent at a clinic 
session staffed entirely by nurses whether this is for counselling, injections or both. Please use patients' numbers 
for these sessions.
Group Therapy refers to any sessions which you arrange w ithout medical participation and which are not part o f your 
ward, day hospital or unit duties.
0. Other includes time spent on any activity connected w ith visiting patients outside hospital that does not come into any 
of the categories listed.
IN STR U C TIO N S FOR D A IL Y  PRO CEDURE SHEET
Please complete as soon as possible after seeing each patient. Insert the number that you have given to this patient for 
this survey in the top box (as on the example sheet).
Look down the list o f activities and tick whatever you did while you were with this patient on the same line as the 
activity in the column under his or her number, using one column per patient visit. I f  you did something that does not 
f it into any of the activities listed, please tick "Other activities or care".
Will you tick in the block marked B whether you visited the patient alone, w ith a chaperone, a student or professional 
visitor who is accompanying you to see what your work involves, or w ith other members of the team concerned with  
the care of that patient. I f  you visited as part of a team, please give the total number of team members, including 
yourself.
Block C lists the places where you may see your patient. Will you please tick the place in which you saw this patient 
on this particular occasion. If  the appropriate place is not listed, will you tick "Other".
Please tick  on the right the day o f the week fo r w hich you are using this sheet Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. FriI U7\ I i ~
If  you are off-duty for all, or part of the day, please tick in the appropriate box, below
Day off Holiday Half day off Sick Other
If  "other", please give reason:—
Time when each 
activity/off duty 
started
Time
activi
ended
Tick below, what you did between the time on the left and the time on the right. 
Use a new line for each activity.
Professional 
discussion /
Other hospital 
duties
Hr. Min. Hr.
£■
O c
<t> o O -c .
24
10-0
10'Q~1
lo•
i-
T im e  spent in com pleting this d iary
Please tick  in the box on the right the day o f the week
fo r w hich you are using this sheet.
Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat.
✓
Patient s No
ive discussions Patient only
ive discussions Relative only
ive discussions Pt. and Rel. together
ling patient
fling relative
ur therapy (specific)
hing relationship before discharge
hing relationship before admission
tervention
g on social problems
ion — Supervision
— Administering injection
— Arranging for alteration 
ring medication — Taking blood pressure
— Collectingurinespecimen
— Testing urine
— Taking blood specimen
ing admission
rting admission
g on physical health
physical nursing care — Planned
Emergency
-  No reply
— Refused
mg voluntary agency visit
ing Social Services etc.
ng with activities of daily living
ctivities or care
with student/visitor
with chaperon
with other team members 
give number in team)
seen at — their home
— G.P. Surgery
Health centre
O.P. home/Welfare home
Group home
Place of work
— Day hospital
— Consultants Clinic
— Nurses Clinic
— Ward of base hospital
— Ward of other hospital
— Other
Please tick  on the right the day o f the week fo r w hich you are using this sheet Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri.
If  you are off-duty for all, or part of the day, please tick in the appropriate box, below
Day off Holiday Half day off Sick Other
I f  "other", please give reason:—
Time when each 
activity/off duty 
started
Tick below, what you did between the time on the left and the time on the right. 
Use a new line for each activity.
Time 1 
activit 
ended
Hr. Min. /  /  0 /  • /  /P ro fessional/ /  / > , / © /  /  /  /  Other hospital /  /  
/  &  /  S3 /  £ '  /  \ /  discussion/^. /  / c  /  & / S  , ^  duties /  /
Hr.
24 . 00
T im e  spent in com pleting this d iary
Please tick  in the box on the right the  day o f the week
fo r w hich you are using this sheet.
Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat.
Patient's No.
ive discussions Patient only 
ive discussions Relative only 
ive discussions Pt. and Rel. together 
ling patient 
ling relative 
ur therapy (specific) 
hing relationship before discharge 
hing relationship before admission 
tervention 
on social problems 
ion — Supervision
— Administering injection
— Arranging for alteration
ing medication — Taking blood pressure
— Collectingurinespecimen
— Testing urine
— Taking blood specimen
ng admission
rting admission 
g on physical health 
hysical nursing care — Planned
— Emergency
— No reply
— Refused
ing voluntary agency visit
ing Social Services etc.
g with activities of daily living 
ctivities or care
alone
with student/visitor
with chaperon
with other team members 
give number in team)
seen at — their home
— G.P. Surgery
— Health centre
— O.P. home/Welfare home
— Group home
— Place o f work
— Day hospital
— Consultants Clinic
— Nurses Clinic
— Ward of base hospital
— Ward of other hospital
— Other
Please tick  on the right the day o f the week fo r w hich you are using this sheet Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri.
I f  you are off-duty for all, or part of the day, please tick in the appropriate box, below
Day off Holiday Half day off Sick Other
I f  "other", please give reason:—
Time w 
activity 
ended
Time when each 
activity/off duty 
started
Tick below, what you did between the time on the left and the time on the right. 
Use a new line for each activity.
Other hospital 
duties
Professional 
discussion /
Hr. Min. Hr.
.c” £ / / &.0 / Q /-
/ / / / Q <•,
/  *- PP'S?!•$> q} / c  r  / O c
24
T im e spent in com pleting this d iary
Please tick  in the box on the right the day o f the week
fo r w hich you are using this sheet.
Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat.
Patient's No.
ive discussions Patient only
ive discussions Relative only
ive discussions Pt. and Rel. together
ling patient
ling relative
ur therapy (specific)
hing relationship before discharge
hing relationship before admission
tervention
g on social problems
ion — Supervision
— Administering injection
— Arranging for alteration
ring medication — Taking blood pressure
— Collectingurinespecimen
— Testing urine
— Taking blood specimen
ng admission
rting admission 
g on physical health 
physical nursing care — Planned
— Emergency
— No reply
— Refused
ing voluntary agency visit
ing Social Services etc.
ng with activities of daily living 
ctivities or care
alone
with student/visitor
with chaperon
with other team members 
give number in team)
seen at — their home
— G.P. Surgery
— Health centre
— O.P. home/Welfare home
— Group home
— Place o f work
— Day hospital
— Consultants Clinic
— Nurses Clinic
— Ward of base hospital
— Ward of other hospital
— Other
Please tic k  on the  right the day o f the week fo r w hich you are using this sheet Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri.
If  you are off-duty for all, or part of the day, please tick.in the appropriate box, below
Day off Holiday Half day off Sick Other
If  "other", please give reason:—
Time v
activity
ended
Time when each 
activity/off duty 
started
Tick below, what you did between the time on the left and the time on the right. 
Use a new line for each activity.
Other hospital 
duties
Professional 
discussion /
Hr. Min. Hr.
.c--
/ ^ OQ <• ,
T im e  spent in com pleting this d iary
Please tick  in the box on the right the  day o f the  week
fo r w hich you are using this sheet.
Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat.
Patient's No.
ive discussions Patient only
ive discussions Relative only
ive discussions Pt. and Rel. together
ling patient
ling relative
ur therapy (specific)
hing relationship before discharge
hing relationship before admission
tervention
g on social problems
ion — Supervision
— Administering injection
— Arranging for alteration
ring medication — Taking blood pressure
— Collectingurinespecimen
— Testing urine
— Taking blood specimen
ing admission 
orting admission 
g on physical health 
physical nursing care — Planned
— Emergency
— No reply
— Refused
ing voluntary agency visit
ing Social Services etc.
ng with activities of daily living 
activities or care
alone
with student/visitor
with chaperon
with other team members 
give number in team)
t seen at — their home
— G.P. Surgery
— Health centre
— O.P. home/Welfare home
— Group home
— Place o f work
— Day hospital
— Consultants Clinic
— Nurses Clinic
— Ward of base hospital
— Ward of other hospital
— Other
Please tick  on the right the day o f the week fo r w hich you are using this sheet Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri.
If  you are off-duty for all, or part of the day, please tick in the appropriate box, below
Day off Holiday Half day off Sick Other
If  "other", please give reason:—
Time w 
activity 
ended
Time when each 
activity/off duty 
started
Tick below, what you did between the time on the left and the tim e on the right. 
Use a new line for each activity.
Other hospital 
duties
Professional 
discussion >
Hr. Min. Hr.
O c-
O <■ ,
T im e  spent in com pleting this d iary
Please tick  in the box on the right the  day o f the week
fo r w hich you are using this sheet.
Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat.
Patient's No.
ive discussions Patient only
ive discussions Relative only 
tive discussions Pt. and Rel. together 
lling patient 
lling relative 
ur therapy (specific) 
hing relationship before discharge 
hing relationship before admission 
tervention 
g on social problems 
tion — Supervision
— Administering injection
— Arranging for alteration
ring medication — Taking blood pressure
— Collectingurinespecimen
— Testing urine
— Taking blood specimen
ing admission
orting admission 
g on physical health 
physical nursing care — Planned
— Emergency
— No reply
— Refused
ing voluntary agency visit
ing Social Services etc.
ing with activities of daily living 
activities or care
alone
with student/visitor
w ith chaperon
d with other team members 
e give number in team)
t seen at — their home
— G.P. Surgery
— Health centre
— O.P. home/Welfare home
— Group home
— Place of work
— Day hospital
— Consultants Clinic
— Nurses Clinic
— Ward of base hospital
— Ward of other hospital
— Other
Please tick  on the right the day o f the week fo r w hich you are using this sheet Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri.
I f  you are off-duty for all, or part of the day, please tick in the appropriate box, below
Day off Holiday Half day off Sick Other
If  "other", please give reason:—
Time w 
activity/ 
ended
Time when each 
activity/off duty 
started
Tick below, what you did between the time on the left and the time on the right. 
Use a new line for each activity.
Other hospital 
duties
Professional 
discussion >
Hr. Min. Hr.
.c-
O c
Q < ,
T im e  spent in com pleting this d iary
Please tick  in the box on the right the  day o f the week
fo r w hich you are using this sheet.
Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat.
Patient's No.
tive discussions Patient only
tive discussions Relative only
tive discussions Pt. and Rel. together
lling patient 
lling relative 
jur therapy (specific) 
shing relationship before discharge 
shing relationship before admission 
ntervention 
g on social problems 
tion — Supervision
— Administering injection
— Arranging for alteration
ring medication — Taking blood pressure
— Collectingurinespecimen
— Testing urine
— Taking blood specimen
ing admission 
orting admission
ng on physical health 
physical nursing care — Planned
— Emergency
— No reply
— Refused
ging voluntary agency visit
ging Social Services etc.
ing with activities of daily living 
activities or care
d alone
d with student/visitor
d with chaperon
d with other team members 
e give number in team)
t seen at — their home
— G.P. Surgery
— Health centre
— O.P. home/Welfare home
— Group home
— Place o f work
— Day hospital
— Consultants Clinic
— Nurses Clinic
— Ward of base hospital
— Ward of other hospital
— Other
Please tick  on the right the day o f the week fo r w hich you are using this sheet Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri.
If  you are off-duty for all, or part of the day, please tick in the appropriate box, below
Day off Holiday Half day off Sick Other
If  "other", please give reason:—
Time when each 
activity/off duty 
started
Time wh 
activity/ 
ended
Tick below, what you did between the time on the left and the tim e on the right. 
Use a new line for each activity.
Professional 
discussion /
Other hospital 
duties
Hr. Min. Hr.
,C‘ / Q
£
Q C
T im e  spent in com pleting this d iary
Please tick  in the box on the right the  day o f the week
fo r w hich you are using this sheet.
Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat.
ty Patient's No.
rtive discussions Patient only
rtive discussions Relative only
rtive discussions Pt. and Rel. together
elling patient
elling relative
iour therapy (specific)
ishing relationship before discharge
ishing relationship before admission
intervention
ng on social problems
ation — Supervision
— Administering injection
— Arranging for alteration
oring medication — Taking blood pressure
— Collectingurinespecimen
— Testing urine
— Taking blood specimen
ging admission 
porting admission 
ing on physical health 
physical nursing care — Planned
— Emergency
d — No reply 
— Refused 
ging voluntary agency visit 
ging Social Services etc.
ing w ith activities of daily living 
activities or care
d alone
d with student/visitor
d w ith chaperon
d w ith other team members 
e give number in team)
t seen at — their home
— G.P. Surgery
— Health centre
— O.P. home/Welfare home
— Group home
— Place of work
— Day hospital
— Consultants Clinic
— Nurses Clinic
— Ward of base hospital
— Ward of other hospital
— Other
Please tick  on the  right the day o f the week fo r w hich you are using this sheet Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri.
I f  you are off-duty for all, or part of the day, please tick in the appropriate box, below
Day off Holiday Half day off Sick Other
I f  "other", please give reason:—
Time when each 
activity/off duty 
started
Time whe 
activity/o 
ended
Tick below, what you did between the time on the left and the time on the right. 
Use a new line for each activity.
Professional 
discussion /
Other hospital 
duties
Hr. Min. Hr.
,c‘
Q <■
24
T im e  spent in com pleting this d iary
Please tick  in the box on the right the day o f the week
fo r w hich you are using this sheet.
Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat.
ty Patient's No.
rtive discussions Patient only
rtive discussions Relative only
rtive discussions Pt. and Rel. together
elling patient
elling relative
iour therapy (specific)
ishing relationship before discharge
ishing relationship before admission
intervention
ng on social problems
ation — Supervision
— Administering injection
— Arranging for alteration
oring medication — Taking blood pressure
— Collectingurinespecimen
— Testing urine
— Taking blood specimen
ging admission
porting admission 
ing on physical health 
physical nursing care — Planned
— Emergency
d — No reply 
— Refused 
ging voluntary agency visit 
ging Social Services etc.
ing w ith activities of daily living 
activities or care
d alone
d with student/visitor
d with chaperon
d with other team members 
e give number in team)
t  seen at — their home
-  G.P. Surgery
— Health centre
— O.P. home/Welfare home
— Group home
— Place o f work
— Day hospital
— Consultants Clinic
— Nurses Clinic
— Ward of base hospital
— Ward of other hospital
— Other
Please tick  on the right the day o f the week fo r w hich you are using this sheet Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri.
If  you are off-duty for all, or part of the day, please tick in the appropriate box, below
Day off Holiday Half day off Sick Other
I f  "other", please give reason:—
Time when each 
activity/off duty 
started
Hr. Min.
Tick below, what you did between the time on the left and the tim e on the right. 
Use a new line for each activity.
Professional
discussion
»$/ X?
£
Other hospital 
duties
o  o ,
Q?.P
Time whe 
activity/o 
ended
Hr.
24 .00
T im e spent in com pleting this d iary
Please tick  in the box on the right the day o f the week
fo r which you are using this sheet.
Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat.
Patient's No.
rtive discussions Patient only
rtive discussions Relative only
rtive discussions Pt. and Rel. together
elling patient
elling relative
iour therapy (specific)
ishing relationship before discharge
ishing relationship before admission
intervention
ng on social problems
ation — Supervision
— Administering injection
— Arranging for alteration
oring medication — Taking blood pressure
— Collectingurinespecimen
— Testing urine
— Taking blood specimen
ging admission 
porting admission 
ing on physical health 
physical nursing care — Planned
— Emergency
d — No reply 
— Refused 
ging voluntary agency visit 
ging Social Services etc.
ing with activities of daily living 
activities or care
d alone
d with student/visitor
d with chaperon
d with other team members 
e give number in team)
t seen at — their home
— G.P. Surgery
— Health centre
— O.P. home/Welfare home
— Group home
— Place of work
— Day hospital
— Consultants Clinic
— Nurses Clinic
— Ward of base hospital
— Ward of other hospital
— Other
Please tick  on the right the day o f the week fo r w hich you are using this sheet
If  you are off-duty for all, or part of the day, please tick in the appropriate box, below
Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri.
Day off Holiday Half day off Sick Other
I f  "other", please give reason:—
Time when each 
activity/off duty 
started
Tick below, what you did between the time on the left and the time on the right. 
Use a new line for each activity.
Professional
discussion
Other hospital 
duties
24 00
Time wh
activity/o
ended
T im e  spent in com pleting this d iary
Please tick  in the box on the right the day o f the week
fo r w hich you are using this sheet.
Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat.
Patient's No.
rtive discussions Patient only
rtive discussions Relative only
rtive discussions Pt. and Rel. together
elling patient
elling relative
iour therapy (specific)
ishing relationship before discharge
ishing relationship before admission
intervention
ng on social problems
ation — Supervision
— Administering injection
— Arranging for alteration
oring medication — Taking blood pressure
— Collectingurinespecimen
— Testing urine
— Taking blood specimen
ging admission
orting admission 
ng on physical health 
physical nursing care — Planned
— Emergency
d — No reply 
— Refused 
ging voluntary agency visit 
ging Social Services etc.
ing with activities of daily living 
activities or care
d alone
d with student/visitor
d with chaperon
d with other team members 
e give number in team)
t seen at — their home
— G.P. Surgery
— Health centre
— O.P. home/Welfare home
— Group home
— Place o f work
— Day hospital
— Consultants Clinic
— Nurses Clinic
— Ward of base hospital
— Ward of other hospital
— Other
Please tick  on the right the day o f the week fo r which you are using this sheet
If you are off-duty for all, or part of the day, please tick in the appropriate box, below
Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri.
Day off Holiday Half day off Sick Other
If  "other", please give reason:—
Time when each 
activity/off duty 
started
Tick below, what you did between the time on the left £nd the time on the right. 
Use a new line for each activity.
Professional
discussion
Other hospital 
duties
Time whe 
activity/o 
ended
T im e  spent in com pleting this d iary
Please tick  in the box on the right the day o f the week
fo r which you are using this sheet.
Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat.
ity Patient's No.
ortive discussions Patient only
ortive discussions Relative only
ortive discussions Pt. and Rel. together
selling patient
selling relative
viour therapy (specific)
lishing relationship before discharge
lishing relationship before admission
s intervention
sing on social problems
ication — Supervision
— Administering injection
— Arranging for alteration
itoring medication — Taking blood pressure
— Collectingurinespecimen
— Testing urine
— Taking blood specimen
nging admission
sporting admission 
ising on physical health 
g physical nursing care — Planned
— Emergency
ed — No reply 
— Refused 
nging voluntary agency visit 
nging Social Services etc.
sting with activities of daily living 
r activities or care
ed alone
ed with student/visitor
ed with chaperon
ed with other team members 
se give number in team)
nt seen at — their home
— G.P. Surgery
— Health centre
— O.P. home/Welfare home
— Group home
— Place of work
— Day hospital
— Consultants Clinic
— Nurses Clinic
— Ward of base hospital
— Ward of other hospital
— Other
Please com plete at the end o f the survey w eek.
These sheets are intended to give some information about the patients that you have visited this week. In the top box put the 
patient's number, then go down the list, ticking the patient's sex, age, category o f patient, diagnosis, and whether this was a 
new patient or not. Please be sure that all the patients' numbers on your daily time-tables and your daily procedure sheets 
throughout the whole week, appear on your patients' sheet. I f  you see more than 60 patients, please fill in the patients' sheet 
for the first 60 only, but state below the total number of patients that you have seen this week.
P A T IE N T S 'S H E E T
Please tick whatever applies. Please put patient's number at the top of the column.
Patient's No.
Sex 
— Male
— Female
Age
— Under 15 yrs.
- 1 5 - 4 4
- 4 5 - 6 4
-  654-
Type of patient
More than one category may 
apply, e.g. a former in-patient 
may be attending both out­
patients and the day hospital.
— Former in-patient
— Former out-patient
— Attending O.P.D.
Attending day hospital/I.R .U
— Former hospital patient in 
care of G.P._____________
— Patient never attended 
hospital in sole care of G.P.
— Seen by consultant on 
domiciliary visit______
— Awaiting domiciliary visit
Diagnosis
Dementia
— Other organic psychoses
— O ther functional psychoses
— Schizophrenia
— Mania
— Depression
— Alcoholism and drug 
dependency
— Personality disorders
— O ther neuroses
— Others
New patient
Known patient receiving regular 
visit
New referral of previously 
known patient___________
P A T IE N T S 'S H E E T
Please tick  whatever applies. Please put patient's num ber a t the top  o f the colum n.
Patient's No.
ale
male
nder 15 yrs. 
-4 4  
-6 4
+
f patient
e than one category may 
y. e.g. a former in-patient 
be attending both out- 
nts and the day hospital.
rmer in-patient
rmer out-patient
ttending O.P.D.
ttending day hospital/I.R.U
ormer hospital patient in
re of G.P.________________
tient never attended 
spital in sole care of G.P.
en by consultant on 
miciliary visit
waiting domiciliary visit
sis
ementia
ther organic psychoses
ther functional psychoses
hizophrenia
ania
epression
Icoholism and drug 
pendency
rsonality disorders
ther neuroses
thers
tient
patient receiving regular
ferral of previously 
patient___________
P A T IE N T S 'S H E E T
Please tick  w hatever applies. Please put patient's num ber at the top  o f the  colum n.
Patient's No.
Sex
— Male
— Female
Age
— Under 15 yrs.
- 1 5 - 4 4
4 5 - 6 4
-  65+
Type of patient
More than one category may 
apply, e.g. a former in-patient 
may be attending both out­
patients and the day hospital.
— Former in-patient
— Former out-patient
— Attending O.P.D.
— Attending day hospital/I.R.U
— Former hospital patient in 
care of G.P.
— Patient never attended 
hospital in sole care of G.P.
— Seen by consultant on 
domiciliary visit
Awaiting domiciliary visit
Diagnosis
— Dementia
— Other organic psychoses
— Other functional psychoses
Schizophrenia
— Mania
— Depression
— Alcoholism and drug 
dependency
— Personality disorders
— Other neuroses
— Others
New patient
Known patient receiving regular 
visit
New referral of previously 
known patient___________
Total number of patients seen during week
Additional list, of objectives of the services
uesuQRdcutc
"isss As cric inai ;c-allccatsd ; rcportica
a tea fu ll i'xtsa ru n xtsa fu ll
s i  on tine cior. i  t m e* oicn ti£!0
& )  ifavisioa, of a service
provide psychiatric r.urainp, in the cotcrcaiiy 5 3 4 .0 / .04
promote cental health/lever inciooncs cf n . .nt . 0-r
cental il ln e s s P
# VJ.
• obtain early detection of and treatcont for  
' cental i l ln e s s
2 <r. 2 .21' .C2 .
to  enable patient to l iv e  as f u l l  a l i f e  as 
p ossib le/to  increase quality of l i f e .
2 2 4 4 .22 .03
rehabilitate,- r e se ttle  patient bach to
ccr.au'.ity 5* 4 o
«:• .03 .03
return patient to/enable hifi ic  continue wor* 1 2 2 .01 .01
'esiv iccs for elderly end psychO'-ycriatric
patients 1. 1 1 i .01
..01
niccollar.eouj. service objectives 8 S ' t;«* .02 .03
b) I:oapital/fin?i.nccs
rcir.oc con to,''deploy funis aura e ff ic ien tly 2 3 b 3 • V? .03
u l t i ’Vitcly to reduce nunb) v  of beds 1 1 • 1 ' 3 ,01' ■ .02 •
reduce pressure cn bods .•'release beds for
other patients C
2 2 7 . .03 .04
diuinion hospital ir.rtituticu; ad
in.:titvitici:f.I.ic -tio i
A 3 £ 4 * U’i' .03
reduce pressure on cut-paticnt dopartccnts l 2 ■ -.02
prevention/prove‘ta live i 1 0 ■ .04
reduce net X fc.r hospital caru/hocpitai
dependency
I 3 3 * v i ‘ .01
nicccllsnoouc ho3pit"dl/fin-.acial objectives 1 3 .01
. c) education
o f patient z r A  fam ilies - • r*JL t 4 4 4 ,02 .03
tcuebiny - 3 .02
edueaiicu/itcdniny of students 2 4 .01 .02
teach educe tiou/c:5ucaticn cf interested
bodies ? ’
I 4 .02
red use etlyr.v. 1 r» 1 4 .01 .02
ciscellar.ocus cdc&tion .objectives 1 1 1
•fippenkia p
List of reasons j'ivaa ty respondents v;ho tbought that the service did not achieve its objectives
Hensons
;.CBponds*rit«
f.s original ; ^ -allocated rot.a3 a
iecten 
t i  on
Lull
tine
: xten 
sian
Lull
tire
largely csncerood with chronic patients 1 1
Inuufficioni 'fa c ilit ie s*  ? 1 1
i c f c s r r c  evolved frea efforts c f  individual curses, 1
lacks organisation X X
b'oaaunic&tioa problens 1 1 .2
no uppercut place for incrt-asc in  service 1 1
1!chore in  early staprss 2:; 1 3
lack of sta ff 2 1 3
fedem  houses not suitable* for tvo or core ^aerations 1 1
booicty not v e i l  inforacd, particularly re elderly 1 2
rcrttuliy i l l
:• ervlco f  lvupiorrtc!: 1 2 'J
Lack c f  financial support for scne patients, 1 1
;.‘or.c referrals slow to reach, hospital '1 1 n
Lack of t ir e  for l ia i .  on v is i t s 1 1
lu.r,pv ari.au 2 .2
Lae’: of publicity 1 1
Lack of .interest of senior nurses fbd i.cdical s ta ff 1 1
.vesistanco c-f 'autaariiiac' to principle, •3 i
rc-strictevi tine oni rUngs « B -
uoasultaat referrals caly 1 1
4  i n  the contort c f  th is table • fa c ilit ie s*  refers to day centres, 
shaltcrc'J workshops, hostel acoaa'icdaiion, clubs e tc .
Ad -iitioaal list cf Tease - s civen by ieaybndeatr. who thought that tha s^rvic: df: r.oi 
completely achieve its obiactive3
buspendents
Reasons . U;,je :ilvos
• Ac original .A~a3 .located
: ■ f  rk;; '.■nil Xt'.'fl. . u ll .
- ■, 'odcn f ir e sion tiro
Cene relapses are inevitable /because of the nature of ! , ' f
the i l ln e s s
r.-
lia ison  .problem: 2 r J* 5
Lack of finaaca/resourcos 3 2 ■*3 * 3
f i f f i c u l t  f a m i l y  i lf r /la c k  of support.or h o s ti lity
o f relations A 1 2 &
larcc case load 3 .. 1 7
Because sta ff  I;avc> vard cr cay hospital as r i s i b i l i t i e s /'■ 3
hack of tire/unable to  v is i t  freq u en tly  enough ■ 3 3' 2 2.
!■: ry: i/eoyruphic area 1 A .4
lack cf or.penisatlo::/otxT.ctiuf'o./cO'»onlicnticn 4 1 3 • 1
Ccrraaicaticr* problcns I e 2
In sufficien t iftvolvescat by other agencies 1 3
Continued existence of stipjna • r • 2 1 2
ratient r.uy dafa’alt/sny not idol; for folloc up " 2 1 1 1
• Luca o f interest/xaiierotar.din;.; by son:: fu n e ra l
3. 0practitioners X X
Is a fe llo e  up rather than 0. preventative service 1 1 3
'."crvicc not extensive cnouqh/requiroe cxpr.noion. 1 1
Luo to local reasons • 2 ■ 2
Lack cf co-operation frcr. hospital/csnior nun; in;; s ta ff 1 - 1 2
deferrals received too la te  for treatment at hone? to be 1 O
possible X X
lack of nucsu.lo socia l services r>/ 1
fa ticn ts discharg'd too early r .& 3.
Acceptance of cdinjc/corenmity csrc i s  clou I 1 1
lack cf appreciation. c f  problems pail cats f  ace on
1 **5
return to  convunity X
lndifjcrcr.cc/lack of ar\.rcr»css by ccxtvunity 1 1 1
'iced for f-1 hour/Veckced service 1 2
Hot attached to pcncral practitioners/involved in
O
health centres f X
i-iiscsllaneous c 9 12 IB
j.p;jondix 7
Additional list of tfcs respondents function
j.copondcn.ts
/c  orii-ptnsl fe-a.llQCS.toa Ircporticn
xtcn f u l l inter. f e l l feton f u ll
nion tiro cion tir.c cion tir-Ci '
/cn itor  for side effec ts  of abdication 1 1 2 12 ,014 .054
Arrange for  a lteration  of medication y. *} .034 .01?
G’o-ordinatc other d iscip lines and cervices ■ 3 1 3 .013 «C04
Lirdson with primary c; rc tsan ' 1 1 o .3 .014 .016
JLdaiccn with Ife lth  end Social Services 1 5 .014 .029
Link between hospital and p atien t/farily 3 2 3 8 .034 ,040'
Link between ccnci&trsitAaspital e x general
practitioner 4 7 .019
.023'
Link between hospital and pricairy care tear. 1 ’ 3 6 *03.4 .023
Link between patient, and 'radical s t a f f /  
general practitioner 1 5 6 ,024 .029
Support and aavice non-psychiatric colleagues 1 p. o. .014 .037
Support use «dvico other nraneicQ 4 3 3 ,014 .023
Support aid fevin? wardens cf residentia l 
aceon...elation
*? 1 1 ,014 .004
/sop notes/rccordc I *j .016
deport tack to consultant o tc . 3 11 6 .053 .04 E
follow up defaulters 2 2 1 O .014 .016
a ss is t  patient end fsadly to create uni 
raintoin ifeoycufencc 3 11 2 4 .024 «0c>2
feko/naintain relationship vdth the patient, 2  ' 1 1 3 .014 .025
Cricic intervsnUon/caccgcsont/ouppcrt 2 *> 3 V .03? .045
C risis prevention 2 1 4 .003 .023
Arrange short tern r e l ie f o 1 2 .014 .008
Anticipate strcso/kratirty, o ffer  r e lie f 3 2 .014 .002
Kclubili tatioa r> 13 ,010 .066
/oEOSBitisaUoa of phobics 1 4 .005 .016
Nurse therapist/nurse consultant 2 , ne 1 1 .014 .012
lisa therapeutic cr©ups/tai;e part in f e l ly I 1 r- .C0‘i .012•:/ groups
dssossKcnt 4 4 .033
i s  a r.esber of a teen ♦*,ft- 7 1 c .014 ,0>4
Haintain CP c lin ic s 1 4 .009 .016
A m ass fitinissicn i f  necessary 1 l 2 .003 .01?
d es is t  with, cccinl clubs '*•*. 1 • CO? .012
Accompany patients to clin ics/trcatncnt 3 1 .{320
arrange, and encourage patient to keep
ar.gointnc-nts
C'#: 1 3 .014 ..012
?raining ntunsnt s 1 3 l £ .0 /2 .021
Obtaining background inform tion to Gvcid
sending patient buck to situation causing s 2 .000
Preventative rclc/r.ero r.revsn'Lativc^t-oSicine C £ .022 .023
Nursing of f  leer giving only rdrdnistrntivc-
functions 1 4 2 .024
,088
Tuliticaul lint of co^ ng-ii: on current add fntuie uevslcpaents
. ccpon .tents
I teas suggested Ccrret t{-:24) future {• Taticut carol
I Xt£‘t Tull ntcn fu ll Aston ’ : H i :
nicn tine sicn tin s sicn tin:
To have cere involvement vath/'ccnceatrato on preventative work O 11 10 14 3 4
Tor ther tc  by rrulti-diociplinaxy approach to the prcblec 3 4 •; 2 1
To have a core positive therapeutic role/not to be ju st no injection giver n A
for there to bo a greater ecphacis on. fanlly/group therapy 2 2 2
To be r.oro involved in c r is is  intervention 1 2 1
"or there to he greater cnplsacic cn ccnsunity care c
To give a ce-rvicc -to/accept referral.': frca general prvetiticner 3 2 3
To accept referrals froc: general practitioner and soc ia l worker;: 2 1 p 0
Admission only vLou the patient cannot be carol for at hean 1 2 A 5 1 1
Assessment before admission/by cu lii-d isc ip lin ary  tear. to prevent r, n 3unnecessary adnissiens ✓
To give a 24 hoxir service, to include evening working, to  give weekend 2 4 4 1cover
To develop as & sp ecialty  v ith  increasing aunbors o f s ta ff 2 9 4
Tor. there to bo incrcanirv; use c f d ifferent grades in the icon I X 4 I
Ter c lin ic s  to he held a t health centres 4 1
To vork i n  &  c l in ic  staffed  by eoi'nron.ity psychiatric nurses i 1 3
‘O tter ccsnuhication v ith  e ll/o th c r  services 6 9 ? ? A
Tore education of-the general public 3 n 9 7 4
Tore contact with rc-noral practitioner# d is tr ic t  irarso, soc ia l worker 5 4 5- 1 1
r.ore Xinicon vdth general pructitioaer 4 .5 3 1 1 1
Greater co-operation frco/roru lia ison  with, soc ia l services 4 4 A 1
Tore education o f the h e a lth  tecs 2 r> 8 1
‘ ora involvement v ith  other services- os 2 T 1
Closer limhs between hospital and general nK ictiticner/cocsultant one 1 1 ? j
general practitioner 2
A ll other agencies should i s  informed cf/tmderstand thu cervices 2 1 C
- by both full ties and extension renocndeftts
To become as great a forco for psychiatric cars, as other branches of coasaaity
carc have for physical illn e ss  
T ill  eventually be as widespread as health v is ito r s  or d is tr ic t  r.yreos 
To have more involvement in health centro/co^suaity tear.3, but rct>ainit2^ hospital
based
The psychiatric ccsrtmiiy nurse t d l l  eventually ste.ro part c f  the gvnerul
practitioners work lead 
Betting up a therapeutic toaa.Av tear. approach 
”ore use of bsJjoviour co& ificatioa with family end/or patient 
To have adequate provision for uoiicato c lin ic s
That there should be ssorc effec tive  participation by general practitioners and
other cponcico
That'there should hx? inproved linho/relationnhipp between eonnxmiiy a i r l  hosvital
Th.it thorn should bo closer co-uporaticn/iitticcn vith  ih-s d is tr ic t  nurse
- ly f u l l  time sta ff, only , ' ■ i
The majority of patients to bo cse.osncd ly  the consultant ar.d referred to the
ccsruaity psychiatric nurse
To take fart in  ante and root natal c lin ic s
In the short ten: c.r part of a teas with the consultant, wtsrkins in  a recognised area
To o ffer  e. highly qualified Eervi.cc lih e d is tr ic t  nurses and health v is ito r s /to  act
as a consultant to other miraing d iscip lin e  
To have a aired case load (-respondent currently-working vith  psycho-geriatric problems)
Th o  service needs to .have clearly defined objectives regarding hone nursing and not
to provide 'ju st uobi.lv Injection c lin ics*
1 grcuin;: c f co.nm ity psychiatric; nurses, able to c ffer  day hospital enro, group
thorny? a : d  hero v is itin g  supporting th\* c l ie n t , family and nsijhbourfcood 
Total responsibility  for cental health cure 
Pre-aioa to adjust end press r i le  certain rodienticiv 
To do group work v ith  a psychologist 
Better lees  fra-vc-nte.. review eyeten
i-xtencion cf exintin.;; service to involve day centres, coccunity cafe team, psych iatrist, 
psychologist, nursing o ffic er , or.rellea nurses and learner.-.; covering toon or d is tr ic t  
here encouragement from medical eyolya 
Inadequate (-in  reply to question £u)
That tJjoro sbev.id be hotter contact with general practitioners, cav! *;cr.cral hospital
consul tents
That there should be better cca.-ult&tica v ith  medical s ta ff  u n d  better f a c i l i t i e s  for
family psyclii&triote
Tint there should t* greater harmony bet ' i t s  services 
That there chculd be more lia ison  with J. - 1 * 1.  v is ite r s  
That there should be in te llig en t - uso of vote-aary help 
Mors educatica o f, at: d  undcrstandday i'ren cr.ylc., era i f  necessary 
Fore understanding by hospital and nodical s i - i f
-  b y  cv.tcr.sicn s tu ff only
Behavioural problems and phcbian'cun bo helped trer.endouoly ly  consuaiiy psychiatric
iuircou
Bore tin s  to be* spent in preparing the patient fcr  ti-.o community
To give extra cars to the patient and family in  the csec.vnity
To have aore opportunity to follow  up day cars defaulters (respondent in  charge of
day hospital}
Closer dofinitlcr. cf patients for day core
boro participation in oat-p&tlent vrcrk
Accords to  be available to  cosuuaity psychiatric nurses
fe tte r  lis ioon  v ith  geriatric  consultant regarding jnyeho-praitric caro
To attend consulue.tc out-patient c lin ics
Tfco appointment of a lia ison  o fficer  to arrange conthly rn*stin.y- v ita  d is tr ic t  curse,
general practitioner, social vror’tor, etc*
(1)
(2)
(3)
( n \  
\*-s
(3)
(3)
(2)
(?)
(2)
(2)
(1)
(D
a)
(3)
(1)
CD
CD
CD
(D
(l)
CD
CD
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1 5
CD
CD
CD
(3)
(1)
(D
CD
(1 }
CD
(D
(1)
(D
CD
(?'
CD
Surest ions regarding additional resources
Appendix G ii
respondents
Items suggested Currant (0.24) Future(Q2?) Patient care(.;2u) Totals
vxten Fu.ll Sxten Full Fxtcn Full Extension Full tine All
cion tine cion tine cion tine
_J'o% Prop Mo, Prop . Fron
The service needs 
expension/extension 1 7 4 13
>"s .024 20 .083 .055
More ncney/roscurceo 3 2 3 p 3 .043 7 .023 .035
Additional connc-nts nadc by fev.'or than four respondents
- by full tine staff only
More help needed to gain objectives (1)
More stress on mental health education in schools (l)
More marriage guidance services (l)
More suitable bad: up cervices (l)
More female staff (l)
- by extension staff only
Moro/better organisation (3)
More co-ordination of statutory and voluntary resources (l)
More financial help for ex-p3.tien.tc (1)
More support (l)
More involvement (l)
Suggestions regarding education and conditions cf service
Items suggested Current (0.24) Future (.25) Patient care ( 26
Fxten 
s i  on
Full
tin s
I.xten
sion
Pull
tine
Fxtcn
cion
Full
tir.c
Proper career atructure/qualification/ronuneration
Case load should bo cf a suitable s ize
Conr,unity experience should bo part of the- basic training '
To have the sane conditions of service (e .g .car loans) as former 
loca l authority s ta ff /to  have bettor conditions c f  service 
For the conrsunity psychiatric nurse to bo recognised as a 
sp e c ia lis t
To have nors r e sp o n s ib ility /f le x ib ility /lc ss  r ig id ity
2
1
1
1
1
2
r*
• j
10
2
2
3
2
2
3
u
1
2
12
4
7
4
3
1
2
1 3
1
Appendix B iii
;ug. .cations regarding education and conditions of service trade by fewer than four respondents
- by both full tijso and estc-nsiea staff
Thera should be a fully dcvslopad scrvico with a generalised ctandar;; of ^
service end national guidance 
Fersissicn should ho givan to cdnit patients if they ere willing, and it in ^
necessary
Cocsiunity psychiatric nurses should havs at least two years vard experience (2)
There should he correct selection cf cooruaiiy psychiatric curses (2)
The ssrvics should bo rc-orgsrdscd on the easa linos as health visitors (2}
The job should bo defined particularly regarding overlap tdth social workers {4}
• by full tins staff only
Service to bo staffed by cdcdyoatsiy trained staff {!)
The service should he adninistored ty psychiatric nurses, who fcavs insight 
into psychiatric problems • •
Huroj.r.p; officers should be psyeldatrically trained (1)
There should be- tehiC^aidQlines for setting up a service. (2)
There should be a national assoclation/fecdy with regard to policy end 
conditions cf service '
Authority ehculd bo transferred froa social vorhars to selected co&sanity 
psychiatric nurses
Cc-s::-unity psychiatric nurses should take their place alongside professional (l)
colleagues *’
Cor.nmnity psychiatric nurses duties and responsibilities could be wider (1)
CesctmHy psychiatric nurses should have-regular In-service training (l)
There should l-e proper provision of office accorsodetion sc that patients, • 
particularly rehabilitated und housebound, car visit the ecnsunlty (I)
psychiatric nurse'
Thsrc should be greater cocsraity isvolveeent for learners (l)
liorking ftcuro should fco reduced (l)
Cossunity psychiatric nurses should bs protected agrdnst unexpected violence , >
in tho hoso _ _ V 1
All nurses should' l>0'eligible for the psychiatric load (l)
' There should be a Xaticnal Certificate, of restrict. Turcirg-psyehiairy (l)
because of tho responsibility ell cessedty psychiatric nurse,.1 should’.bo 
Grade I charge nurblwf -dr .
(1)
(3)
(3)
(!)
- by extension staff only
Setter baoes for staff (1)
Good service canagcacnt course-;, for field workers (1)
falnries should reflect responsibility (1)
belief staff are needed (1)
duggQ3tionc that the service is beneficial
.-..tons suggested
r neopondents
Current (u24)
/ Future (G2?)
Patient cara (C.26'
Fxten
sion
bull
tina
listen
sion
Full
time
fxten
cion
Full
tine
Is a good development 2 1 13 19
Gives an improved soryice/better care 11 21
Is helping to keep patients out of hospital/reducing admissions/
2 4 7 12re-adnissioas
i'ill/chould/inprove/develop 4 1 7 8
Ilecessary/cssential/in tha patients interest 4 3 5 6
’.'ill help to reduce stigma 3 n 0 5
Excellent (one extension respondent qualified this vith' 1 q 7
’if on a full time basis*
•L J /
It ic a good idea, but not yet *off tha ground'’/developing 1 3 3 1slowly but well
An advantage to the patient/patient mid society will benefit 1 4 9
Produces shorter in-patient stay 2 3 3 5
Given a proper service/proper res cure sr., nursing and support
of patients in tlieir own hones could be achieved/can only 3 3 9
be inprovod
Should provide improve d/nore comprehensive/total patient care 1 2 5
Can only be to the good/has a great deal to offer/an inportant 1 1 2 4
role
Caro at hone can deal with problems where they arise/would bo 2 1 2 2
more realistic
Provides a comprehensive service, preventative* for potential t1 i 2 1 3patients, follow up for former patients
'Should continue to develop 2 2 1 2
Provides an alternative to admission, must bo a better service 2 3 n£.
Provides better health education for relatives 2 1 1 2
V'ith the run down of largo hospitals more people will need caro 2 p x
in the community end tha service must be good
Should bs encouraged 3 1 1
Should cost loss 1 1 3
If the patient ic at the centre of the planning/if there is
et '
care in planning, healthy and effective I
Apccedix 8 iv
uy.-.estions that the service is beneficial made by fewer than, four respondents
-  by extension s ta ff  only fe
<?)
-  by both full time and extension staff
Feaer.tial to ensure continuity cf care, especially vith newly discharged patients (i)
7he long tern effect would be better care (2)
ahould, ideally, reduce the size cf hospital/r.usber of re-admissions (3)
Should enhance the quality of life (2)
The only way to pre%rc-at,/decrease institutionalisation fro;; long adaiscion (3)
Patient responds favourably, the service is appreciated (3)
A major stop forward,/on o cf the bast senetreo yet (2)
„arly diagyiosis noons nursing the patient at hone, with loon disruption- of family life (4} 
bhculd reduce mental ill health, promote mental health (2)
neducs-s the number of in-pationts/preveritK lumcccseaxy adniseica (2)
If based in tha community permits closer contact with the patient, filling the gaps
widen previously existed
-  by f u ll  time sta ff  cnly
frovideo patient care within the capabilities of existing workers (l)
Gives more support to general practitioners and consultants (1)
FeycJiatric nursing in the cerrmufey is the iutur-o (2)
Provides effective care ' (2}
helps to focus other agencies on tho ps.ticT.t*& problems (1)
iLrs developed greatly (1)
Contributes to continuity of care, and filling the deficiencies of other agencies (1)
Voul'i be a good thing to have a essprehcasive service ' (1)
Hospital care provides only half of care-, community cure is the othsr half (1)
Hhoulu be improved, district general hospital should be the hospital for ell illness (l)
Community psychiatric nursing will eventually take precedence''Wwi Uu-riiioaal caro (1)
An accessible source; of help for patients and relatives (l)
Good, if properly implemented t x t -
Ghould reduce beds by providing total patient care . (1}
benefit to both patients and relatives > ' (2)
forth the effort (1)
Hot a sobers© •* a service /A (l)
A good thing or;co haphazard developsont stops (1)
A good idea, but would bo bettor if regular psychiatric,/redical support available (l)
U)
Worthwhile a  ( l)
I t  i s  batter to nurse the patient in  th eir ewi homo " /  (1)
Patients should bs encouraged to  be useful ce-nbcra cf society/would rfk&in -a
nsobor of the coccimity *
fhoulc bo acceptable, to everyone ' ( l )
i t  should Its recognised that patients can be treated in  the community •
would a llev ia te  fear
Fatients would s t i l l  receive care, but w ill bo lo ss  dependent cn hospital . (1)
•To prevent admission i f  possib le, i f  not to provide a fter  cars (1)
Gives norc complete cars - , (1)
Supporting patients and relatives ( l )
Should be encouraged as i t  reduces the pressure cn in-patient beds and enables
the patient to continue working 
;io reason w3y patient oare should decline, i f  adequate t ir e  i s  allowed for v is it in g  ( l )
Any scheme for better earc . . i l l  depend cn greater awareness and tolerance c f  tha
{strnsral public and employers 
fore patients w ill be able to  stay in  the eomr.uaity and receive treatment (1)
l-very hospital should have i t s  community care toan (1)
(1)
1
{2}
■r&t
